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Abstract

United States Air Force (USAF) Air Logistics Center (ALC) engineers are assigned to
support the maintenance of operational aircraft fleets. As a result, they need to be well
trained in specialized engineering topics related to that mission. Not the least of these topics
are those of structural failure analysis and designing structure to prevent failure. While many
commercially available short courses may appear to address these topics by their title, none
have been found that target the specific needs of the ALC engineer. Furthermore, few such
courses have instructors with first-hand knowledge of the duty requirements of and
challenges faced by ALC engineers. These shortcomings not withstanding, sending ALC
engineers to a vendor site for a week-long short course presents further challenges.
Supporting the USAF aircraft fleet, while minimizing the impact to operations, requires
quick response to all engineering issues. Having ALC engineers off-site and away from their
duties, for even a week, adds an unnecessary schedule burden to that support process. While
some commercial vendors will provide on-site training, this option is not without a further
cost burden over and above the already high short course cost.

The ALC Engineering Directorate at Warner-Robins Air Logistics Center sought to address
the aforementioned training shortfall by tasking the USAF Academy's Center for Aircraft
Structural Life Extension (CAStLE) to design a course to meet this need. This report details
the result of that tasking. It presents the unique qualifications of CAStLE engineers as
providers of current aging aircraft data and analysis tools, engineering faculty members and
experienced ALC engineers. The development of the course, Failure Analysis and
Prevention for the ALC Engineer, is chronicled in detail. These details include the course
goal, course objectives, lesson objectives and all material used to present 30 topic lessons,
guest lectures and case studies. This report further details the first course delivery at Robins
Air Force Base (AFB) along with a complete analysis assessing the result of that delivery.
Extensive attachments include student handouts for course administration, graphical material
used for each lesson, case study scenario handouts, guest lecture material and raw assessment
critique data. The course was very well received at the ALC and, as a result, additional
offerings are planned in the future both at Robins AFB and at other USAF locations. As
verified by student assessment, the resulting CAStLE course was directly on target with the
current needs of the ALC engineer. This specialized course was delivered on-site with
up-to-date professionally produced course books and electronic media for less than 40% of
the cost of the typical commercially available general failure analysis course.
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1. Background

The Engineering Directorate at Warner-Robins Air Logistics Center (ALC) is, among other
things, responsible for maintaining the technical excellence of the ALC's engineering
workforce. While it is expected that all engineers are products of accredited engineering
programs, the Engineering Directorate seeks to ensure their engineers are up to date in topics
which are relevant to the ALC engineer. To this end, they execute and track individual
training programs for each of their assigned engineers. Topics which are particularly
appropriate to the ALC engineer is that of structural failure analysis and, to even greater
extent, design aimed at the prevention of such failures. This need is in fact common to all
United States Air Force (USAF) ALCs.

A number of organizations offer short courses in failure analysis but few have the flexibility
or expertise to tailor a course to specific ALC needs. Additionally, courses that require travel
to an off-site facility are difficult to schedule around the high demands of supporting the
operational USAF fleet.

The USAF Academy Center for Aircraft Structural Life Extension (CAStLE) is uniquely
qualified to answer this ALC need. The primary mission of CAStLE is to provide data and
tools aimed at solving current aircraft structures issues, and many of CAStLE's past and
present projects respond to specific ALC requirements. CAStLE is integrated into the USAF
Academy's Department of Engineering Mechanics (DFEM) and as such has complete access
to all curriculum, instructional tools and faculty. Lastly, many of the CAStLE engineers are
former DFEM faculty themselves with a combined 26 plus years of curriculum development,
course directorship and classroom instruction at both the USAF Academy (USAFA) and the
USAF Test Pilot School (TPS). Their faculty experience is in addition to over 70 combined
years of aerospace engineering experience with more than 25 of that in the air logistics
engineering specialty.

Given the need and the stated CAStLE qualifications, a program was undertaken in Fiscal
Year 2006 (FY06) to design and deliver a course of instruction in Failure Analysis and
Prevention for the ALC Engineer. This report documents the result of that program.

2. Course Development

2.1 Target Student

The starting place for this course development was the DFEM course titled Engineering
Mechanics (EM) 445, Failure Analysis and Prevention. EM 445 is an undergraduate, optional
course offered to USAFA Engineering majors after they have completed the required
prerequisite courses which cover the following topics:

"* elastic deformation
"* failure criteria
"* yielding and strengthening mechanisms
"* linear elastic fracture mechanics
"* fracture toughness
"* fatigue failure
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* fatigue crack growth
* fatigue life estimation
* creep

Given the diverse sources of engineering education across the ALC, it was unreasonable to
assume that all potential students would have familiarity with all of these topics. Therefore,
the decision was made to only limit attendance to engineers that had, at minimum, a modest
level of experience in the ALC environment.

The following excerpt from the Course Introduction (Appendix A) captures the pre-requisite
knowledge which served as the basis for the subject course development.

Target Student: A company grade officer or GS-9/11/12 with a B.S. (minimum) in
mechanical engineering, aeronautical engineering or engineering
mechanics and one to five years of aircraft structures experience and at
least one year of retainability at Robins AFB.

2.2 Course Goal and Objectives

The emphasis in the USAF Academy's EM 445 course is in failure analysis to include the
laboratory techniques associated with evaluating failed structure. Additionally, the structure
analyzed in EM 445 is not limited to aircraft. Laboratory techniques studied include
specimen sectioning, specimen preparation and use of the multitude of tools that could be
involved in a metallographic and/or fractographic evaluation. While such detail is appropriate
to the undergraduate course, and may be useful background for an ALC engineer, it is not
generally part of their day-to-day duties. Early on in the course development program, the
Engineering Directorate identified prevention as being the focus of the ALC course. While
the course would still address failure analysis, the instructional methodology was directed at
addressing the prevention issue as it applies to typical aircraft structure. Laboratory
techniques were sufficiently addressed only to the extent that students would understand the
methods and effort involved in conducting a metallographic and/or fractographic evaluation,
without necessarily being qualified to conduct one themselves.

The next step in development, as with any course, was the establishment of a course goal and
supporting course objectives. These were developed by the CAStLE curriculum team and
approved by the customer at the beginning of the development program. Table 1 is excerpted
from the Course Introduction portion of the Administrative Student Handouts found in
Appendix A and shows the resulting course goal and objectives.
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Table 1: Failure Analysis and Prevention for the ALC Engineer course goal and objectives.

Course Goal
Students will understand how structural components fail. They will use this understanding to

analyze failed components and determine the causes of failure as well as make
recommendations to prevent future occurrences of failure.

Course Objectives:
Upon completion of this course, students will be able to:
1. Analyze structures for the mechanisms of failure by elastic and plastic deformation, linear
elastic fracture mechanics, fatigue, corrosion and wear.
2. Identify and differentiate between observable fractographic features that indicate failures
caused by yielding, fracture, fatigue, corrosion and wear in metals.
3. Identify the elements of failure in composite materials.
4. Recommend qualitative and quantitative changes to prevent future occurrences of failure.
5. Understand the history and impact of structural failure upon Air Force operational
readiness and its Aircraft Structural Integrity Program.

2.3 Instructional Format

Ordinarily the next step in a course development is the establishment of lesson objectives that
support the course objectives. In the case of a professional education course to be delivered
to engineers at their duty stations, however, an additional step was necessary. This was to
arrive at an agreement as to the amount of time to be allocated for the course. Equally
important was how that time would be distributed in each day of instruction. Given this
information the total time could be divided into reasonable blocks of instruction, thereby
setting the number of lesson blocks available. These blocks were then allocated to individual
lesson objectives in order to best serve the course goal.

Direction from the ALC Engineering Directorate set the course time block to be from 0800 to
1530 on Monday through Friday in a single week. This daily schedule was chosen so that
engineers could still access their office during part of the normal duty day in order to address
their most urgent duty requirements. Further discussions between the Engineering
Directorate, CASTLE and other USAFA faculty members led to the decision that a fifty (50)
minute block of instruction followed by ten (10) minute breaks would form the building
block for each lesson. This length would permit enough time to address a topic, present
examples or work on case studies without being unduly fatiguing to the students. Given the
necessary time for lunch break, the chosen format resulted six lesson blocks per day with
three in the morning and three in the afternoon, 30 lesson blocks in all.

The CAStLE plan for distribution of lesson topics amongst the 30 lesson blocks took into
consideration a variety of factors. The first was the perceived importance of each topic to the
daily mission of the USAF ALC engineer. This input was based on discussions with
engineers in the Engineering Directorate as well as those assigned to the various ALC
Program Offices to include the Aircraft Structural Integrity Program (ASIP) managers
themselves. Additionally, such inputs were received directly from CAStLE engineers and
DFEM faculty as many of them served in these positions during previous assignments.
Another consideration was directed at serving the course development goal of having a
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course adapted to the "Target Student" as identified in Section 2.1. Given the expectedly
diverse educational and experiential backgrounds in the potential student, this consideration
required a gradual building of topic complexity. Introductory lessons would start with basic
engineering knowledge (statics, strength of materials, etc.) as it applies to the analysis and
prevention of structural failure. More advanced topics would then build on these introductory
lessons. They would address objectives which are directly aimed at performing failure
investigations and designing preventative courses of action. A related consideration was to
make use of the daily schedule so as to present multi-lesson topics together in the same day.
Since the multi-part topics build upon one another in sequence, scheduling them together
maximizes student retention and therefore enhances instructional efficiency. Lastly, hands-on
in-class student group analysis projects, called Case Studies, were used to reinforce blocks of
topics. These Case Studies made use of real-life scenarios to emphasize the presented topics.
Here again, in order to maximize efficiency, a case study was incorporated at the end of the
relevant block of topics. Case Studies also served to "break up the day" by diverting from the
sequence of class recitations. These lesson-block long exercise required student to apply
what they just learned.

The resulting course syllabus and schedule is presented in Table 2.

Table 2: Failure Analysis and Prevention for the Air Logistics Center Engineer course syllabus and
schedule.

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Ffiday
Lesson 21:

Introduction to Failure Lesson 6 Lesson 1I Lesson 16 Nondestructive
Distortion Failures Corrosion I Fatigue Inspection Guest

ayLecture

Lesson 2: Lesson 7:SLesson 12: Lesson 17: Lesson 22:
& The Failure Analysis Fracture Modes and L

Method Stress Systems Corrosion II Fatigue II Composites Failures

Lesson 3: Lesson 8: Lesson 13:Ductile vs. Brittle Corrosion Guest Lesson 18: Lesson 23:SConditions for Failure Fatigue Ill Manufacturing Failure s
oFracture Lecture

____________Lunch

Lesson4: Lesson 9: Case Study3: Lesson 19: Case Study 5:
Residual Stresses I Metallography and Cosi Nondestructive• RsiualStesss Frct~rahyCorrosion " npcinI Summary Case Studies:

N Fractography inspectionI

Lesson 10:
Lesson 5: Metallographv and Lesson 14: Lesson 20: Lesson 24:

Nondestructive Material SubstitutionSResidual Stresses I Fracto;raphy WearI n f
Applications Inspection for Failure Prevention

" " Case Study 1: Case Study 2ý Lesson 15: Case Study4: Lesson 25:
SResidual Stress Failure Modes LEFM NDI and Fatigue AST

A final aspect of the instructional format was class size. The desired class size was set at
approximately twenty students. The goal here was to accommodate as many students as
possible while not making the class so big that it would hinder individualized attention.
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Individual attention is critical during any type of instruction in order to make dynamic
adjustments to the pace of each lesson. One example of such an adjustment would be to slow
down and re-emphasize a point with a relevant example if the pace was "losing" some
students. At the same time if the topic is too familiar to the majority of the students, the pace
can be accelerated, giving time to add more detail to a given lesson, thus keeping the class
engaged. Having too many students hinders the ability of any instructors to assess the
appropriateness of the lessons pace. A reasonable instructor-to-student ratio was also
important during the Case Studies in order to allow that sufficient attention be given to each
group. An ideal class size of twenty (20) students was chosen was based on the combined
experience of the hundreds of engineering sections taught at USAFA and USAF TPS by the
course developers.

2.4 Lesson Development
The final phase of course development was to establish individual lesson objectives that
would best support the course objectives and goal. Lesson objectives by definition are
measurable statements of achievement for each lesson. Lesson objectives most frequently
take the format of specifying what the student will know at the conclusion of each lesson. In
the simplest terms, if a student satisfies the requirements of a set of lesson objectives which
support the course objectives, then the instructor can be reasonably sure that the course goal
has been met. In the typical class environment these objectives are assessed through graded
events such as homework, projects and exams. One of the stated requirements from the
Engineering Directorate of our development effort was that there would be no out of class
assignments. The goal of this requirement was similar to the need for having our course
offered on base in the first place; to deliver the course while minimizing the burden on the
already heavily tasked ALC engineer. Achieving lesson objectives was therefore, for the
most part, left up to the professionalism of the student. One exception was our integration of
the Case Studies into the daily schedule. These exercises were done in small groups. As such,
there was a certain amount of peer pressure to know the material presented and contribute to
the group's effort. Additionally, the student interaction with instructors during lessons and
their responses to various surveys was used to qualitatively assess the objectives.

The lesson objectives for each of the 30 lesson blocks shown in Table 2 are included in the
Administrative Student Handouts found in Appendix A. The lessons can be divided into three
primary categories as described in the following sections.

2.4.1 Topical Recitations

These lessons include introductory lessons of the more elementary material and advanced
topics. The introductory lessons were designed to help "level the field" of education
background in the course participants. These lessons built from the assumed prerequisite
knowledge of any student which met the target student population. Advanced topics built off
the introductory lessons to address specific knowledge required to achieve the course
objectives and therefore meet the course goal. The delineation between what constituted an
introductory lesson as opposed to an advanced lesson was of course dependent upon the
specific educational background and professional experience of the individual student. Part
of the curricular design included the incorporation of "topic teasers." The topic teasers were
essentially small case studies which could be presented in just a few minutes. All topic
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teasers applied directly to the lesson topic and were case studies of real-world failures. The
instructor would use these at various times during the lesson to motivate the topic and to
provide insight as to its application. The recitation lessons are the light blue boxes in Table 2.
The graphical materials used to present each of these topics are included in Appendix B.

2.4.2 Case Studies
As previously stated, the Case Studies served to reinforce a given block of lesson objectives
by practical application of those objectives. They also provided a daily change of pace from
the recitations. Case Studies afforded students exposure to real-world failure analysis
scenarios that they might not have otherwise experienced in their current duties. The case
study topics are shown by the tan boxes in Figure 1. Using a building block approach, the
case study scenarios evolved during the course from a guided exercise to the more open
ended analysis which required synthesis of a variety of course topics. All Case Study
handouts are included in Appendix C.

2.4.3 Guest Lectures

As the name implies, these lesson brought in a guest from some particular USAF center of
expertise. The intent of these lessons was to not only provide additional detail but also to
obtain an official USAF point of view. Guests from the Air Force Research Laboratory
(AFRL) non-destructive inspection office and the Air Force Corrosion Prevention and
Control Office (AFCPCO) served in this capacity. It is worth noting that the guests were
provided with lessons objective, as given in Appendix A, to ensure their presentation
supported the course objectives. Their lessons are noted by the yellow boxes in Figure 1. The
graphical materials used by the guests to present their topics are included in Appendix D.

An additional guest lecture was added to the schedule shown in Figure 1. This was a lesson
in the usage of the AFGROW crack growth software. The opportunity to have Mr. Jim Harter
of AFRL present AFGROW to the class arose after the schedule had been set. Rather than
eliminating a topic to make room, arrangements were made to have a working lunch on
Thursday. This period was then used by Mr. Harter to give his AFGROW overview. All
presentation material along with supplemental AFGROW guidance is also included in
Appendix D.

3. Course Development Results

This section describes the result of the course development effort based on its first offering.

3.1 Delivery

The first offering of Failure Analysis and Prevention for the ALC Engineer was delivered the
week of 17-21 April 2006 at Robins AFB, GA. The CAStLE instructors for this first offering
are shown in Table 3.

There were 22 students in this offering. In addition to Robins AFB students, this total
included two students from Tinker AFB and one from Hill AFB. Students ranged from very
junior engineers to senior ASIP managers. The class included both military and civilian
engineers.
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Table 3: CASTLE instructors for 17-21 April 2006 delivery of Failure analysis and Prevention for the
ALC Engineer at Robins AFB, GA.

Name Title
Dr. Gregory A. Shoales, P.E. CAStLE Senior Research Engineer and

former DFEM Professor of Engineering Mechanics
Dr. Sandeep Shah CAStLE Senior Metallurgist
Capt. Jason Avram DFEM EM 445 Course Director and former ALC Engineer

All students were provided with printed copies of all items presented in Appendices A
through D in a course notebook. This course notebook was not only intended to be used
during the course delivery but also to be available as a reference after the course was
complete. Each document was also provided electronically to all students on a CD.
Additionally, this CD contained a wide variety of supplemental material also intended as a
useful reference for students. These included publications which addressed corrosion,
structural integrity programs, material substitution, NDI techniques and a vast assortment of
failure analysis case studies.

The facility used was the Eagle Conference Room in the Robins AFB Museum. The room
was configured with large tables which afforded each student ten to twelve square feet of
work space. All graphical materials were projected onto an eight foot wide screen. The
projection system had sufficient lumens to provide clear, high contrast images under full
room lighting.

3.2 Assessment
All students were made aware of the developmental nature of the course and that their input
would greatly enhance the development process. To this end they were asked to complete a
brief survey after each lesson and an end-of-course survey after the very last lesson block on
Friday.

3.2.1 Lesson Surveys

The lessons surveys all included the same four questions shown in Figure 1 from Lesson 1.

Lesson 1: Introduction to Failure Analysis
This material was new to me:

0 1 2 3 4
Not at About All of

All Half It

This material will be useful to me in my job:
0 1 2 3 4

Not at Moderately Most
All Useful

I would improve this lesson by (changing, emphasizing, adding, deleting...):

Your comments here)

I have an idea for a Case Study for this lesson:

Figure 1: Typical lesson survey which students filled out after each lesson.
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The first two questions called for a quantitative assessment of the presented topic. The first of
these called for a judgment of the whether or not the lesson taught them something new. The
second simply asked for whether or not the lesson topic was applicable to their assigned
duties in the ALC. An average response of greater than 2.0 on the first would indicate that
the majority of the lesson was new material to the class. Similarly, an average response of 2.0
or greater on the second would indicate that the topic was useful to the class. It was expected
that the introductory lessons, the earlier topics, would be useful to most but not necessarily
new. It was hoped that all topics would be considered useful to the class as this was the goal
of the topic selection process.

The averaged results from both quantitative course survey questions are presented
graphically in Figure 2.
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the lesson objectives or the course goal. While this comment was shared by nearly half the
class it was curious given the somewhat high average ratings of 2.8 and 2.3 for "new to me
and "useful in my job" for this lesson. In contrast most students agreed that the NDI guest
was not given enough time. While the presentation was very well received, the students just
wanted to hear more of it. In fact, as an example of the dynamic adjustment discussed in
Section 2.3, the NDI guest's time slot was extended by 30 minutes. The next two lessons
were accelerated somewhat to keep the daily schedule within the given allotment.

3.2.2 End-of-Course Surveys

The end-of-course survey contained eight questions which were intended to evoke more
input from the class of specific course enhancements. These questions are given in Figure 3.

1. What did you like about this course?

2. What did you dislike about this course?

3. Were having printed materials (your binder) an aid to your experience
this week?

4. Do you think you will reference your book after this week? YES NO

5. Do you think you will reference your CD after this week? YES NO

6. Did the hour-long daily case studies support the course objectives?

7. What changes or additions would you suggest to make this course better
for future offerings?

8. Would you recommend this course to another ALC engineer? YES NO
Why or why not?

Figure 3: End-of-course survey questions.

The raw data from the end-of-course survey is included in Appendix E. These data are
transcribed precisely as it was received. The remaining paragraphs in this subsection
summarize the class response. All students liked the fact that the lessons were targeted at
what they needed as ALC engineers. A repeated favorable comment was the application
focus designed into the presentation of each topic. Another favorable comment was the
feeling that the instructors were very knowledgeable in the subject and qualified, experienced
instructors. Many topics were particularly cited by students as favorable inclusions in the
course because of their applicability and/or the fact that they had little or no preparation for
this material in school. Some of these topics included; LEFM, fatigue, NDI and corrosion.

As with all questions we urged student to think of some input for each. When it came to
negative comments there was balance of responses that said more time should be spent on
certain topics while other students said less time should be spent on those very same topics.
This result is not surprising and confirms the expectation that the class would come from
diverse education backgrounds. Other comments addressed delivery aspects such as the
classroom image projection size and the comfort of the chairs. Overall, the negative
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comments were not very telling when it comes to improvement. The one repeated negative
comment addressed our decision to have AFGROW presented over a working lunch. As one
student put it, this "made for a very long day". Others simply stated it was too much material
in too short a period.

All students strongly agreed that having all material printed in advance and provided at the
beginning of the course enhanced their learning experience. All students universally
commented that they expected to reference both their course book and their course CD after
the course week was complete. Another unanimous comment was in favor of the daily case
studies. Students felt that the case studies, topic teasers and other in class examples were a
critical component to being able to fully achieve the lesson objectives. One student even
suggested it would be worth extending the class day in order to add to the number of case
studies.

In answering question 7, while one student suggested the course could be shortened, most
thought adding time material would improve future course offerings. Most agreed that the
extra time should be devoted to increasing the number of case studies and real life examples.

Finally, all students said they would recommend this course to other ALC engineers. The
reasons cited are similar to the favorable comments made in answering the previous
questions. They emphasized the course's application to the ALC engineer's mission and the
use of real-world examples. Students commented that this course should be required for all
ALC engineers as well as all acquisition engineers. One student said "I grew a basic
understanding of structural failure and analysis despite not having a structures background."

4. Conclusions and Recommendations

After reviewing all the data there did not seem to be any compelling reason to eliminate any
particular topics nor significantly change the course sequence. In the initial course delivery
three lessons lacked a topic teaser. Given the overwhelming importance students attached to
this and other examples, future offering must include at least one topic teaser for each lesson.

The input of extending the class day must be balanced with the duty requirements of the
participants. Clearly the three students that traveled away from their home station to take the
course had more time available in their days. However, this surplus availability did not seem
to be shared by the local participants. CAStLE concurred with the input from the Warner
Robins ALC that student must be left with time in the day, however minimal, to address
urgent tasks. Future offerings should be reevaluated by the participating ALC to determine
the best balance of time to be dedicated to class time.

The guest lectures are somewhat dependent on the availability of the right individual from
the outside agency. Some ALCs may even have in house individuals that would be more
applicable to their mission than those used for the subject offering. Keeping the offering time
equal, CAStLE would concur with the student comments that the guest time could be
redistributed. The AFCPCO in particular did not adequately address the course objectives.
Unless a better understanding of course requirements could be achieved, CAStLE would
recommend deleting that guest from future offerings. CAStLE suggests using that time for a
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more complete AFGROW presentation rather than use the working lunch concept. One
caveat would be that the presenter must be highly experienced in the teaching the use of the
AFGROW software package. Overall, guests must be well prepared by the course faculty and
fully understand the course goal and their role in achieving the course objectives.

Follow-up conversations have taken place since this first offering. One of the students from
the Oklahoma City ALC took his comments back to his engineering leadership. As a
consequence of this input, CAStLE is slated to present the course to at least one class at
Tinker AFB in FY07. Additionally, those responsible for engineering training at
Warner-Robins ALC have expressed interest in one or two more additional offerings
delivered during FY07 at Robins AFB. It is worth noting here that part of the subject course
development tasking was to deliver all course material to the Robins AFB Engineering
Directorate. Despite having accomplished this delivery, those in charge of the training
programs have expressed a strong desire to have CAStLE present all future course offerings.
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BESEPRBH

Failure Analysis and Prevention for the Air Logistics Center Engineer

Course Description: Failure mechanisms in typical aircraft structure are presented along
with methods to identify each mechanism and its potential impact on
structural integrity and life. Various laboratory and field techniques are
presented to evaluate structural components to include nondestructive
inspection and fractographic/metallographic analysis. Failure
prevention methodologies are discussed including component redesign
(changes in geometry, material selection and material processing),
changes in operation (e.g., flight restrictions) and application of
coatings.

Instructors: USAF Academy's Center for Aircraft Structural Life Extension

Primary Citations: Donald J. Wulpi, Understanding How Components Fail, 2 d ed. ASM
International, 1999.
Norman E. Dowling, Mechanical Behavior of Materials, 2'd ed.,
Prentice Hall, Inc., 1999.

Course Goals: Students will understand how structural components fail. They will use
this understanding to analyze failed components and determine the
causes of failure as well as make recommendations to prevent future
occurrences of failure.

Course Objectives: Upon completion of this course, students will be able to:
1. Analyze structures for the mechanisms of failure by elastic and
plastic deformation, linear elastic fracture mechanics, fatigue,
corrosion and wear.
2. Identify and differentiate between observable fractographic features
that indicate failures caused by yielding, fracture, fatigue, corrosion
and wear in metals.
3. Identify the elements of failure in composite materials.
4. Recommend qualitative and quantitative changes to prevent future
occurrences of failure.
5. Understand the history and impact of structural failure upon Air
Force operational readiness and its Aircraft Structural Integrity
Program.

Target Student: A company grade officer or GS-9/11/12 with a B.S. (minimum) in
mechanical engineering or aeronautical engineering or engineering
mechanics and one to five years of aircraft structures experience and at
least one year of retainability at Robins AFB.
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ADDITIONAL COURSE CITATIONS

Boyer, H.E., and Gall, T.L., eds., ASM Metals Handbook - Desk Edition, ASM International,
Materials Park, OH, 1985.

Davis, J.R., ed., Corrosion: Understanding the Basics, ASM International, Materials Park, OH, 2000.

Davis, J.R., ed., Aluminum and Aluminum Alloys. ASM International, Materials Park, OH, 1993.

Dickson, J.I., ed., Failure Analysis: Techniques and Applications - Conference Proceedings, ASM
International, Materials Park, OH, 1992.

Cartz, Louis, Nondestructive Testing, ASM International, Materials Park, OH, 1995.

Feld, Jacob and Carper, Kenneth L., Construction Failure, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, 1997.

Gibala,, R. and Hehemann, R.F., eds., Hydrogen Embrittlement and Stress Corrosion Cracking,
American Society for Metals, Metals Park, OH, 1984.

Gordon, J.E., Structures: Or Why Things Don't Fall Down, Da Capo Press, New York, 1978.

Gordon, J.E., The New Science of Strong Materials, Princeton University Press, Princeton, NJ, 1968.

Hutchings, F.R. and Unterweiser, P.M., Failure Analysis: The British Engine Technical Reports,
American Society for Metals, Metals Park, Ohio, 1981.

Levy, Matthys and Salvadori, Mario, Why Buildings Fall Down, W.W. Norton & Co., New York,
1994.

Naumann, F.K., Failure Analysis: Case Histories and Methodology, American Society for Metals,
Metals Park, OH, 1983.

Pilkey, W. D., Peterson's Stress Concentration Factors, 2nd Edition, Wiley Interscience, 1997.

Petroski, Henry, To Engineer is Human, Vintage Books, New York, 1982.

Petroski, Henry, Design Paradigms: Case Histories of Error & Judgement in Engineering, Cambridge
University Press, Cambridge, UK, 1994.

Powell, G.W., et al, A Fractographic Atlas of Casting Alloys, Battelle Press, Columbus, OF, 1992.

Powell, G.W., ed., ASM Handbook, Volume 11: Failure Analysis and Prevention, ASM International,
Materials Park, OH, 1986.

Raj, B., Jayakumar, T., and Thavasimuthu, M., Practical Non-Destructive Testing, ASM International,
Materials Park, OH, 2002.

Schlager, Neil, Breakdown, Visible Ink Press, Detroit, MI, 1995.
Uhl, R.C., ed., Handbook of Case Histories in Failure Analysis, ASM International, Materials Park,

OH, 1992.

Witherell, Charles E., Mechanical Failure Avoidance - Strategies & Techniques. McGraw-Hill, New
York, 1994.
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Lesson Objectives
Lesson 1: Introduction to Failure Analysis

1. Define "failure analysis"
2. Identify the main goal of failure analysis
3. Identify the most common aircraft structural failure modes

Lesson 2: Failure Analysis Method
1. Discuss steps of a failure analysis and describe their relationship to one another
2. Describe the guiding principles of failure analysis
3. Identify the basic questions that a failure analyst should be able to ask and answer
4. Describe how the concept of failure applies to more than just the fracture of a component

Lesson 3: Conditions for Failure
1. Distinguish between fracture and other failure modes
2. Identify the differences/similarities between various failure modes
3. Describe the relationship between conditions, capabilities and corresponding failure modes.

Lesson 4: Residual Stresses I
1. Describe how residual stresses are caused and describe their results
2. Distinguish between various types of residual stresses and their sources.

Lesson 5: Residual Stresses II
1. Describe how to produce beneficial residual stresses and know where they are useful
2. Identify potential applications of residual stress to failure prevention

Lesson 6: Distortion Failures
1. Define distortion failure
2. Describe various distortion modes and the stress states that cause them
3. Describe the relationship between distortion and failure

Lesson 7: Fracture Modes and Stress Systems
1. Distinguish between the shear, cleavage, intergranular and fatigue modes of fracture
2. Describe the five basic stress systems that cause failure
3. Identify distinguishing visible features of tensile, torsional, bending, compression, & fatigue stress

systems causing failure in brittle & ductile materials

Lesson 8: Ductile vs. Brittle Fracture
1. Determine differences between brittle and ductile fracture
2. Describe fractographic appearances/differences of/between brittle and ductile fracture surfaces
3. Discuss the various factors which determine whether a component will fail in a brittle or ductile

manner

Lesson 9: Metallography and Fractography
1. Define the difference between metallography andfractography
2. Discuss the principles of fractography and metallography
3. Describe the techniques used in performing a metallographic or fractographic evaluation

Lesson 10: Metallography and Fractography Applications
1. Know how a typical failure analysis investigation might be conducted
2. Describe fracture surface characteristics and terminology associated with various failure modes
3. Describe the limitations of metallography and fractography techniques/equipment

Lesson 11: Corrosion I
1. Describe the principles of corrosion
2. Discuss the material and environmental factors that contribute to corrosion

Lesson 12: Corrosion II
1. Identify the differences/similarities between different types of corrosion
2. Describe potential corrosion preventive measures

Lesson 13: Corrosion Guest Lecture
1. Discuss the USAF/DoD Corrosion Prevention Program
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2. Describe how corrosion impacts structural life
3. Describe how corrosion impacts fleet management

Lesson 14: Wear
1. Discuss differences between types of wear and where each may be found
2. Describe contact stress fatigue
3. Describe the benefits/application of lubrication and other wear preventatives

Lesson 15: LEFM
1. Discuss the concept of stress concentrations
2. Discuss the foundations of fracture mechanics
3. Describe geometry factors used to solve fracture problems.
4. Describe how Kc varies as thickness varies.
5. Describe how LEFM is used during the design (or re-design) process.
6. Discuss why fracture receives so much attention in failure analyses

Lesson 16: Fatigue I
1. Define fatigue
2. Identify the 3 stages of fatigue crack growth
3. Describe the primary fractographic features of fatigue in metals

Lesson 17: Fatigue II
1. Describe how specific fractographic features relate to fatigue stress conditions
2. Describe the effects of overloads on crack length, crack growth rate, and striation spacing

Lesson 18: Fatigue III
1. Describe the stress-based approach to fatigue analysis
2. Describe the fracture mechanics-based approach to fatigue analysis

Lesson 19: Nondestructive Inspection I
1. Discuss the relationship between failure analysis, prevention, and nondestructive inspection (NDI)
2. Describe various common NDI techniques
3. Identify the appropriate NDI technique to use for a given application

Lesson 20: Nondestructive Inspection II
1. Define basic NDI terms such as POD, POI and aDETECT
2. Differentiate between an indication and a finding
3. Discuss the reasonable expectations of various NDI techniques

Lesson 21: Nondestructive Inspection Guest Lecture
1. Discuss the field-ability of various NDI techniques/equipment
2. Describe how field-ability impacts the probability of inspection

Lesson 22: Composites Failures
1. Define a composite material
2. Identify the various types of failure in composite materials
3. Describe how processing quality impacts failure and/or life
4. Describe composite structure failure inspection and prevention methods

Lesson 23: Manufacturing Failures
1. Discuss how mechanically fastened joint quality impacts failure and/or life
2. Describe how material processing quality impacts failure and/or life
3. Describe how bonded joint quality impacts failure and/or life

Lesson 24: Material Substitution for Failure Prevention
1. Describe the life cycle of alloy development
2. Discuss how seemingly "poor" alloy choices may be made by manufacturers
3. Discuss how material substitution, without geometric redesign, can prevent failure

Lesson 25: ASIP
1. Distinguish between the safe-life, fail safe, and damage tolerant approaches to design
2. Define the USAF's Aircraft Structural Integrity Program (ASIP)
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3. Discuss the magnitude of the USAF's "Aging Aircraft" problem
4. Discuss the relationship between ASIP and failure prevention

Case Study 1: Residual Stress
1. Apply failure analysis tools to the assessment of a real-world failure
2. Recommend possible corrective action(s) for a real-world failure

Case Study 2: Failure Modes
1. Apply failure analysis tools to the assessment of a real-world failure
2. Recommend possible corrective action(s) for a real-world failure

Case Study 3: Corrosion
1. Apply failure analysis tools to the assessment of a real-world failure
2. Recommend possible corrective action(s) for a real-world failure

Case Study 4: NDI and Fatigue
1. Apply failure analysis tools to the assessment of a real-world failure
2. Recommend possible corrective action(s) for a real-world failure

Case Study 5: Summary Case Studies
1. Apply failure analysis tools to the assessment of a real-world failure
2. Recommend possible corrective action(s) for a real-world failure
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APPENDIX B: Graphical Material used to Present Recitation Lessons

MONDAY
Lesson 1: Introduction to Failure Analysis ............................. B3
Lesson 2: Failure Analysis Method ................................................ Bll
Lesson 3: Conditions for Failure ...................................................... B21
Lesson 4: Residual Stresses I ........................................................ B29
Lesson 5: Residual Stresses II ....................................................... B37

TUESDAY
Lesson 6: D istortion Failure ............................................................ B45
Lesson 7: Fracture Modes and Stress Systems ........................ B53
Lesson 8: Ductile vs. Brittle Fracture .................... B61
Lesson 9: Metallography and Fractography .............................. B69
Lesson 10: Metallography and Fractography Applications. B77

WEDNESDAY
Lesson 11: Co rrosion I ........................................................................ B9 1
Lesson 12: Corrosion II ..................................................................... B 10 1
Lesso n 14 : W ea r .................................................................................... B 1 1i
Lesso n 15 : LE FM .................................................................................... B 12 3

THURSDAY
Lesso n 16 : Fatig ue I ........................................................................... B 13 1
Lesson 17 : Fatig ue II ........................................................................... B 139
Lesson 18 : Fatigue III ........................................................................ B 14 5
Lesson 19: Nondestructive Inspection I .................................... B151
Lesson 20: Nondestructive Inspection II ................................... B161

FRIDAY
Lesson 22: Composites Failures ........................ B167
Lesson 23: Manufacturing Failures ................................................ B183
Lesson 24: Material Substitution for Failure Prevention ...... B193
Lesson 25: ASIP ..................................... B213
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U'SAl F"Aaden,n CentLrfor Aircraft 'Stflictal L~ife' Extension (CtAr fLE

Lesson 01 -

Failure Analysis and
Prevention

Introductions
wUSAFAcadcony Ceniter for ,lircraft.Struetuiral Life Extension (CSItLF)

"* The Course
- Policies
- Theme: Preparation for Practice
- Approach

"* You
"* Your Instructors

- Dr. Greg Shoales
- Dr. Sandeep Shah
- Capt. Jason Avram

2
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Dr. Gregory Shoales, P.E.
USAF Academ), Center for tircrqfI Structural Life Extension (CASTLE)

" Professional:

- Currently Senior Research Engineer with CAStLE
- Professor of Engineering Mechanics
- USAF Flight Test Engineer
- USAF Acquisition Engineer
- OEM Aircraft Structural Design Engineer
- USA Large Caliber Weapons Development Engineer

" Education:

- PhD, Engineering Science and Mechanics, Penn State
- Masters and BS, Aeronautical Engineering, RPI
- SOS, ACSC
- APDP Level IIl: SPRDE, PM, T&E

Dr. Sandeep R. Shah W
USA1 F'Academy Centter for Aircraft Structural Life Extension (C4StLE)

"* Professional:

- Currently Research Engineer with CAStLE
- Research Associate, University of Colorado 2000-2004
- Guest Scientist, Max Planck Institute, 2002

" Education:
- PhD, Mechanical Engineering, University of Colorado
- MS, Metallurgy, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore
- BE, Production Engineering, University of Mumbai.
- LME Mechanical Engineering, VJTI, Mumbai, India
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Capt. Jason Avram
USA FA cadency (Center for 4ircraft Structural Life lxtensio, (CASTLE)

Mechanical Engineer, 62E3H
* May 1996: USAFA Commission
* 1998 - 2001: Wright-Patt AFB (Dayton, OH)

- Aeronautical Systems Center (AFMC)

"* Collocated to Air Force Research Laboratory
"* Materials Process Engineer in Bonded Repair

Technology
- Air Force Institute of Technology

"* M.S. Material Science
"* Composite Bonded Repair
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Capt. Jason Avram W

USL4 FAcadeny Center for Aircrat 'Structural Life rxten ,on ('CAVtI b)

Mechanical Engineer, 62E3H

2001-2004: Hill AFB (Ogden, UT)
- Process Development Engineer (MAPA Directorate)
- Deputy Lead, A-10 Structural Engineering
- A-10 ABDR Chief Engineer

2004 - present: USAFA, CO
- Instructor of Engineering Mechanics
- Center for Aircraft Structural Life Extension (CAStLE)
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Course Goals & Objectives
USA FAcadem) Center for Aircraft Structural Life Extension (CASTLEI)

After this course, engineers will be able to:
- Understand how (structural) components fail
- Analyze failed components and make recommendations for

improvement

In order to reach this goal, the following objectives must be
satisfied:
- Analyze structures for the mechanisms of failure by elastic and

plastic deformation, linear elastic fracture mechanics, fatigue,
corrosion, and wear

- Identify and differentiate observable fractographic features that
indicate yielding, fracture, fatigue, corrosion, and wear in metals

- Identify the elements of failure in composite materials
- Recommend changes to prevent future occurrences of failure
- Understand the history, impacts, and ethical implications of

failure on the U.S. Air Force operational readiness

Lesson Goals & Objectives W
I W54FAcadenty Cen ter for Aircraft Structtral Life Extensiot (CASTLE)

• After this lesson, engineers will have an understanding of
failure, failure analysis, and the goals of failure analysis.

Objectives
- Define failure
- Define "failure analysis"
- Identify the main goal of failure analysis
- Identify the most common aircraft structural failure

modes
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What is Failure?
L¶SAT "Academ), Cenu'r for Aircraft X•trnictural Life titen.•io (CASTLE)

"* Fracture 77-

"* Excessive Yielding

"* Environmental

- Corrosion
- UV Attack
- Atomic Oxygen attack'

Discoloration Aý

"* 'Failure to fail"

* IN GENERAL: The inability of a component to function
as intended (usually unexpectedly)

9

What is Failure Analysis?
USA FAcademnj Ce(eter for lircrajft.tructttral Life Extension (CAStLIE)

Asking Questions
- What caused the failure?

"* Poor initial design - Hartford Civic Center
"* Inadequate design information - A-10 quadrupled # of high-G turns

versus designed-for case
. Change in use - B-52s from high- to low-level mission
"* Failure to manufacture according to design - KC Hilton
"* Failure to maintain properly - TN ANG C-141

- How many affected?
- Can it be tolerated until repair?
- How can we fix it?
- WHO IS RESPONSIBLE?

* Doing Analysis

* Observing

* Simulation/Re-creation

-B7-
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Why is Failure Important?
I A FAcaden1, (.,nrerfor .ircrqft S'trutuUral Life Extet•im I (CASTLE")

w mnm~lr o n

What is Failure Prevention?
USA FAcademyt Center for Aircraft Structural Life Extension (CA.StLE)

Learning From Mistakes
- There is a benefit to failure

* Failure is success if we /earn from it. (Malcom
Forbes)

- Progress, far from consisting simply of change,
depends on a knowledge of the past....
* Those who cannot remember the past are

condemned to repeat it (George Santayana, The
Life of Reason)

- SO... We study failures in order to know how to
prevent them in future designs!

* A key part of learning how to design

12
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4=t Why Aircraft Fail
USAF'AcatdemY Centter for .ircraft S'trute'ural Idfe Extension (CAVtLE)

Percentage of Failures

Engineering Aircraft

Components Components

Corrosion 29 16

Fatigue 25 55

Brittle Fracture 16 -

Overload 11 14

High Temperature 7 2
Corrosion

SCC/Corrosion Fatigue 6 7

Creep 3

WearlAbrasionlErosion 3 6
13

Case Histories
UWA FAcademy C enter for Aircraft Struatral life Fyten'giun ('CAStLE•)

Pertinent information in failure case histories
- Short (10-15 minutes)-Topic Teasers
- Long (50 minutes)-Case Studies

Key information
- Summary of Event(s) [WHO? WHAT? WHERE? WHEN?]

- Documentation & Analysis [HOW?]

- Discussion of ramifications fSOWHAT?]

- Recommendations [NOW WHAT?]

Interesting and, if done properly, easy to learn
from

* A primary tool for teaching this course

14
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4, Topic Teaser: Aloha Airlines Fit 243 •
SF Academy Center fopr -1ircraft S'trttctural Life Ezxtension, (C•|SmtLE)

• Aloha Airlines' Boeing 737-200
- Built in 1969, Boeings 152nad 737
- 35,496 flight hours; 89,680 landings (2nd highest worldwide)

• Fuselage lap splice joints were cold bonded & riveted
- Structurally efficient
- But poor processing could lead to delams, moisture intrusion
- Boeing discontinued process & issued service bulletin (SB)
- FAA never made SB compliance mandatory

• Aloha's maintenance performance was questionable
- Difficult marine environment
- Much "finger pointing"

• Upper fuselage lap joint failed
- Explosive decompression at 24,000 feet; Loss of 18 feet of crown

skin
• Toll: 1 stewardess

• Results:
- Launched aging aircraft programs in civil & military fleets

v1
Topic Teaser: Aloha Airlines Fit 243

I 'S. I AcadenO" Center for tircraft Sitructural life Fxten •iwo (CA/ImtLE)

16
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USA FAcademiv Center for Aircraft Strucrural Life Extenfsion (CASTLE)

Lesson 02

A Failure Analysis Method

Lesson Goals & Objectives
ilS 4FAcadenmy Center for Aircraft Structural Life Extension (CASTLE)

* After this lesson, engineers will have been introduced to a
failure analysis method and know the guiding principles
behind analyzing failures.

Objectives
- Describe how the concept of failure applies to more

than just the fracture of a component
- Discuss steps of a failure analysis and describe their

relationship to one another
- Describe the guiding principles of failure analysis
- Identify the basic questions that a failure analyst

should be able to ask and answer

2
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S A Failure Analysis Method - Steps
USA F'Academ.n, Center for Aircraft Structural Life Extension (CAt.LE2)W

0. DO NOTHING! Just Observe
a. The most important step in any failure investigation

b. Take lots of pictures
1. Collect Background Data

a. service history
b. any abnormal conditions
c. begin to compile photo record
d. any missing parts?

2. Preliminary Visual Examination and Record Keeping
a. low magnification or no mag photos

b. ***STRESS ANALYSIS***

c. CRUCIAL!!!

•1 A Failure Analysis Method - Steps
USAFAcademy Center for Aircraft Structural Life Extenaon (CASTLF)

3. Nondestructive Testing/Inspection

a. Stress Analysis
b. x-ray (radiography)

c. ultrasound
d. magnetic particle

e. liquid penetrant
4. Mechanical Testing (BE JUDICIOUS!)

a. tensile

b. hardness

5. Selection/Preservation of Fracture Surfaces

a. avoid cleaning and touching

b. do not place mating surfaces together

c. beware of heat generated by cutting

-B12-
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A Failure Analysis Method -Steps N

UMSA FAcademy Center for ,ircraft Structural Life Extension (CANtLE)

6. Macroscopic Examination

a. usually 10OX and below

b. look for deformation

c. crack direction

d. texture

7. Microscopic Examination

a. more detailed

b. smaller features

c. SEM/TEM

i. fatigue striations

ii. inclusions

A Failure Analysis Method -Steps
L'S.I FAcadengy Centter for Aircraft .triiettrat Life Extension (CASTLE)

8. Metallography (DESTRUCTIVE-Choose Wisely!)

a. "cut and polish"

b. shows grains and, therefore, heat treatment

c. correct etchants are critical

d. take samples from various areas

9. Determine Failure Mechanism

a. ductile

b. brittle

c. wear

d. fatigue .•

e. etc. we'll discuss these further

-B13 -



A Failure Analysis Method - Steps
USA t Academ , (.enter for Aircraft Structural Life xteii.sioti f(CIVtLIT)

10. Chemical Analysis

a. done last

b. use SEM for X-ray scattering all over specimen

c. "spot" testing of material dissolved in solvent

11. Fracture Mechanics

a. consider pre-existing notches or cracks

b. Look for striations, spacing, location, etc.

12. Test Under Simulated Service Conditions

a. useful, but time and money act against you

b. be careful to accurately simulate situation

c. ex: accelerated salt tests for corrosion

13. Final Analysis and Report

Failure Analysis - Principles
LS.4 FA cademy Ceiter for Aircraft .'trucimural Life Extension (CAStLE)

" Wulpi's Methodology is one of many and is not
a simple "laundry list" - it's a guide

" Order of steps taken is not important (to an
extent)- as long as it makes sense

" Important Principles to Remember

- First, DO NOTHING! Observe!
- Locate the origin(s) of the fracture (failure)
- Do not put mating fracture surfaces back

together!!!
- Think considerably before destructive

testing

-B14 -
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Issues to Ask Questions About
USA FAcadenv, Cenrer forrAircraft Structural Life Extensio, (CASTLE)

* Surface of Fracture (Failure)

* Surface of Part

* Geometry & Design
"* Manufacturing & Processing

"* Properties of Material

"* Residual & Applied Stresses

"* Adjacent parts

"* Assembly

"* Service Conditions

"* Maintenance Conditions

"* Environmental Reactions

• Organization! X
[1.4 FAcademy Centerfor fAircraft Structural Life Extcnsion (CAIStlE)

Failure Analyses depend upon extensive and thorough
documentation

* Organize
- Notes
- Photos
- References
- Your organization system (eg. encyclopedias)

"* The more complex the failure, the more organization is
required

"* Example: C-17 Landing Gear Pin vs. Colombia Fault Tree

10
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Colombia Fault Tree
USA FA/cadem.), Ceter for..ircradf StrttuaurlLt Lie ExtensioM (CAVLE)

Portion of the Fault Tree
from the Columbia

Space Shuttle Accident
March, 2003

LEV- LOCV DURING ENTRY DUE TOAERODYNAMIC BREAKUP 2010r03/27 Page 1
11

Colombia Fault Tree
UTS. FAcaeceniy Center for Aircraft Struetural Life Extension (CASTLE)

Portion of the External Tank ET Caused Damage

Fault Tree from the Columbia To Orbiter

Space Shuttle Accident
March, 2003

Debris Caused ET Interface Performance

Obt age to Orbiter S Compromises" Orbiter
I 'Reentry Systems

1.1 1.2
Possible Contributor

ET TPS Debris Strikes ET Non-TPS Debris
Orbiter TPS Strikes Orbiter TPS 3470 total fault tree blocks

1.1.1 1.1.2 142 still open as of 5 June 2003
Possible Contributor Possible Contributor

-Al 12
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Topic Teaser: C-17 Landing Gear Locking Pin
USA IAcadeinj, Ce•,rr for Aircraft Structural Life Extension (CASTL E)=

Locking pin on strut lock mechanism of C-17 MLG
- Shear pin that connects strut lock to MLG post failed
- Occurred during jacking of aircraft for wheel

replacement/repair

13

Mechanism & Operation
USA F[Academy Center for Aircraft !jtrnet,,raI Life Extenslon (CASILE)

MLG Strut Lock Mechanism

Intact Pin

Strut Lock Basic Mode of
Operation 14

-B17 -
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Failed Assembly
USA FA cade/ni LemtLrf for Aircraft. 'trcturaI Life Extension (CASTLE)

S•4 in Situ

Removed 0

Failed Component (Pin)
iUSA FAcademny Center for Aircraft Structural Life Extension (CASTLE)

• Failed Pin

Outer Pin
Body •

.4 Inner Pin
• ?K ' j Spindle

-B18-
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Testing
U'SA TAcadem.nv Ce'nrerfor,4 ircraft. Srtenural Life' Extension (CAVEt!E)

Failure Surfaces of
3 New Pins

Tested During
Investigation

17

Fractography
UWA F -1cadenU Center for Aircraft Struc tural Li fe Extension (CAWtLE)

Type of Fracture?

Direction of Force?

4 Inner Pin Spindle

Scale: 14 pim

4 .4 Outer Pin Body

18

B19
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Proposed Failure Sequence
USA I AcademY Centcr for,.tircraft Structural Life Extension (CASILE)

19

C-17 Landing Gear Locking Pin
USA FAcadent.1 Center for Aircraft StructuraI Life Extension (CASTLE)

"* What additional info do you need?
"* Why did the pin fail?

"* What recommendations would you make?

20
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USA FAcadenzy Centerfor Aircraft Structural Lift Extension (CASTLE)

Lesson 03

Conditions for Failure

Lesson Goals & Objectives
USAFAcadeny Center for Aircraft Structural Life Extension (CASTLE)

* After this lesson, engineers will understand how fracture
relates to failure, and also the conditions required for
failure.

Objectives

- Distinguish between fracture and other failure modes
- Identify the differences/similarities between various

failure modes
- Describe the relationship between conditions,

capabilities and corresponding failure modes.

2
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Modes of Failure
L~~~~~~~~~~~~- S."l Ocat)i CenterO foIicat t-curt ieLtnjo CdL

"* Fracture
"* Ductile Yielding
"* Fatigue

Modes of Failure
USAlFAcadcniy Centerfor Aircraft Syrii uallt/ f Fsi- n (CSt!F)

"* Corrosion

"* Wear

"* Creep

4

B22
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Modes of Failure
L 541 Academy Centerftir Aircraft Structural Life Lxgrnsmtni (CA SILE)

"* Disbonding/Delami nation

"* "Failure to Fail"

Conditions for Failure
USA IF cadrint Center for Aircraft Structural I ife Fxlcn vion (('AYSi!

IF.

ENVIRONM ENT MATERIAL

GEOMETRY /

CONDITIONS exceed AAILTES* FAILURE

LOADING OPERATIONS

MATERIAL PROPERTIES FAILURE MODE

Street-y Strenth Tou -,F_ .ture ~ d

ftr." Yied Stregth Yield

CycesTlmeshoid Fell0 ..

-B23-



~?Topic Teaser: Boston Molasses Tank Spill
U'SA) FAcadenry Center for Aircraft .Structural Life Extenswio (CA SILIŽ

0 The Boston Molasses Spill, 15 Jan 1919
- Location: Boston's North End
- Date:15 Jan 1919
- Time: 12:40 p.m.
- Conditions: Warm winter day (-430F)

* Overnight low: -2*F
- Purity Distilling Company's Molasses Storage Tank

* 58 feet high
* 90 feet wide
* Contents: 2.3 million gallons of molasses--Density: -12

lbs/gallon j

Quincy Market -Boston
(TSAF~cademiJ Center for Aircraft Structural Life Exrension (CA StI.Fd

-B24 -
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V The Tank
USA4FAcaderny Center fir Aircraft Structural Life LE'xtenion (CASTLE)

"* Fabricated in 1916 by Hammond Iron Works
- Their largest tank ever made

"* Cast Iron or Steel ? (accounts differ)
- Plates/sheet thickness: 0.687 in at bottom, 0.312 in at top

"* Multi-plate, Riveted Construction
- 7 stacked rows of partial ring sections

* Ring sections joined with butt joints & splice plates (bottom) or lap
joints (top)

* 3 rivet rows on each side of each joint
* Rows joined with lap joints
* 1 rivet row

- Access through manhole in near bottom
* Directly beneath ring section joint in 2nd row

"• Roof: conical supported by rafters

The Event J
US.A F Academy Center for Aircraft Structural Life Extension (CAStLE)

"* Sound: "like machine-gun fire"
"* Lower section of tank ruptures ("explodes")

- Wreckage propelled with force high enough to slice steel girders
- 2.5 ton section found 182 feet away

"* Wall of molasses 15 feet high travels through streets
- Speed: up to 35 mph

"* Subsequent vacuum contributes to devastation
- Powerful enough to suck a nearby truck into the goo
- Forced elevated train off its rails

"* Toll
- 21 deaths, 150 injuries
- Massive damage in 2 square block area
- Numerous losses of livestock

- B25 -
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Devastation
L '5'4I Acatlrmnj ,Centter ftr Airci-aft Srtn-etiu al Lift Lxtcnsion (CA ',tLL,)

US cdnyCenter for Aircraft Structural Life F.-aension (CA StIE)

Destroyed Elevated Train Tracks

12
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Impact & Results
USAF Academy Center for Airerafi Structural Life Extension (CASTLE)

" Boston Building Dept. issues new requirements
- Calculations must be submitted with drawings
- Drawings must be signed & stamped ("certified")
- Certification laws soon appeared in other states
- Registration for engineers
- Building permits

"* Massive court case
- 3,000 witnesses
- 40,000 pages of records
- $1M (1925 dollars) paid in damages

"* Heightened public and industry awareness of poor designs

-B27 -
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U(,A FAcademn Center for Aircraft Structural Life Exteosion (CASTLE)

Lesson 04

Residual Stress I

Lesson Goals & Objectives W
USA. FAcadenj, Center for/Aircraft Strutctttral ~i~fe' Extension (CASTLE)

• After this lesson, engineers will understand how residual
stresses are formed and interact with each other, and have
knowledge of the main types of residual stresses.

Objectives

- Understand how residual stresses are formed and
describe their results

- Distinguish between various types of residual stresses
and their source

2 _
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Residual Stress Definition
USA t'Acadeinj' (ererfr. l,4ircraft Structural ILfe Extension (CASILE)

Internal stresses locked into a part or assembly, even
though no external loads are being applied

KIKjj~

Fig. I u d, S,-, ue'dR naO IIv 1 ~ annt

Residual Stress Definition
•.S4 FAcadom p Cetter for ,ircraj? Structitral Life Extension (CASTLE)

"* Beneficial or detrimental

"• Tensile, compressive, or
shear , •

"* Always 3-D ,z' -

"• Difficult to visualize of verify
nondestructively

"* Spring example 4 r !

4

- B30 -
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Sf Types of Residual Stresses--Mechanical Is,

USAF Academy Ce•errfor .tircraft S'tr•ctural Life Extenhsion (CAG tLE)

" Key Concept

- Compressive yielding results in
tensile residual stresses-BAD!

- Tensile yielding results in
compressive residual stresses-
normally Beneficial!

- Ex: Shot peening
"• AF uses this to it's advantage

- Fatigue and SCC
- More on this in Residual Stress II

Types of Residual Stresses--Thermal
,.S.I1 FAcademyj Centter for Aircraft Struc'tural Life Extensiont (C(-StLA)

"* Key Concepts _ .

- Requires AT and restraint! . .
- Material that cools last is in

residual tension-bad!
"* Two Cases - __---- ----

-+T +A
- -W4T

- -AT -- - - - --
"* AF Examples

- Ground, or polished surfaces
- Welds (not often) 1' .
- Composite bonded repairs to

metallic structures..

- B3I -
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Types of Residual Stresses--Thermal

UA F/Academe, Ce,,ttr for 4irerqft Struerural Life Extension (CASTLE)

"* Welding example

"* Welds are not the most
common in aircraft

-they do exist
- used (often

incorrectly) in a few .
repairs.

7

Other Types of Residual Stresses IR
L.W. FAcademny Center for Aircraft Struetural Life, Extcnion (CASTLF)

" Chemical

- Associated with removal of material rig 3 AISI 01 tool steel dit
'-ki 4q -3A 1. toiltelqudýie ha

- AF examples: chem milling, etching,

corrosion
" Metallurgical

- Requires volume-changing phase
change (steel)

- Material that hardens last is in residual
compression

- Ex: Martensite formation in steel

- B32 -
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Topic Teaser: Helium Tank
USA FAcademy C'etterfhrAircrafr Structural Life Lxten.sion fCASTLE)I

Two Stainless Steel Helium Storage
Tanks exhibited cracking near weld
areas during pressurization -......
- Type 304 Stainless Steel
- Dished ends cold-formed, then welded

to cylindrical portion of tanks
- Stored for 4 years in coastal

environment . .. :?tr, - .
* No applied load during storage
* Visual examination revealed red

corrosion product on surface / .....
- Exhibited cracks during pressurization F4.1

check -
"* Cracking occurred in the weld heat-

affected zone (HAZ)
"* Cracks occurred in areas of corrosion

product

Topic Teaser: Helium Tank
TSA 4"F Academyn' Center for Aircrat !.triiettral Life Extension (CAStLE)

* Thoughts
- Residual stresses due to cold-working
- Residual stresses due to fit-up
- Corrosive environment attacking HAZ

* Additional Information
- Evidence of "severe hammering" to get dished ends

fastened to tank cylinder
- Residual stress measured (x-ray diffraction) at 20 Ksi
- Fractographic Inspection
- Metallographic Inspection
- Chemical Analysis

10
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Topic Teaser: Helium Tank
C '!AFTAcadelniv Cei eter foir lrcraf, .Vtrterui-aI Life Extension (CA SIiE)

*Fractographic Inspection

YTopic Teaser: Helium Tank w
UTSAFIAcadenzj Cent'r for Aircrajt StrctuLrral LifeExtensvion (C'1tLE,)

a Metallographic Inspection

12
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Topic Teaser: Helium Tank
USA' ,cadetnY Cenrerfor• Iircraft Str,,cruraI Life Extension (CA tLF-)

0 Chemical Analysis

1850 6188S 1700 67

BASE 17780 103 017T3".1 R~mbletv~~hrllm~amyuiOifl *1B7 o *l l 167

WELD
--IC°t M •-- DEPOSIT10ým t eb Dibaedm

Corn 0,063 0.09 2830 0283 2580 02S3
S0,014 0.013 DISHED 31 62951 29000 0283

0.030• 0.038 END 3170 631 20
mw~m= 0,43 0o47 1 29 3 0
Slit, 033 0.80 3170 0314 3030 0331
Wid.tl VL $,3

S16.9 17,4
(a) (b)

13

Topic Teaser: Helium Tank W
US4 FAcademny Centerfor Ar raft •Structural Life l'.'xtcnsion (CASTIE)

"* Final Conclusions

- Failure Attributed to intergranular stress corrosion
cracking (SCC) in sensitized weld HAZ

- Sensitization due to chloride from the environment

" Recommendations for Prevention
- Use AISI 304L stainless steel-lower carbon content
- Anneal after cold-working to reduce residual stresses
- Cool immediately after welding to prevent sensitization
- Minimize fit-up stresses
- Cover during storing for environmental protection

14
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USAF Academy Ceemerffor Airerafi Strnitural Life E.Atension (CAStLE)

Lesson 05

Residual Stress II

Lesson Goal & Objectives N !V
LSAFAcademny Center for Aircraft Structural Life Extension (CASTLE)

After this lesson, engineers will know how to
produce beneficial residual stresses and some
typical USAF applications.

Objectives
- Know how to produce beneficial residual stresses

and know where they are useful
- Identify potential applications of residual stresses

and their source

- B37 -



Beneficial vs. Detrimental
US,41Acadenzy Center for Aircraft Streutural Life Extension (CAStLE)

" In what direction does a fatigue crack grow?
- Perpendicular to maximum internal tensile stress

" What three ingredients are necessary for stress corrosion
cracking (SCC)?
- A hostile environment, susceptible material system, and

internal tensile stresses

" Limit internal tensile stresses to delay or eliminate the onset
of SCC and fatigue crack nucleation!
- Tensile residual stresses make the problem worse
- Compressive residual stresses can be induced to

combat internal tensile stresses!

3

Beneficial vs. Detrimental
USA FAcademty Center for Aircraft Structural Life Exten.vion (CAStLE)

3 13 230 3 '3

70,,L

ItI

S1.1

B38
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Main AF Applications
USAF Academy ' Center for Aircraft Structural Life LExteniol! (CASTLE)

* Two Main AF Aging Aircraft Problems
1. Corrosion (SCC a large contributor)
2. Fatigue Crack Propagation

SMain AF Applications I
USAIF.Academty Center for Aircraft Structural Life Fexcnxion (CASt. E)

How do you decide where to apply residual stresses?
- Stress risers

"* Fillets
"* Holes
"* Thickness changes

- High tensile stresses
"* Wing attach points

"* Bottom wing skins
- Susceptible materials (7075-T6 example)
- Areas prone to SCC and Fatigue (Fatigue Critical

Locations-FCL's-will be discussed later)

- B39 -
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Common AF Application Methods
LUS4 FAcademy Center for Aircraft Structural Life Extension (CAStLE)

*Shot Peening
- Sheet or plate material
- Notches or surface stress

risers

Cold W orking .......... .......

Additional Application Methods
USA F Academy Center for Aircraft Structural Life Extension (CAStE)

"* Hard Squeezing Rivets

"• Cold Rolling

- Sheet or plate

" Low Plasticity Burnishment (LPB)

- Rollers press steel ball into r

surface
- Similar to shot peening
- Can be applied to critical e---d

areas
- Currently used on engine ,Z

components

- B40 -
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Additional Application Method
'S,4 FAcademy Center for Aircraft Structural Life Extension (CASTLE)

"* Laser Shock Peening (LSP)
- Black paint or tape is applied to part
- Small spot size, high energy pulsed laser beam is

directed through a "water curtain" onto the part
- Laser energy rapidly combusts black paint or tape

(causes it to explode)
- Explosion is contained on one side by the water curtain

and on other side by the part
- Explosions imparts residual compression into part in

same way as shot peening
- Laser location is indexed across part to cover an area

"* Currently the same application as LPB

Natural Residual Stress Effect
US.FAcadenty Center for Aircraft Structural Life Extension (CAStI F)

0 Fatigue Crack Tip Undergoes
Residual Compression -

- In metals, as the crack grows, it creates .
plastic zone in front of the crack tip

- Plastic zone-residual compression--
blunts the crack tip

- Without this effect, any crack would
cause instantaneous brittle fracture -

F'.i~urA1 IC Thtrcc-ditnlensi~niI pla>I '>mu z i

- B41 -
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C-141 Topic Teaser M
L'S'A I'Academy Ceiter for Aircraft Structural Li'fe Extension, (CASYLE)

</2 "~~P t ý .& .' n. Wing

12
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Topic Teaser: A-IO Wing Early Fatigue
USA IAcaderny Center'for A ircrafi Structural Life Extension (CASILE)

A-1 0 wing early fatigue cracking (circa 1998)

*Early fatigue cracking found in several
critically loaded areas of A-10 spar

* Aircraft were experiencing higher G loads
than anticipated; more "jinks"

* Service life was anticipated to be greatly
reduced

Solution: Imparting Favorable Residual Stresses
- Shot peening of critical locations induced

favorable residual compressive stresses
- Restored "lost life" to A-1 0 fleet

- B43 -
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USAFrAcadeinY Cenrer for,4ircraft S'tracturaI Life Extension I(CASILE)f

Lesson 06

Distortion Failures

Lesson Goals & Objectives ,N

UW•FAcademJy Centter for Aircraft S'truLctueral Life Extension (CAStLL)

After this lesson, engineers will have a thorough
understanding of the difference between distortion and
failure, the main distortion modes, and the ways to prevent
the main types of distortion failures

Objectives
- Define distortion failure
- Describe various distortion modes and the stress

states that cause them
- Describe distortion failure prevention methods
- Describe the relationship between distortion and

failure

2
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Distortion Failure Defined J
USAF Acadein.v Cetrerfor.AircraftiVtrucwuraI Life Extensioll (CA Sd/IE)

" Distortion Failure: distortion is the root cause
of a failure
- Electrical components distort and can't complete

circuit
- Beams buckle under compressive loading
- Wings deform too far and impact the ground
- Turbine blades elongate due to creep and impact

other blades or the engine cowling
"Ductile failures exhibit distortion; Brittle failures
do not

1 j

V Macroscopic Appearance
USAFAcadcmj Ce•iter for Aircraft Strutcmtrat Life Extension (CAS1LE)

410
-xl
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Types of Distortion
USA FAcademyv Center'for Aircraft Structural Life Extension (CASTLE)

"* Temporary-material stays in
the elastic region

"* Permanent-material exhibits
plastic yielding

"* Size-shrinkage or expansion;
adhesively bonded composite
patches, for example

* Shape-bending, stretching,
twisting, buckling

ia

Causes & Prevention Methods
USA FAcademjy Center for ,ircraqf 'trti(ntra/ Life Extension (CASTLE) I

* Tensile/Compressive Distortion
- Axial or bending loading
- Prevention

* Reduce Stresses
* Different Material

Compressive Buckling: P 7 r 2- E

- Compression: 
(KL )2

* First and foremost a geometry problem
* Secondly a material problem

- Prevention
* Design change
* Material change

- B47 -
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V Causes & Prevention Methods JR,
USA I AcademY ('eilterefort..ircraft .V'trttcturaI Life Extension (CA.tL•t')

Creep
- Applied load + elevated temperature

(T>.4Tm)

E q exp(- QT)
d T RT

- Prevention
* Reduce stress (geometry change)

* New material
* New material process (T grain

diameter, d)
* Reduce temperature

Case Study: Hartford Civic Center
USA A cademy Center for Aircraft Strncttural Life Extcnvion (CASILE)

" The Structure
- Built in 1972-73
- $70M structure
- Capacity: 12,500 seats plus affiliated shops
- Home of the New England Whalers

"* The Roof
- Weight: 1400 tons
- Size: 2.5 acres (360' x 300' x 21')
- Design: Steel Space Truss, flat profile, 4-point support

"* Conditions
- January 1978
- 4.8 inches of heavy wet snow
- Collapse happened hours after a college basketball game

- B48 -
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Case Study: Hartford Civic Center
I WA c'adcnmy Cenrer for Aircraft Structural Lift, Extension (CAMtLE)

Hartford Civic Center
Plan View

Case Study: Hartford Civic Center
iýUWA rAcademy Cenitcr for Airc-raft VtructiifraI Life Extension (OM~LEF)

ml 'IN

Hartford Civic Center 41

Space Frame Detail 1

- B49 -
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Case Study: Hartford Civic Center
SUSAFAcademy n C euer for -.4ircraft .'trueturat Life Extens•m (CAMI1iE)

Case Study: Hartford Civic Center
VW.4 FAcademy Center for ,ircraft Structural Life Extension (CASTLE,)

"What Happened?
- Computerized design
- Problems during construction

"* Sags (2X design)
"* Hole misalignment -> welds used rather than bolts on

fascia pieces
- Weight of roof was 25% over spec
- Buckling of longest span under weight of snow ... BUT ...

* Weight of roof + snow < design maximum load
- "House of cards" effect

"Impact
- Loss of location for over 300 events annually
- Loss of focal point of urban renewal
- Loss of $20M in revenue
- 1.5 to 2 years to rebuild

12
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SCase Study: Hartford Civic Center
USA FAcadenn' (.'eirer fr..tircraft .tructural Life E-xtension (CASTLE)iM

Recommendations
- Reconsider:

"* Cross section of structural members
"* Length of structural members
"* Joint Complexity
"* Use of computerized design

- Review manufacturing & assembly records
- Building Code revisions?

* Factor of Safety
- Responsibility?

13
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USrA t'Acateinr CLenrerfor .4ircrafft. tructuraI Life Extension (CASTLEil,

Lesson 07

Fracture Modes & Stress Systems

V Lesson Goals & Objectives
USA FAcadenmr Centter for lircraft Structural Life Extensw•n (CAStLE)

After this lesson, engineers will understand the stress
systems that lead to failure and distinguishing characteristics
of those failures. Also, engineers will be able to describe the
four main modes of fracture

Objectives
- Describe the five basic stress systems that cause failure
- Distinguish between the shear, cleavage, intergranular

and fatigue modes of fracture
- Identify distinguishing visible features of tensile,

torsional, bending, compression, & fatigue stress systems
causing failure in brittle & ductile materials

2
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Stress Systems and Fracture Modes W
ISA) 'Acadea .i, ('enter fnr ,4ircraft StrterturaI Life Lxtensinn (CAStL l)

* Five Basic Stress Systems
- Tension-lower wing skins, fuselage ah
- Compression-upper wing skins, landing gear
- Bending-wings, fuselage, empennage
- Torsion-engine drive shaft, flight control gears/shafts
- Fatigue-wing attach fittings, engine attach points, holes, notches,

fillets, everywhere!
0 "Fracture" is One of Many Failure Modes

0 Four Main Fracture Modes
- Shear
- Cleavage
- Intergranular
- Fatigue

v3
Shear Mode of Fracture ,

USA FAcadkm, Centter for ,ircraft rirneturaf Life Ertension (CAStLME)

"* Deformation of a unit cell along slip systems
"* Occurs due to dislocation motion-a DUCTILE mode

r'%~~ ~ , .................'

"* Macroscopic deformation possible without fracture
"* Most common in soft, ductile materials
"* Physical Manifestation: dull, fibrous fracture surface; visible

deformation; microscopic dimpling; transgranular fracture surface

- B54 -
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Shear Mode of Fracture
USA 1 Academn ' (v eniterfor .4irerafi .Vtr,,erural Life AXtensvion (CAXILEJ

Luder Lines; necking; irvdColsec
visible plastic deformationMioodCalsec

- >~±"

* :77'~'

A

4', Shear Mode of FractureW

U SAF 4cadenty Ceniter for ,lireraft ',truc rural Life' Extension (CAStLE)

Microvoid coalescence leads to dimpled fracture surface

Equiaxed dimples on flat fracture surfaces of
Q&T 4140 steel (left, 10,000)Q
and 1020 steel (right, 100)Q

ASM Metals Handbook, 9th ed., Vol. 11, pg 76

6
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Cleavage Mode of Fracture •N

USA F"Academy Cenrerfor Aircraft Strutctural Life Extension (CA STLE)

"* Separation of a unit cell along cleavage planes
- Analogy-suction cup "popping" off of a surface
- Little, to no, deformation-a BRITTLE fracture mode

"* Most common in hard, brittle (high strength) materials

"* FCC (aluminum, austenitic SS) structures do not cleave!

"* Physical Manifestation
- Bright, shiny appearance
- "Crystallized" fracture surface
- Chevrons
- Microscopic River Patterns
- Transgranular Cracking

(through grains)

Cleavage Mode of Fracture W
I SAl F cademni Ceuiter for Aircraft Strumettmral , ife Er•xtn'mion (CA SfLF)
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%W Cleavage Mode of Fracture

Cleavage crack nucleation site in 1040 steel
(left, 790X) (right, 1590X)

A SM Metals Handbook, 9th ed., Vol. 11, pg 23

Intergranular Mode of Fracture
US.4 FAcaden~y Center for Aircraft Structural li/c Extension (CAStI F.)

"* Fracture propagates between grains-through the boundary
-Little, to no, plastic deformation-Brittle fracture mode
"-"Rock Candy" appearance, due to grains separating

"* Common to materials subject to hostile environments
-Sensitization of stainless steels
-Hydrogen embrittlement
-Weld Heat-Affected Zones (HAZ)

.010
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4=€t Intergranular Mode of Fracture
U 'SAT Academn, (enrer farA-lircraft Structural Life Extensiom (CAXI.'E)

Intergranular Fracture of
Duranickel due to Hydrogen

Em brittlement
(95X)

ASM Metals Handbook, 9th ed., Vol. 12, pg. 397

* Branching intergranular crack is
indicative of SCC!

ASM Metals Handbook, 9th ad., Vol. 7, pgs 181 &204

Fatigue Fracture Mode W
USAI FAcademj, Ce.nter for Aircraqt Stru totral Life rEtenion (CAStIF)

* Crack initiates and propagates at trapp < Ft,y!
"* Consists of crack propagation and final failure regions

- Propagates according to applied cyclic loading
- Final fracture either brittle or ductile
- Size of final fracture area vs. fatigue area is telling

"* Crack normally initiates at stress riser

" Physical manifestation:

- Beachmarks
- Striations
- Either ductile or brittle

final fracture area

12
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Fatigue Fracture Mode P
USA F Acadeinil (,enttrefir Aircr-aft.StriicruriaI Life Extreniiwi (n t

Fatigue

Striations
(1 1,0013

S Fracture Planes vs. Material & Loading J

Te sion F cd e Te r so fu Airraf stu turaLfes ExCnmtsuii(AtLo

cr= Nrmal stress CiiShr

ECasbc Elastic Eaqirn
trsssreuss

'ITC Tn T

1
ir~.0

Sr ri-Load La~s$m41Oad Fale Fakie

Dutl B 0le Br ll
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FracurePlanes vs. Material & Loading
C SAl FAcadem,n Ceflrerfor, I irraft Structrual Life Extension, (CAV E)t ml
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USAFA'A cadcuze ('enrer for Aircr aft StructuraI Life IExtenhim I (CASILE)

Lesson 08

Ductile vs. Brittle Fracture

Lesson Goals & Objectives
USAFAcademy C enter for Aircraft Smtrctural Life Extension (CAtStLE)

After this lesson, engineers will understand the
differences between brittle and ductile fracture modes
and the factors that determine which will occur in a
component

Objectives
- Determine differences between brittle and ductile fracture
- Comprehend fractographic appearances/differences

of/between brittle and ductile fracture surfaces
- Discuss how various factors determine whether a component

will fail in a brittle or ductile manner
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Topic Teaser: Liberty Ships
USA F AcademY Centerfor. -lircraft StructuraI Life Extenvisn (CA LE) III

* Leading up to, and during, World War II, U.S. was franticly producing
cargo ships
- Supplying ships to Britain as part of Lend-Lease Act
- Providing ships for U.S. war effort following Pearl Harbor attack

* 2,580 Liberty ships were produced
- To accomplish this feat, new and faster production practices were

employed
3

Topic Teaser: Liberty Ships
USA FAcadeiny Ceter for Aircraft Structttral Life Extenson (CASTL) I

• To save time:
- Ships were welded together, not riveted
- Square hatches were cut in the hull
- Shortcuts were taken on steel quality
STesting in the usage environment was not conducted

Problems:
- Welding didn't provide an arresting point for cracks
- Square hatches induced kt's of 2 - 3.4, which allowed for

crack initiation
- Poor steel quality, along with cold temperature usage

environment, reduced the toughness of the material
"* North Atlantic temperatures approaching freezing
"* Reduced toughness allows for smaller critical crack

lengths

- B62 -
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. .Topic Teaser: Liberty Ships
UNAFAcadem), Centerfor, tircraft Structural Life l•xtc,,ten.vio nt ( TLE)

Results
- Approximately 13% of

all ships experienced
major hull fracture

-Loss of $50 million
- Cost hundreds of sailors

lives

* Biggest Issue: Quality was sacrificed for Quantity

* Indication that normally ductile materials can behave in a
brittle manner

Brittle Fracture
154A FAcaemirum Center fur Aircraft Structural life Lx'tcn~iun (C/tStLE)

"* Speed: Fast; sudden; unexpected or without waming

"* Deformation: Little or not observable

"* Energy: Low

"* Fracture Surface Orientation: Perpendicular to max internal
tensile stress

" Susceptible Materials: Hard; high strength; notch sensitive

- High carbon steels
- Gray cast Iron -

- B63 -
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Ductile Fracture
USA FAcadety Cen ter for eircraft Strtctural Life lxtensio,, (CASL E)

"• Speed: Slower than brittle

"* Deformation: High; visible plastic deformation

"* Energy: High (compared to brittle materials)

"* Fracture Surface Orientation: Related to direction of max
shear stress

"* Susceptible Materials: Softer; lower strength materials

\NMI
7

'• Macroscopic Fractographic Features
VS4A FAcadcnl' Ceurter for Aircraft !,trttcrural life Ertcns'iot (CASTLEr)

• Brittle
- Shiny; crystalline; relatively flat fracture surface
- Little or no deformation-pieces can fit together
- Chevron pattern; a.k.a. herringbone pattern; radial ridge marks;

"* Features fan out away from crack origin
"* Indicate a rapid fracture mechanism

Fig, S ChFo- pntoeos In Iloy Pt..1 .iop-pl 1. 1-picc ik..

Fig. 9 Fract"re surtctO nXhbltlng chevron pctftm (•ftý pointing townrd oc9r moo. of tn. pofncc
irc -noigin, APn cinpcr. S_-. r.mc * .. M.~t Oo.c
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Macroscopic Fractographic Features W
USA I Acadeniy (enter for Aircraft Strtuctural life Exteruiion (CASIL[ I:)

* Ductile
- Dull, fibrous appearance on fracture surface
- Primary indicating feature: deformation

"* Fracture surfaces won't
fit back together

"* Necking in tension

"* Change in shape
"* LIders bands

"" Shear lips

'4-i

Microscopic Fractographic Features
USWI ['Acadeniy Centter for Aircrajf Striuititraf Life ELxtension (CIStL.)

* Brittle: Cleavage
- River Patterns-crack propagates "down river"
- Feather Markings-Fan-shaped array of cleavage steps
- Wallner Lines-Intersecting, semicircular lines

10
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Microscopic Fractographic Features
USA IFAcademY Cen,,ter for. ircrafi .Strtctural Life Extent•ion (CASILE)

" Brittle: Interqranular

- Due to hostile environment
- "Rock Candy" appearance

" Brittle: Fatigue

- Considered brittle mode
due to hydrostatic stress
state at crack tip

- Striations, river patterns,
cleavage indications

- Will be discussed at length
in later lesson

Microscopic Fractographic Features W

USA FAcade ,o Center for Aircrajf Structural Life Extension (CtStLA)

Ductile: Dimples
- Microvoid coalescence leads to fracture, and

subsequent dimpled fracture surface
- Orientation of dimples give clues to loading conditions

Equiaxed Dimples Elongated Dimples

-B6I 47
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Microscopic Fractographic Features
USA rAcadeini (-'enter for 4ircrafi Struertural Life Extenan,,n (C' .11!)

Dimple orientation

A"

AW~ AN

~Factors Affecting Material Ductile vs. Brittle Behavior

"* Loading (strain) rate
"* Existence of stress risers
"* Environment and Processing Effects

- Temperature
- Processing Temperature
- Hostile/Corrosive Environment (ex. Hydrogen embrittle)

"* Triaxiality

"* Strength of Material

14
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USAF1Academbn ('eter for .Iircraft 'trttcrural Life Extension (CASTLE)

Lesson 09

Metallography and Fractography

Lesson Goals and Objectives
USA F 4cadIemy Center for i~rcrajt Strctural Life Extenu'io, (CASTLE)

At the end of this lesson, engineers should understand
the failure analysis and prevention tools and services
available through fractographic and metallographic
labs.

Objectives
- Define the difference between metallography and

fractography
- Understand the principles of fractography and

metallography
- Comprehend the techniques of performing a

metallographic or fractographic evaluation
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Definitions
L(v41 FAiadcmci C-enter fo•r .lircraf, Strtuctural Life l-,xtenionn (C-ISFLL')

Fractography - the examination of a fracture

surface; to view fracture surface topography

Metallography - examination of a polished/etched

surface; to view grains and microstructure

Fractography as a Failure Analysis Tool
I .I FAcadcin, Center for ,i~rcraft Strutctural Life E'xten.sion (CAtStLE)

What can be determined?
- Fracture Mode

"* Type
"* Origin
"* Direction
"* Speed

- Loading Type
- Magnitude of Loading

-B70 -
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Fracture Mode
US~A I /1cadeifli Center for. -tirraf, Structural Life E~xtension (CA SILfEj

Loading TypeW
L'SAFT cailrnt C'e,,ter for ,lircrolt ,truc tuiral Iffe Exenionciw ('C/ASnL

*Both are ductile materials loaded axially
-Why are they different?

6
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Loading Magnitude
USA',A~Academn Cenrc'rfor4,rcraft Structural Life Etenico, (CL,!IfE)

4'-

\fMetallography as a Failure Analysis Tool
U SA F cadeny Ceniter for ircraft ',trui ruiral I ife Extension (CAVtLE)

*What can be determined?
- Microstructure
- Processing History
- Corrosion
- Heat Damage
- Fracture origin
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Metallography Process
USA FAcadmtj' Cetlterfor ,.ircrafi. trtuctura• Life l•xtc•sio (CVOtLE)

* Steps
- Cutting specimen
- Mounting
- Polishing
- Etching

* Can be Expensive
- Labor Intensive
- Time consuming
- Destructive

Common Equipment
154 F Acadenty Center for Aircraf 'Structural Life Ertns.ion (CASTLE)

* Visual (unassisted) Inspection
- Always the first step
- eyeball or very low magnification

* Macroscopic Magnification (<10OX)
- Equipment

"* Hand lens
"* Stereo imaging

- What can you learn?

"* Brittle vs. ductile based on fracture orientation
"* Fracture origin (sometimes)
"* Beachmarks for fatigue-if visible
"* Heat/chemical effects (if discolored)

10
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Common Equipment
USAF1AcademY' Centerfor,.Iircraft S.tructura Life Exte.ision (CAStLE)

Microscopic Magnification (>100X)
- Equipment

"* Light microscope
"* SEM (10OX and up)

- What can you learn?
"* Brittle vs. ductile
"* Origin
"* Striations

"* Heat/chemical effects (if discolored)
"* Composition (if EDAX equipped)

V.

Topic Teaser W
[S.4 rAcade,?r Ceiner for Aircraft ',trumi'rrat Life Extenion (CASTLE)

* Is this a striation?

12
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Topic Teaser: Striation?
US'AI /kadem *( enter for. tiru aft 'Structural Life EItcnliion (CAMSLJ)

*No, they are actually smear marks in circled regions

1, 13

Topic Teaser: Striation?

*Note the flow outside
the region with the
"striations"

Fracture mode was
actually by SOC

*Lesson? Don't base
conclusions on a
single observation

Higher mag macroscopic image from left most circle in previous

14
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,4 Guidance
I 'SAIFAcademny Cetoter for.4ircraft Structural Life Exten.Yion ((7ATLE)

"* Protect your specimen!

"* Try not to clean
- Only if absolutely necessary
- Only after un-cleaned surface is fully evaluated

" Dealing with large specimens

- Excise samples
- Make replicas

" How do you know what to look for?

- Experience
- ASM Handbooks

15
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USA Acadamy Cem n (eer for 4ircraft Strucrural Life Extension (CA VLI)

Lesson 10

Metallography and Fractography
Applications

Lesson Goals and Objectives
US•4 rAcajkrny Center for Airc raft Structnral Li fe Extcn!.on, (&.IStLE)

After this lesson, engineers should appreciate the
process of conducting a typical fractographic and
metallographic evaluation.

Objectives
- Know how a typical failure analysis investigation

might be conducted
- Describe the steps involved and their importance

for detailed metallurgical failure analysis
- Describe the limitations of metallography and

fractography techniques/equipment
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Macroscopic Analysis (C-130 CWB Corner Fitting)
USA )lAcaden7Y Cenrer far..ircraft 'tructural Life Extension (•CSILI)

Visual inspection of the part with unaided or aided eye (up to
20X).

Advantages:

"* Ease and convenience

"• Larger area can be inspected with "Bird's Eye View".

Limitations:

"* Only macro defects can be analyzed

"* Subject to individual interpretation

SMacroscopic Analysis (C-130 CWB Corner Fitting) R,
USA FAcadcmy Center for Aircraft Strautural Life Exten tinn (ClStLE)

Crack Opening Dire .o.

Macro photograph of the corner fitting from C130E SN 62-1789 and the
location of the visible crack. The location of the cut notch along with the

load direction used for crack opening is also indicated.

-B78 -
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SMacroscopic Analysis (C-130 CWB Corner Fitting) i
USA t'Acadei), C(enter for Aircr aft ',trurturaI Life Extension (CASTLE)

S ... BreakQpenied

Fatigue• l ength%: .

striationi

Macrograph of the as -opened fracture surface. Three Initiation sites
that are clearly visible are marked by red circles labeled 1, 2 & 3.

Reddish brown deposits of iron oxide "rust" from the fasteners are
shown by brown arrows.

Macroscopic Analysis (C-130 CWB Corner Fitting) •
('5;.4 FAcadenj" UCeter for Aircraft 'trui rural iife rExttcnsion (CAIStLEd)

Analysis of Macro-Photos

"* The beach marks indicates crack propagation by fatigue.

"* Orientation of beach marks indicates three separate
initiation sites.

"• Initiation sites located on the faying surface of the fitting at
the fastener holes.

"* Initiation sites are located by converging radially inside from
the propagating beach marks.

6
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Microscopic Analysis (C-130 CWB Corner Fitting) •
USA FAcadcrn C(enrer for Aircraft .trfictura Lift Extension (CSrtLfS)

Optical or Electron Microscopy at Magnifications > 20X.

Advantages:

"* Minute Details can be revealed.

"* Interaction of microscopic features of material to the
environment can be understood.

" Micro-analytical tools can be used to study variety of
microscopic features such as elemental analysis,
dislocation activity/density, grain morphology, texture and
others.

Limitations:

"* Only small area can be analyzed at a time.

"* Careful interpretation required.

SMicroscopic Analysis (C-1 30 CWB Corner Fitting)

VS•.4 IFA cai en3 ij enter for A ircraj? S'truettu ra I Lift, Exten.sion (CASTLE)

Site 2 -*Site I

SEM Images near the initiation sites I and 2 shown in the previous slide

8
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adMicroscopic Analysis (C-1 30 CWB Corner Fitting) W
U'SAI Fadcm, Cnt uerforir4r aft Struca Life L ujnsol fCASILE)

_47

(a)
Site 3

SEM Images near the initiation site 3 shown in the previous slide. Higher
magnification also reveals extensive pitting corrosion at the initiation site.

'6 Microscopic Analysis (C-130 CWB Corner Fitting)
1 'SAF 'cade~nt C'e,,rer forurr aj,U ~ rirta LieE n.vion (CA 'IL!F)

SEM imagesI
showing striations

at various
'a10locations from

Initiation Site 1

B81
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Microscopic Analysis (C-130 CWB Corner Fitting)
USA FAcadein. Center for .4ircraftr trtitural Lift, Extension (CASILE) MII

Crack length, da/dn,
Site ID x, y, mm mm (in) Tm

1 1 (6.16, 2.98) 6.84 (0.27) 212
2 (10.63, 4.78) 11.65 (0.46) 283
3 (19.65, 7.5) 21.03 (0.83) 427

4 (29.67,34.51) 45.51 (1.79) 242
5 (31.33,35.61) 47.43(1.87) 133

2 1 (1.68,4.12) 4.45 (0.18) 100
2 (3.82, 4.46) 5.87(0.23) 400

3 (7.2. 7.66) 10.51 (0.41) 390
3 I (5.36, 4.117t 6,.3 (0.26) 150

2 (21*2,5,23) 21.84 (0.85) 205
3 (25.53. 4.•'6) 25.78 (1.01) 130

Striation spacing as a function of distance from the initiation site

Microscopic analysis can be used to study the crack propagation rate to
compare with predictive models as well as can be used to find out when
the crack started propagating by fatigue using the crack growth models

such as AFGROW.

•f EDX Analysis (C-130 CWB Corner Fitting) •
T1'&I FAcademy Center for Aircraft ,tructural Lif, Extension (CASTLE)

Elemcnt Weight% Atomic% EDX Detector fitted on

C K 14.65 25.94 an SEM can be used
O K 41.88 55.67 forthis purpose. The
AI K 6ý19 4ý88 gahchr
Si K 1.04 0.79 graphic here
S K 1.81 1.20 represents SEM image.
CaK 1.84 0.97 EDX spectrum and

C KL 9.71 874 elemental analysis of
the reddish brown

Totals 100.00 deposit seen near the
initiation sites.
Elemental analysis
shows significant
presence of iron and
oxygen with cadmium.
Steel fasteners are
often coated with
cadmium.

5 2 3 4 5 S ? t 8 15 1

12
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~ Conclusion (C-130 CWB Corner Fitting)
C['A~I FAcademni (_'cter for Ai.rcraft 'Structu~r~l Life' IACixl f(,Ivion fCSL)

"* The crack initiated and then grew by steady state high cycle
fatigue.

"* Initiations sites were at fastener holes on faying surface.
"* Pitting corrosion initiated the cracks which then grew by fatigue.
"* There was no evidence of abnormal crack growth or overload

region until the cracks became highly extended.
"* There is a substantial amount of chemical deposits due to the

flowing liquids in and out of crack during the service period that
followed the fatigue crack growth.

"* While pitting corrosion may have significantly contributed to
fatigue initiation there is no indication that shows corrosion
contributed to crack extension.

" The presence of chemical deposits, fretting and smearing
observed on the fracture surface indicates that the cracks existed
for a long period of time, prior to the crack opening during this
failure analysis.

C-130E CWB - Skin Panel
L'S.1 FA cadrcni 7etnter for Aircraft Strum tural life Frien.auin (QASfLA)

Tall# :68-10942
Part: Left Lower Wing Skin

Location: Stringer 16 Hole D4

Wing Station Location: 110

Indication: 100%HC-BHEC -AFT

Orientation

Analytical tools: Stereo Microscopy,

Optical Microscopy, SEM

Extensive Visual, Optical and Electron Microscopy, did not reveal any
crack in the indicated orientation.

14
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C-130E CWB - Skin Panel
I 'A t"Acadeon Cefl erffor 4irmraft .Strtctural Life Extens.ion (CASTLE)

Sectioned along these planes

To verify the presence of crack, the specimen was cut along the indicated
planes, followed by polishing and optical microscopy.

15

C-130E CWB - Skin Panel
USIT.4F ade Cette for1 Acal •S tutta/ Ifer Etn~,ion(CASTLE)

T- 77

t '

Composites of optical micrographs of the sectioned surfaces suggest
absence of any crack in the sectioned area. However, the grain

boundaries are oriented in FWD-AFT direction. The noise from these
boundaries may have been picked up as an indication.

16
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C-130E CWB - Stringer Panel
USA I AcadetnO, Center for -.tireraft Strucetural Life Ax•tentoiot (CA4STLE2)

Tail #: 68-10942

Part: Left Lower Wing Stringer

Location: Stringer 13 Hole A23

Wing Station Location: 091

NDI Findings: 90% HC-BHEC AFT Orientation

Analytical tools: Stereo Microscopy, Optical

Microscopy, SEM

Photo showing sections along
which the sample was cut

17

C-130E CWB - Stringer Panel Jw
M USI FAcadcity Center for Aircraft Strn•ctural Life Extenfion (CASTLE)

~T

4 t,

4 4U 
FW D

Polishing revealed a Fine crack emanating from faying surface. This crack
tends to close as it reached free surface, which made it difficult to observe

without sectioning and polishing.

18
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C-130E CWB - Stringer Panel
USA FAcademy) (Ceer for .4ircraf, Strutctural Life Lxtensio,, (CASTLE)M

High Magnification SEM reveals fine striations indicating the fatigue crack.

Measurements:
Initiation site: 24.0 pm in thickness (UP), 27.4 pm in length (FWD)
Crack Length: 520 pm in thickness (UP), between 340 pm and 540 pm in length (FWD)
Striation spacing: 55.6 nm at 279 pm from initiation site

19

Common Pitfalls in Metallography
U4SA FA cadecy (ceter for Aircraft Structural lfe Exten. iov (CASTLE)

Magnification is not high Enough
20
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Common Pitfalls in Metallography
('SAF Acadmn(entvCeir rfor. 4rcraft.'VtruceturaiI Lfe Exteniraon (CA4tLf4

Are these fatigue striations?

21

Common Pitfalls in Metallography
15.4FAcadceny Ceniter for ,ircralt Structuriral Life E~xtensiont ((CLWE)

Those are actually smear marks at the location pointed by the circle.

Fracture Mode is by shear due to tool gouging at fastener hole.

Always look at the complete picture.

Handle samples properly to prevent such artifacts.
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Common Pitfalls in Metallography
USA FAcademyj 'eniter for.4ircraft.~r 'etruralI ife Extensioin (CA XiLI)

Possible Striations
AD. Direction

Tear Marks vs. Striations. Tear marks are perpendicular to striations.
Do not depend on auto functions of the instruments alone.

23

'#4, Common Pitfalls in Metallography
i VS' F Acadeniiy C eiitrcrfor Airc-raft Structuiral Life Ervensiiin (CAWEL)

Siebtion 2B 5.5 mm from edge

Crack originating from nowhere?

24
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Common Pitfalls in Metallography
US FAcademyj Centerfor hrcraft Structural ife ExAtension ((,1LErI M

Section 2A 4.6 mm from edge

Sectin 1 B2.2 mm from edge
There is always a third dimension to any feature.

25
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USA F A cadetn' Center fIr Aircraft Structural Life Extension (CASTLE)

Lesson 11

Corrosion I

Lesson Goals & Objectives
USAF Acadenty Center for Aircraft Structural Life Extenion (CAStLE)

After this lesson, engineers should understand the
fundamental principles of corrosion and the
factors which contribute to it.

Objectives
- Describe the principles of corrosion
- Discuss the material and environmental

factors that contribute to corrosion
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V C-130E Center Wing Corrosion Damage A"M
USA I Acadeny Center for Aircraft Structural Life Extension (CASiLE)

0 Sep 2002: SN 68-10942 was found with severe corrosion during
the accomplishment of TCTO 1799 at Hill AFB

C-130E SIN 68-10942
US,4 FAcaderny Centerifor Aircraft Structural Life Extension (CAStIE)

o Details

- Wing had -20K hours TT and -46K hours equivalent
time

- Fuel bladders in center wing
- Traps environment on structure

o Aircraft permanently grounded

- Corrosions damage mostly isolated to rear spar
region

- Deemed to costly to repair
- Reached economic service life

4
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C-130E S/N 68-10942
USA I Academ)i Center for Aircrafi Structiral Life LExtenvion (CASTLE)

Follow on details

- Wing used for destructive teardown analysis
- Wings currently not flown past 45K equivalent hours

for fatigue concerns

Overview
US. F Academty Center for Aircraft Struetural Life Extension (CAStLE)

Size of Problem:

- 1995:$296 BILLION
-An estimated 4.2% of GDP
- $104 Billion is considered avoidable

Prevention

- Most common approach to prevention is "find
and fix"

- very expensive as it is not really prevention at all

- B93 -
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What is Corrosion?
US41 Acadeny Ce(eter for Airciraf t -t ruwtral LifcA-Ltenj.aion (CAStLE)

* Reverse refining
- Metal ore (oxide, sulfide, etc.)
- Refining creates what we know as metal
- Corrosion returns to an ore-like state

* Electrochemical Reaction
- Oxidation
- Reduction

* A Process
- Thermodynamics
- Kinetics

Oxidation
US.4FAcademn Center for Aircraft Structural Life Eren.rion (CAWSTF)

* Anodic
- Loss of electrons
- Loss of electrons 4 CORROSION

* M 4 M+n + ne- where n = valence of material
- For example: Fe 4-Fe2z + 2e-

- B94 -
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Reduction
USA F Academy Center for Aircraft Structural Life Extension (CASTLE)

"* Cathodic

- Electroplating process

"* Reduces the charge towards the negative

- Material gains electrons
- Reactions depend on the environment

"* Example: 02 + 2H 20 + 4e- 4 40H

Thermodynamics
USAF.Academy Center for Aircraft Structural Life Extcn ion (CAStL.E)

"* Answers the question: "Will it happen?"

- The answer is usually "YES"
"* Based upon G, Gibb's Free Energy

- A G is found in tables/charts for various
reactions

- If AG is negative for a system of reactions,
corrosion will happen

"* Relative placement in the galvanic series

10
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Kinetics
mllwwm USA F'Acadenvr Center for Aircri aft Structural Life Extension (CASILE)

* Answers the question: "How fast will it happen?"

* Expressed as an Arrhenius relation
- CORROSION RATE = Aexp(-Q/RT)

* In an one process Reduction Rate = Oxidation
Rate

Kinetics linked to thermodynamics
- Slow one and the other slows
- Slow the corrosion rate

Active vs. Passive
,S.lFAcademny C'enter for Aircraft Structural Life Extension (CASTLF)

"* Based on Pilling-Bedworth Ratio

* Active: easily re-actable or corrodible

"* Passive: lower corrosion potential

.. l- - I* Pilling-Bedworth (PB) Ratio

S PB <1 Porous
1 1<PB <2 Tight

PB > 2 Spalling

ncuusr i i.• I of-C Iifr0e film.Oir o r u ,d rll- ,

Courtesy of. Askeland 12
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Galvanic Cell
USAF A cadeny Center for Aircraft Structural Life Exten sioI (CASTLE)

* The central theme to all corrosion processes

* Driven by the potential between materials

Localized
/" Corrosion on

4z the AnodicSMetal!B n 0 theAloi

Cathode '
Anode

GALVANIC CORROSION IN DISSIMILAR METALS

13

SGalvanic C ell
USA F A.cadenty Center for Aircraft Struetural Life Exten'ion (CAStLE)

Anywhere there are dissimilar materials
- Metals or non-metals
- Anode corrodes, cathode is protected
- Electrolyte connects the materials
Rate
- Highest near the connection
- High dissimilarity, high rate
- Higher for small anode

14
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V, Galvanic Series
USA F A cademy Center for Aircraft Structural Life Extension (CAStLE)

Reactivity higher with more dissimilarity
- Carbon to Aluminum 4 highly reactive
- Why is cadmium used to coat steel pins in aluminum

structure?
- Why is steel galvanized with zinc and not tin?

Am& IPU OI

I=

15

Corrosion Factors W
USAF Acadeniy Center for Aircraft Structural Life Extension (CAStIE)

"* Environment

"* Metal Surface Geometry

"* Metallurgical Structure

"* Material Properties

"* Stress

"* Temperature

"* Temperature Gradients

"* Relative motion of fluid

16
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What next?
US.F A cadenz, Ceirerfor A ircraft Strumi ral Life Exaensvion (CASTLE)

Next lesson period
- Specific types of corrosion
- Corrosion factors in USAF structure

17
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LS1A Acadeim (7enterfrpr Aircraft StracturaI Life Extens'io, (CASTLE)

Lesson 12

Corrosion II

Lesson Goals & Objectives W
USA F Acadeny Center for Aircraft Structutral Life Extenion (CAStLE)

After this lesson, engineers should be familiar with
types of corrosion which are common to USAF
aircraft structure.

Objectives
- Identify the differences/similarities between different

types of corrosion
- Describe potential corrosion preventive measures

-B101 -



A Path to Corrosion
USA41F Acadenty Center for Aircraft Structural Life Lx-tension (CAStLE)

Loal nt Load Assisted? o Pitting on grain boundaries?n

on area b s Laminar microstructure? t a

Corrosio e•n Exfoi atio Si Fiforn Corrosion

REMEMBER: the Galvanic Cell at the heart of it all

SC bPitting Corrosion
V.SA .4 FAcademy Center for" Aircraft Structural Lift, Exrenion (CAStL E)

" Extremely localized

- local inhomogeneity, loss of passivity, loss of coating
- one area becomes anodic with respect to another area

due to environment or processing
"• Rate

- Related to the aggressiveness of environment
- Can be1 0-100 times faster than uniform corrosion

"• Prevention

-Uniform coatings .:•• ..
-Control environment

-B102 -
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Dynamic Load Assisted
USAF Acadenzy Center for Aircrgaf Structural Lif, Extension (CASTLE)

LoadtC Load Assisted? Pitting on grainueundaries?

Ip•• Intergrainular Attack /

}i• [ Lamninar microstructure?

..o..o..o•.. e .... a.....re.} •,,o.Cr~.,°

S~Corrosion Fatigue

LS.lFAcadent' Center for Aircraft Structural Lfe F'xten.ion (CASTLE)

- Combines fatigue and corrosion crack growth
mechanisms

* Dynamic load assists in the opening of the crack

* The longer and more frequent the fatigue crack is
open to the environment, the worse the effect

* Fracture surface
- Striations
- Obscured by corrosion product

- B103 -
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I~d Static (Tensile) Load Assisted
V'SA FAcademny Ce,,ter for Aircraft Structural Lift, Extension (CAStLE)M

Stess CorsonCakg(S )

US-IF~cdeiy ceterforamircra mirstructuraLieEtnin(AtE

*Needs all three
- Sustained tensile stress
- Environment
- Susceptible material TmitW

*Stress?
- Ramp loads Vrn'
- Fit-up, interference
- Residual

*Features
- Predominant crack path with branching
- Transgranular OR intergranular
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SCC Features
iUSA) Academy Cm',derftar Aircraft Struicturial Lift, LA-tcnsioni (CA StLL)

fig. 52

1mm

No load, pitting on GBsW
USA4 FAcademny Center for Aircraft Structural Lffe Extenmvon (CASILE) m

CorosonFaige CC xflitin evreIGPiltfrtCoroio

yes no

Lod yp? oa Asstd)Pitig-ngrinbondris

es5



Intergranular Corrosion
UISA F Academny Cenrer for Aircraft Strieiural Life tLxtenswio (CASTLLE)

" No load interaction, pitting on the grain boundaries
- precipitation of a second phase or other segregation at

grain boundaries produces a galvanic cell
"* Corrosion of or near grain boundaries with less attack on

bulk material
"* Rate: depends on concentration of corrodible materials on

the grain boundaries

A.1

No load, pitting on GBs, laminar MS
US..F.Academny Center for Aircraft Structural Life Extension (CA9tIEk")

Lodtp? Load Asised Pitting on grain boundaries?

Larninar microstructure? /

fcorrosion Fatigue s C Exfoliation Severe IG Filliform- Corrosion

12
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Exfoliation
L4 it cdnyCne o ic f ritria itLtso CSL'

"* Severe progress of IG causing material loss as laminar
grains are separated from the bulk

"* Flaking appearanc'e

Example: plate formed structure
(skin panels)

13

No load, pitting on Gl~s, non-lamninar MS
US-IFAcadinty Center for Aircraft Structural Life Extrension (CAStLE)w

corroion Ftigue scc Efoiatio

yes 14

Load~~~ ~ ~ type? LodAssePtigo-ri onais

es7



Severe IG
U'SA FA cadenzy Center foe Aircraft Structural Life, Extension (CAStLE)

"* IG continues along OBs but more equi axed grain
structure present

"* "flaking" material loss does not occur

"* Example: forged structure 0-5 Tie box

No load, no pitting on GBs
USAF.4cadrmny Center for Aircraft Structural Life Evmenswin (CAStLE)

Piffing

ye no8

Loadtyp? Lod Asistd Pttig ongran bondaie8



Filliform Corrosion
LISA FAcadenm1 , Center for Aircraft Structural Life Lxtension (CASTLE)

"* Continued severe pitting across a surface

"* More common in steels but has been seen in aluminum

17

F Anything Else?
USA FAcademty Centerfor Aircraft Structural Life Fxten.•on (CASTLF)

* Crevice Corrosion
- Capillary action of a joint pulls fluid (electrolyte)

inside the crevice
- Protected from the outside
- Example:

"* joints
"* under deposits

• Erosion Corrosion
- As the name suggests combines corrosive event

with a moving corrosive fluid
- Enhances the kinetics of any corrosion process

18
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Prevention
USAF A cademny Cemter ffor Aircrafi S rVt, lural Life ELxtension (CASTLE)

"* Change Environment

"* Change Design
"* Change Kinetics
"* Coat or Inhibit
"• Remember you a have a friend in the corrosion

business:

19
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USA FAcademY , Cenrerfa•r Aircraft Structural Lift, Extension (CASTLE)

Lesson 14

Wear

F-16s at Al Udeid
USAFAcademr, Center for Ajircraft Strucltral Life Extension (CAStLE)

* Initial unconfirmed reports indicate that a taxiing F-16 lost all hydraulic
power and ran into a parked F-16 at about 10 knots.

- One maintenance troop on top of the parked F-1 6 was thrown or
jumped off theF-16 and was slightly injured, abrasions to his back.

- Both F-16's were fully loaded with LIVE Ordinance, there were also
3 pieces of AGE equipment involved.

- After the impact, some sort of electrical short is suspected from one
of the AIM 9 missiles, that possible ignited some of the fuel and
started a fire in the motor of the AIM -9 and on a below mounted
avionic POD.

- This fire was reportedly quit large, it was extinguished by
another maintenance troop, possible saving (7) fully loaded F-
16's!

* Both F-16's are from a Guard unit at Hill AFB. The same unit lost an F-
16 in Iraq the previous week.
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U, F1 FA adenln, Cen ter for, Iircraft Structural Life Extension (CASI gl )

USAFAcealcnty Centter for Aircrafft Strc~tural Li~fe Extensvion (CAItLE)
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USA F'Acadcn~j, Center for, lirci qft ~trucrural i~fe' Extensison (CAV~LE)

U SAI FAcademny ('eter for Aircraft Structural Life Exten~sion (CAStlE.)
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-m SA FAateadcm Center for. Iircraft Structural ift, Extension (CVI SLE)

USA4 FAcadmn,y Center for Aircraft Structural Life Extension (CA1StLE,)
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& A

USA FAcadem)v Center for Aircraft Structural Life Extension, (CASTLE)

So what happened?

Something wore out

Lesson Goal and Objectives
ULS.4FAca/emy clc tter for ,ircrafl Strurt rural Life E'.tcfelnsi (C.A,LE)

" After this lesson, engineers will understand how
wear can be a factor in maintaining aircraft
structure.

" Objectives

- Discuss differences between types of wear
and where each may be found

- Describe contact stress fatigue
- Describe the benefits/application of lubrication

and other wear preventatives

10
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Wear
USA FAcadem.), Cenrerfar, Iircraft Strucura I Life Extension (C-Itl!E)

* Definition: The Undesired removal of material from
contacting surfaces by mechanical action

* Five main categories
- Abrasive
- Adhesive
- Fretting
- Surface Fatigue
- Corrosive

Abrasive Wear I
USA FAcadonjy Cenhterfor Aircrajt 'trt, rtral Life FxtenVsion (CA SVTLE)

" The cutting of one surface by another rolling or
scraping past it I

"* Types T--.

- Erosive
- Grinding .Ze A, r .
- Gouging
- 2 Body or 3 Body

"* Prevention Nbný

- Increase hardness (but you lose ductility)
- Hard coatings
- Lubrication
- Filter
- Cheap and easy parts replacement

12
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Abrasive Wear Illustration
U•A F Acadtemy Center for 4ircraft Strtetural Life Extension (CA4TLE)

SForce/Pressure

Travel

Abrasive Debris

pr icle- Asperity

Debris

Courtesy of Matenal Failure Modes - Desk Reference, AMPTIAC, Rome, NY 13

Adhesive Wear
U S.4 FAcadlemy Uenter for AirL raft Strum rural Life Eyteflo•iw, (CASVTLE)

"* Two materials in relative motion

"* High contact stress from inherent roughness

"* Asperities (ridges) on two surfaces micro-weld
together

"* Relative motion continues 4 weld breaks
- Material transfer between parts
- Debris created 4 abrasive wear

"• Also called scouring, galling and seizing

14
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Adhesive Wear illustration
USA IAcademe y CenLter foir -ircraft .Struttural life Extension (CASTLE) I

Horizontal arrows
indicate directions

Bonded junction of sliding

4-

Sheared asperity

Bonded asperity

Courtesy of Material Failure Modes - Desk Reference, AMPTIAC, Rome, NY 15

Adhesive Wear Prevention
USA FA cadcmy Center for Aircraj? Structural Life Extension (CASILE)

* Do not use the same type of metals when
designing parts that rub against one another
- Similar materials micro weld easier

* Use insoluble metals (gold, silver-plating)

* Lubricate parts

* Use extremely smooth parts

1B
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Fretting Wear
USA F"Academn), C eter for i4rcraft Struictural Life t 'xteu Iuion (CASTLE)

"* Similar to Adhesive Wear (micro-welding)
- Occurs between parts not designed to move
- Interface is essentially stationary
- Small amplitude oscillatory motion (vibrations)

"* Adhesion occurs relative small scale but relative large
quantity

"* Debris remains between the parts
"* Can initiate fatigue cracks
"* Prevention

- Reduce vibration (dampen)
- Tighten Joint (can lead to extra problems if it doesn't

work)
- Lubricate
- Separation layer between materials (ex. sealant)

17

Surface Fatigue Wear
,S1. FA cadenij Center for ,ircra/I Atrut rutral Life Extnmion (CASTLE)

"* Two materials in contact that are rolling and/or sliding
"* Creates alternating stress normal to contact surface
"* Subsurface cracks form

- Initiate at hard inclusion or case/core interface
- Cracks grow back to the surface

"* Pits form as material is ejected
"* Cracks can also originate on surface due to high friction

18
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Surface Fatigue Wear Illustration
USA F A cadem.) Cenrerfor .ircraft .'trictu raI Lift, Extensxion (CA SIL I,)

Cracla originate below surface

Courtesy of Matenial Failure Modes - Desk Reference, AMPTIAC, Rome, NY 19

Surface Fatigue Wear PreventionW
f S.4 FAcadoty Center for Aircraft 'truanural Life Extensioni (CAVtLL

"* Eliminate hard inclusions
"* Reduce contact stresses

"* Change relative motion

"* Lubricate

20
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Corrosion Wear
USA '4Acadent Center for. ircraf- .Structural Life Extension (CASiLE)

"* Surface protected from corrosive processes

"* Abrasive or Adhesive wear degrades coating

"* Surfaces corrode

" Corrosive products (oxides) form
- Dislodged from the surface
-Act as abrasive particles

21

1ý41J Wear Analysis
U'SA4 FAcadenty Center for Aircraj? Structural Life Extension (CAStLEf

"* Examine surfaces

"* Examine debris

"* Examine lubricants and sealants

"* Define relative motions

"• Identify wear mechanism

"* Propose solution

22
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Generalized Wear Solutions
USA I'Academ.ro, Cener for Aircraft Structural Life Ixtenwgon (CASTLE)

"• Lubrication

"* Filtering

"* Materials Engineering

"• Proper Design

23
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USA FAcademy C'enterfor Aircraft StrncturrltLife' Extension (CASTLE)

Lesson 15

Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics

Lesson Goals & Objectives
SA FAcadeiny Center for Air raft StructuraI Life ExtensitI? (CASTILE)

* After this lesson, engineers will understand the foundations
of fracture mechanics and how LEFM is used to during the
life cycle of AF aircraft

Objectives
- Understand the concept of stress concentrations
- Understand the foundations of fracture mechanics
- Understand geometry factors used to solve fracture

problems.
- Know how Kc varies as thickness varies.
- Understand how LEFM is used during the design (or

re-design) process.
- Discuss why fracture receives so much attention in

failure analyses
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4*) Stress Riser Effect
C'SA•.'cademy) Center for..ircraft .trtitturaI Life Extension (CALELl)

Stress Risers
- kt (static) 25

- kf(fatigue) 2,:

C '0 4 0.6 0 0 0 , 075 05'. 1v.. I

100 .

2.2 2. 2

0 o 00 015 0,2 015 0 am o.1 01' 02 Q,25 01

F
0
014 A CO I 04 04 044044505 Z 4 k:4, € 1 ,,t1•' 44440•l 0010 qa io I If tLllO.0 pl404.

(V/lo fv0o 0oo N4. pp i5, 85, .. 5d 4 5f1

Stress Riser Effect
U SA F Acadkmoy Ce,,ter for ,lsrcra/t '•irnstntral L ife, Extension ((c'lStLE)J

* For an elliptical hole ... _-,,k 7

- Significant kt increase .
near the hole tip o• 00 4

- Kt T as c/d ratio" b 2

For a crack: - ...

- c/d approaches (or p
approaches 0) cld ratio kt

- kt and Ymax approach 1/1 3.0

1/4 1.5

4/1 9.0

10/1 21

100/1 201
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Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM)
(.USA FAcademy'v Center for Aircraft Structural Lift, Exten.ion (Ct,_Ir.')

Infinitely large stress doesn't really occur
- If it did, any size crack would result in sudden fracture
- Localized plastic yielding prevents this

-- • ideal mrck- - ofon crao o ~ me

-f,.•• roil Crenrami

Fig-r, 8.4 Fainieloorsoss 0d ononoroi on of tp of rL' in -d not-

Wria! A rCgioi 0 ftcfliO fkrOOOn fiati toom due In p tririarm or

- K (stress intensity factor) replaces kt for a crack

LEFM

USAI Academy Centter for Aircraft Strtuttrail Life Extenyion (CASTLE)

* One main equation: K = o-F-I-a
- K is applied stress intensity factor
- a is the applied gross stress
- F is a geometric correction factor, base on:

* Finite width
* Crack, or flaw, shape

* Crack length
* Loading type

- "a" is the crack length for one crack tip

- B125 -
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4,j ~ Material Fracture Toughness V
USA I Acadeini ( enter for -1 rcraft Structural i~fe Extension, (CAS~!IE)

K as a material property
- Materials will undergo sudden fracture if Kapp:Kc, or critical

for material-Kc called fracture toughness
- Plane Strain Fracture toughness, Kjc, is most conservative

1.y 4

*Fracture Toughness Trends
- Kic dependent on strength: as Ftt Ti, Kjc I
- Kjc dependent on temperature: as T 4,, K10 .

7

LEFM in Design
U', IFAcadlcny Ceo ter for Aircraft 'itroictoral Life L',icnsion (CASILE)

"* If Kjc and S9are plugged into the equation--*solve for ac
- Pressure vessels: if ac>t, then Leak-before-Break

"* If Kjc and current crack length--*)solve for S,,

-B126 -
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Case Study -F-ill r'7
Ufý,A F'Aeadet~nt ('enrterfor.4ifrcraf, .'trnietural Life Extentsioit(CAMtLE")

Loss of F-ill1 in 1969 ushered in the era of fracture
mechanics usage in the USAF and much of the aerospace
industry

Case Study -F-1Ill
U~SA FAcailcii,v Center for Aircraft Strne'tral Life' Extensvion f(JStLE)

Anatomy ofa: an Aardvark

Fjfly-.nrrtd thowing . a% V'mb drappari

sasr. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i thsa mp' 'a'rse treseniO~rf, softheF-1

VO ral rtat:lzlrasr a i.tn'ter rniss 'an tar whirth itwaa uorrred:
to comrsnsnamr fsr Pa' farS evlS-e nea ratrs'r to aeil ma a ar

V:t pon p es ' In-1 IAs

s 5 ?atrn~~ shadesta lraarccrdfalrrrrfric
in an erm to screen ithe pilot

adws fS ram tihe glare
Insi m ermse'iatlrracdflltr threwirata rcarden a' ,Ia ta blast.

10
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Case Study - F-1I11
USA 1 ,, cadernv Center for lircraft Structural Life Extension (CAStL[')

Key features of the F-111
- First variable geometry (swing-wing) aircraft in USA inventory
- Designed as long-range fighter/bomber, large internal bay
- Short takeoff, supersonic dash capability
- Low altitude, terrain-following capable
- Originally a joint AF-Navy aircraft ... Navy later pulled out

Specifications:
* Length: 74 feet
* Wingspan: full sweep - 32 feet, min sweep - 65 feet
* Engines: 2 P&W TF-30 afterburning turbofans
* Max weight: 119,000 (FB model)

Speed: Mach 2.2 (35,000 ft), Mach 1.2 (on the deck)~Crew: 2

Trivia: What is the only country with an
active utaiF-1 11 fleet'?

S141, Case Study - F-1I11
&IS FAcademy Center for Aircrajt Structural Life EWxten.ion (GAStLE)

Details of the crash
- 1969 at the Nellis Range
- Aircraft had 109 flight hours
- Test flight originating at Edwards AFB

Catastrophic Tailure of wing pivot fitting (D6AC Steel)
- Pilot & co-pilot both killed

B128 -
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Case Study -F-Ill1
USAF FAcadem)r Cenrer for, I ire raft Structural I ft, Extension (CASYLE)

* The Flaw
- Semi-elliptical surface flaw
- Pre-existing before flight service began
- Grew by fatigue before final fracture
- a, was sinaIller than aDETECT

FIGURE 14.1 Fracturesurface of F-11 I winghax area. Dark, semielliptical surface,
flaw preexisted the flight service, Smooth bright band at boundary of dark flaw repre-
sents fatigue crack propagation zone prior to unstable fracture. (After Woo~d2: re-
printed with permission from Eng. Fratzc. M4edz. 7, 557 (1975), 1'ergamon P'ress, Ltd.)

From Hertzberg, 4th ed 13

V Case Study -F-Ill1
US.4 fAcaden~r Centt'r for Aircrajt S~tructuiral Lift, Extension (CAVtLE)

* Aftermath
- USAF, FAA, and JAA transitioned toward "Damage Tolerance" vs.

"Safe Life" for aircraft design
- Development of MIL-A-83444 "Damage Tolerance Design

Requirements for Aircraft Structures"
* MIL-A-83444 replaced by JSG-2006 in late '90's

- Cold Proof Testing for the F-Ill1
* Inspect (as thoroughly as possible)
* Prep (ready as for flight)
* Cool down (-65F ambient, -45F internal, 6000 gal LN2)
* Load (-2.4 to +7.3 Gs)
* Monitor (acoustic emission)
*Inspect

From Hertzberg, 4th ed 14
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L.USA FAcademy Center for Aircraft 'Strucitural Life Extension (CASTLE)

Lesson 16

Fatigue I

Lesson Goals & Objectives
f'. I FAcadeny Cenirter for Aircraft Atructural Life Extension (CAStLE)

* After this lesson, engineers will understand the stages of
fatigue crack growth and be able to discern the primary
features of a fatigue fracture

Objectives

- Define fatigue
- Identify the 3 stages of fatigue crack growth
- Describe the primary fractographic features of fatigue

in metals
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Fatigue Failure Definition
USA/;'Academny' Center for Aircraftr Structural Life Extenion (CAIISILE)

* Failure due to repeated internal tensile loading at stresses
less than material yield strength, F.

0
O-max ............. • _

a'ax

Aa

0 ................... ................. tim e
omin I, , -

1 Cycle

3

Stages of Fatigue
USA FAcadenrj Center for Aircraft ý,triuctural Life / tcniuon (CASLFE)

* Crack Nucleation
- Slip occurs on crystallographic shear planes
- Tiny voids form, then coalesce to form a crack

Da•wAfg 916. pg 37"

I I

N=0 104 2 x 10
4  

6 x 104 105 2x 105

137 MPa. Nt 7 1.1 x 106 Axial direction 0

- Normally will initiate at a stress riser
- This stage represents largest percentage of fatigue life

- B132 -
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SStages of Fatigue
USA/: Acadceny C(enr forf i1rcrafr Strtrtural Life Extension (CASTLE)

"Crack Propagation

- Crack grows incrementally with each cycle
- Crack propagates perpendicular to max principal tension

"* Tension does not have to be applied
"* Ex. Plate with a hole under compression

- Propagation develops unique fractographic features
- Considered a brittle fracture mode due to crack tip 3-D

stress state
"Final Rupture

- Occurs when crack length reaches critical value; a > acr
- Can be Brittle or Ductile

"* Brittle: occurs when K > Kc
"* Ductile: occurs when Onet -- Fry

5

Macroscopic Fractographic Features
USA F'Acadomy Ceenter for Airc raft 'tr trtural Life Fxten-vion (CASTLE)

Macroscopic Features V .. 3 ..... 1 . ... 9

- Nucleation Region
"• Many nucleation sites = high

applied stress
"• Ratchet marks usually

indicative of torsion failure
- Propagation Region

"* Can be large or small area
compared to final fracture 2 . [ 7

"* Beachmarks-changes in
environment or stress level;
visible at no magnification

"* Could be cleavage
indication-Why?

V... A A

- B133 -
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& V Macroscopic Fractographic Features
US~A)F'Acadein 'v L'eircr for4ilrcrafttr Strutural Life ELxtension (CA'tSLE)

-Final Fracture Region
"* Either brittle or ductile, with corresponding

fractographic features
"* Size/shape of final fracture area is telling of applied

stress
Wulpi Fig 22, Chapter 10, pg 152. ASM Volume 12, Fig. 199, pg 261

Macroscopic Fractographic Features W
iUSA 4 Acadlcny Ceniter for Aircraft Strctu~tralIt/ Lif Extensiton (CIISLE~

. ........ .....

r-, Fri- Lý

_ - - _7
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Microscopic Fractographic Features
USA 1 Academy (eirterfor Aircraft Strtuctural Life Exten.sion CAStLE)

Propagation Region
- Striations--ridges denoting loading cycles

"* Each striation denotes a cycle
- Not every cycle forms a striation i
- Striation spacing provides rough estimate of da/dN

"* Striation Characteristics
- Striations never intersect (Important?)
- They propagate away from origin (like pebble

thrown in water)
- Striation spacing (da/dN) gets bigger as the crack

grows longer
River Marks could also be visible

"* Why?
"* What distinguishes river marks from striations? ", /,

* Final Fracture Region ..
- Brittle: river marks; feather marks; Wallner lines •
- Ductile: equiaxed or elongated dimples

Topic Teaser: DeHavilland Comet
USA FAcadony Center for A ircrail j'trucuttral Life rEten~ion (CAStLE )

* DeHavilland Comet (design started 1945, first flight 1949,
first revenue flight '52)
- Beat first US commercial jets (707 and DC-8) by years

* 36-44 passengers
* Cruise speed 490 mph
* Range 1750 miles

- Pressurized Al alloy fuselage
* Cabin altitude 8,000 ft

(p = 8.5 psi)

* Cruise altitude up to 40,000 ft
Faster, smoother than prop-

driven DC-6 competition
* Large rectangular windows

10
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Topic Teaser: DeHavilland Comet
USA 1 Academ.,y Cuener for 4ircraft Structural Life Extensonm (CASTLE)i i

* 26 Oct '52, late abort, no deaths

* Jan '53, landed short, 1 runway death

* 3 Mar '53, failed takeoff on hot day, 11 killed

* 2 May '53, 1649th flight, broke up in T-Storm, 43 deaths
- British Air Registration Board requires static & fatigue testing
- By autumn '53, fatigue cracks at window comers found "after

repeated applications of excessive loads."
* 10 Jan '54, "Yoke Peter" broke up in clear air on its 3681st flight while

climbing through 27,000 ft; wreckage scattered in Mediterranean Sea
off Elba, 35 killed
- Massive search for wreckage by Italian authorities
- Comets voluntarily grounded by BOAC
- Autopsies show explosive decompression of cabin
- Engine failure suspected, turbines now armored
- No definite conclusion reached on cause of breakup
- Comets re-entered service on 23 Mar '54 (only 10 weeks!)

Topic Teaser: DeHavilland Comet I
L(SA FAcamlrn ' eulter for Amrt rail Stmmmm tural Life Extrnsim~ (CAtStLE)

7 Apr '54, "Yoke Yoke" disintegrated on clear night on
2704th flight while climbing through 30,000 ft, wreckage
scattered in Mediterranean Sea SE of Naples, 21 perished
- Comets again grounded by BOAC, now worst safety record
- Autopsies show explosive decompression, but no bomb
- Evidence points to fatigue failure, but where?
- Exhaustive investigation undertaken by the Royal Aircraft

Establishment, Farnborough, England

12
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Topic Teaser: DeHavilland Comet
USA IAcademy, C'elter fr .-ircraft Strttctura/ Life Exten,•im (CASILF)

"* Full-scale fuselage test performed in water tank, with
periodic overloads to 11 psi

"* Cracks found in wings and near wheel wells

"* Cabin pressure failure in tank occurs at window corner
- Repairs made, tests resumed

"* Catastrophic failure on 1800th flight (8 ft long crack!)
originated from a cabin window corner

"* ADF antenna cutouts show cracks too

" (Aug '54) Center fuselage of Yoke Peter recovered from
sea. Cracks in manufacturing! had occurred at rivets
placed too close to ADF cutouts and had been stop-drilled.
Fatigue failure confirmed.

13

Topic Teaser: DeHavilland Comet
Lessons Learned

USA FAcadem.r Ceatter for Aircraft Strcttural life Extension (CASTLE)

"• Orders for Comet 1 canceled, at cost of £40M

"• Comet 1 production halted
- Comets 2 and 3 used to test long-range Comet 4
- 67 Comet 4's produced; 25 years of safe success
- Boeing, Douglas given time to catch up
- DeHavilland never again a major player

"* Underscored importance of full-scale testing before
certification

"* Wings must have realistic (variable amplitude) testing

"* Large overloads may lead to unconservative test results

* Need to balance "High-strength" with adequate fracture
toughness

* Perform a good analysis on stress risers
14
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I'd'
(b541A Academzy Cener for Aircraft Structural Life 1Extension (CA StLE)

Lesson 17

Fatigue II

Lesson Goals & Objectives
USAFAcadrmy Center for Aircraft Structural Life Extension (CAStLE)

"After this lesson, engineers will know the best course of
action for dealing with fatigue loading in different parts of
an aircraft. They will also understand the AF approach to
managing fatigue in the fleet

"Objectives

- Identify available and preferred options for dealing with
fatigue damage

- Describe the stress-based approach to fatigue analysis
- Describe the fracture mechanics-based approach to

fatigue analysis
- Describe the AF approach to managing fatigue

damage
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Options for Fatigue Management
UA4 F Acadeimy LCetLt'rfor Aireratf .Stricitural Life LL'tets'io (CASiLE)

* Part Replacement
- Safest Option
- Probably the most expensive option
- Sometimes not an option; sometimes the only option!

* Repair Part

Options for Fatigue Management
USAFAcaderny Center for Aircraft Structural Life Exenswion (CAStLE)

* Part Repair
- Dependence on engineer and maintainer competence
- Repair Options

"* Stop drill-temporary fix, or to buy time

"* Impart Residual Stresses
"* Mechanically fastened repair
"* Bonded repair

- Not always an option!

* Monitor the Fatigue Crack
- Dependent on da/dN rate
- da/dN rate is not constant!

- B140 -
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Fatigue Analysis Methods
•SA4F Academy' Center fo•r Aircrft~ Structttral Life Extten.sion (CASTLE)

Stress-Based Approach
- Assumes No Cracks--Failure is Crack Nucleation!
- Used for high strength, low toughness, critical parts

- Landing gear
* Turbine blades

- Stress risers are bad!
- Utilizes Stress vs. Log N (S-N) curves

"* Highly Dependent on specific, empirically-based data

"* Other less accurate methods available when no specific data
"* Terms

- Fatigue Strength
- Endurance Limit (not aluminum alloys; only carbon steels)

Fatigue Analysis Methods
US.A F.4cademy center for Aircraft Structural Life Exfcnwion (CAWSTE)

800

A517 steel 110L 0ou = 820 MPa

700 0 failure S,

* 0- no failure
(test stopped) 90

-600E ksi

k .1SSm=0
to) (rot. bend) 70

Cdbend)

Saie 414MWe
40 0

103 104 105 106 10 108-

N. Cycles to Failure

Figure 9.5 Rotating bending S-N curve for unnotched specimens of a steel
with a distinct fatigue limit. (Adapted from [Brockenbro•gh 81}: used with
permission,)

6
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Fatigue Analysis Methods
SS.4 F Acatlemr Center fr 4Aircrqft Striiwir'al Life LE'tension (CASILE)

Fracture Mechanics-Based
Approach

- Once a crack has nucleated, uses
LEFM to determine:

" Critical crack length, ac

- Brittle: K > KIc KC -- Fo- )ra

- Ductile: a > Fty
- Solve for a in each case, then a,

is the smallest
" NIF-Cycles to failure from an

initial crack size, ai, to ac a•-02 a 1-/2

- Eqn 11.32 in Dowling: Nf =

as long as mt2, C(FAS1Sr)" (1-rn / 2)

and where C- C1

- Course of action determined by Nf (- R)m

calculation 7

Fatigue Analysis Methods
US.IF Academy Center for Aircraft Structral Life Extens.ion (CASTLE)

_ _ 0 _ _ IM_163 Paris Law

da -cK

da
is the crack growth rate

E. 1dN
I, C, m are material constants

f
A, AK is the cyclic stress intensity factor

lo-

1¢5 to 20 so too3
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AF Approach to Fatigue
S.4 F A cadenz' Cetier for A ircr af St -, rut rat Life Lt tension (CASTLE)

Damage Tolerant Design
- Assumes an initial crack per JSSG-2006; 0.050" is typical
- Uses LEFM approach to determine ac
- Determines Nif, assuming Paris Region crack propagation
- Sets crack inspection interval as ½A*N,

- Uses S-N approach when LEFM not feasible
"* Extremely hard, strong, brittle materials
"* Hard to inspect parts
"* Ex. Landing gear; turbine blades

- B143 -
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LSAFAcadenmy Ceirter for A irerqaft Structu al Life Extension (CASTLE)

Lesson 18

Fatigue III

SLesson Goals & Objectives
USAFAcadcnmy Center for Aircraft Structural Life Extcn.vion (CAStIE)

After this lesson, engineers know how fatigue critical
locations are defined and determined for aircraft. They will
also understand fatigue trends related to materials,
geometry, loading, and environment.

Objectives
- Define fatigue critical location (FCL)
- Describe trends in fatigue relating to material,

geometry, loading, and environment
- Determine location of FCL's on aircraft structure
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Fatigue Critical LocationNO
LS.,4P lAcadlemy jCeniter for Airci-aft Snetw-tiyal Lift Exten~vion (CAýVtLE,)

" Structural location that is more prone to developing fatigue

- Material
- Geometry
- Processing
- Loading
- Environment

"* Affects safety of flight or maintenance/cost

3

Fatigue Critical Locations
LUS.FAcadenry~Center for Aircraft Sturutural Life ExtensiOn (CAStLE)
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V FCL C-130 Example
LUSA 1Academy (Tinter for Aircraft Structural Life Lxtenxumo (CAStLE)

cw 1

fl Fv D w

N a -----------

A,

V Trends Affecting FCL's
U'SA F Academty Center for Aircraft Structural Lffe Extension (CA StF!)

Material
- Strength
- Grain Size ~Ky
- Processing

*Geometryf-IO0
- Stress Risers
- Thickness cL 1WW('

- Orientation

6
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Trends Affecting FCL's
U ".'4 I Acaileitn Cetiiter for Aircft rai-tluS wi-al LifeLx--tenision WASVLL")

X,,

LI

wK X~ Kc

Trends Affecting FCL'sW
USAFAcaderny Center for Aircraft Structuiral Life Extension (CA Stf. E)

Loading
- Type

"* Shear nucleates cracks
"* Tension propagates cracks

- Magnitude
"* Mean Stress effects
"* R-ratio __
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Trends Affecting FCL's
L'SIAFeadenz' Ceiterfoir Airc-afit Struc-tural Life' Extensison (CAStLE)

0Load sequence

Soa

da t

t6

Trends Affecting FCL's
',S. IF 4cadriny Center for Aircraft Son t,,iral Life Extension (CAStLEF)

*Environmental Effects

I E.03

LUt 465-41, .10% R.N.

JE.04 - ~ W 4-191. .50% "M'
W o 456-il. .. M% R.5.

V IE 07

I1E-09

15 It 40

AK (ks'~n.)
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FCL Determination
USA F Acaderj' Center for Aircraft Stirucural Life LExtension (CASTLE)

* Determined by the Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM)
or user

Determined either during design, production, or in-service
- Design: analytically and through experience
- Production: through full-scale fatigue testing
- In-service:

"* Fatigue crack problems identified that were not predicted
"* Change in mission can significantly change loading and FCL's

(B-52's changing from a high-altitude mission to low-altitude)

All known FCL's are monitored closely at analytically or computer
model determined inspection intervals

I- ½*N

- NDI crucial!

-1

Topic Teaser: Rocket Motor Casing
USA F Acadenty Center for Aircraft Structural Life Extension (CAStLE)

12
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'S.AF Acadenzy Center for Airaqft Struciural Lifc Extension (CASTLE)

Lesson 19

Nondestructive Inspection I

Lesson Goals & Objectives
US.I F4 Acadeiy Center for Aircraft Structural Life Exten.ion (CAStLE)

After this lesson, engineers will better understand what
nondestructive inspection (NDI) is, and know how NDI
affects failure analysis and prevention. They will also be
able to identify common AF NDI techniques and
applications.

Objectives

- Discuss the relationship between failure analysis,
prevention, and nondestructive inspection (NDI)

- Describe common AF NDI techniques
- Identify the appropriate NDI technique to use for a

given application
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NDI Overview
USA 1"Acadenry Cc'nterftor AiTLI aft 't, uctu, al Life Extension, (CAStLL)

*Nondestructive Inspection (NDI)

*Used for numerous applications:
- Production facilities; maintenance facilities; field units;

failure analysis labs
*#1 Benefit-inspecting for defects/damages without

inducing damage

*A-1 Wing Flap Track example

NDI of Aircraft Structure
US.4FAcadmnty Center for Aircraft Struct,,ral Life E'acn'ion (CA StI F)
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NDI's Role in FA & Prevention
USAF Academy Center for Aircraft Strrctural Life Lx'ten.iot (CAStLE)

* NDI is used to inspect failed parts

* NDI is used to inspect in-service components for failure
prevention

Safe-Life Parts! (Landing gear, engine, etc)

- NDI is critical! Cracks would be catastrophic
- NDI used to catch initiation, then the part is replaced
Damage Tolerant Components
- Assumed to have a crack
- First inspection is Nif/2
- NDI utilized to monitor crack growth and prevent

sudden, brittle fracture

Common AF NDI Techniques
USA F 4cadenty Center for Aircraft Structural Life Extension (CASILE)

* Field/Deployed Units

* Depot

-B153 -
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Field/Deployed Units
USA Academy Center for Aircraft Strucrural Life Extension (CASTLE)

*Visual Inspection

Tools Required
- Inspector (anyone!)
- Microscope
- Boroscope
- Endoscope

Types of Flaws detected-Mainly surface
- Cracks, corrosion
- Porosity, impurities, disbonds, delaminations

Advantages/Disadvantages
- Simple, fast, low-cost, relatively effective
- Low magnification, accessibility, surface flaws (or slight

subsurface), operator fatigue

Field/Deployed Units
USA FAecadeny Center for Aircraft Structural Life Extension (CAStLE)

• "T ap" T est :•;• ~~.......,. ..... ...... ... • ][
"* "Tap" Test
"* Tools Required

- Inspector
- Something to tap with (coin, tap hammer, etc)

"* Operation-Very easy; just tap and listen
"* Types of flaws detected

- Mainly for disbonds and delaminations
- Also useful for detecting corrosion

" Advantages/Disadvantages
- Quick, easy application, inexpensive, reliable method
- The more experience, the better the results; limited

applications
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V Field/Deployed Units
USA)' Acadeny, Centerfor Aircraft Structural Life Extension (CASTLE)

"• Dye Penetrant; Fluorescent Dye Penetrant
"* Tools Required

- Inspector and Instructions
- Cleaner/Remover
- Penetrant (AF Only Uses Fluorescent)
- Developer
- Black light, if performing Fluorescent DPI

" Operation
- Clean surface, then apply liquid dye
-De drawn in to cracks by capillary action-Wipe off excess
- Apply developer and inspect (UV for fluorescent)

"* Types of flaws
- Mainly cracks
- Down to 2.5 mm or 0.10 in

"* Advantages/Disadvantages
- Simple, fast, low-cost, low technical difficulty
- Messy, some penetrants corrosive

Field/Deployed Units
USA FAcadeny Center for Aircraft Structitral Life Extension (CASt E.)

"* Eddy Current

"* Tools Required
- Inspector
- Eddy Current Inspection Equipment (per AF T.O. 1-1-36)
- Testing Standard for particular assembly

" Operation

- Apply current to a coil
- Place part in/near coil
- Monitor change in coil's current

" Types of flaws detected
- Surface or near-surface cracks, pores, inclusions
- Balance between frequency and resolution

" Advantages/Disadvantages
- Rapid, clean, complex geometries, holes, portable
- Requires baseline, parts must be conductive, parts must be smooth, relatively

thin

10
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Field/Deployed Units
VSAF Acadenmy Center for Aircraft Structural Life Lxtension (CASILE)

"* Ultrasonic: A-Scan

"* Tools Required
- Inspector
- Ultrasonic Testing Equipment (AF T.O. 1-1-36)
- Testing Standard for particular configuration

" Operation

- Hi Frequency (100,000 Hz +) pulse transmitted through part
- Sensors (piezoelectrics often used)

- Pulse-Echo
- Through Transmission
- Good coupling (grease, water, gel) required

- Displays
- A-scan (reading from a single position, 0-D)
- B-scan (reading along a line, 1-D)
- C-scan (reading of an area, 2-D)

11

Depot Level 
"

US.4F Academy Center for Aircraft Structural Life Fxtension (CASILE)

* Types of Flaws Detected Depot, C-Scan

- Internal
- Thickness variations t
- Disbonds, delaminations
- Corrosion
- Chem mils

* AdvantageslDisadvantages
- Any material, versatile, automated
- Messy (wet sometimes), complicated
- Flat, smooth parts --- • -

<77-~

- ~ '~-' 12
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Depot Level
USA4 I. Academy' Center for A4ircraqft Str,,uctrat L ft, Ex•tension (CA4S~tLL)

"* Thermography

" Tools Required r
- Inspector
- Heat Gun
- Heat Flash
- Infrared Camera or Device

"* Operation

- Apply heat to the specimen
- Monitor heat dissipation using infrared spectrum

"* Types of flaws detected
- Excellent for determining disbonds/delaminations
- Adequacy of insulation

"* Advantages/Disadvantages

- Fast, noncontact, nonintrusive
- Still in infancy, subjective, expensive, sensitive

•Uses

- Electrical industry (transmission lines)
- USAF (disbonds in bonded repairs)
- NASA (space shuttle leading edge NDI)

13

4 Depot Level
US.A FAcademjy Center for Aircraft Structural Life Ex.tenyvion (CAStIIE)

"* Magnetic Particle Inspection

"* Operation

- Apply particles (in slurry) to surface
- Apply magnetic field
- Look for discontinues

" Types of flaws detected
- Surface or near-surface cracks, pores, inclusions

" AdvantageslDisadvantages

- Entire surface in one shot, low cost, portable
- Crack must be perp. to flux lines, only magnetic materials, messy

14
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Depot Level
I SA l Academy' Center fi•r Aircr aft citnrowal LifL Lxtrnsion (CA STLE)

"* X-Ray (radiography/tomography)

"* Operation

- Part exposed to X-rays
- Film placed in back of part
- Transmitted x-rays expose film (flaws don't transmit)

"* Types of flaws detected
- Volumetric flaws (moisture, corrosion)
- Sub-surface flaws (cracks, inclusions)

"* Advantages/Disadvantages

- Rapid, clean, gives entire picture of part (CAT scan) f
- Not portable, expensive, dangerous, complicated

"• Uses
- Large parts, complex shapes
- Castings, welds
- Honeycomb parts

15

Other NDI Techniques
USAFiAcadrnty Center for Aircraft Structural Life Extcnsion (CAStIE)

"* Acoustic Emission

"* Operation

- Listening
- Monitoring elastic waves in a material
- Use of piezoelectric materials (converts mechanical energy into electrical

energy, and sometimes into sound)
"* Type of Flaws Detected

- Flaws "in process"; i.e., cracks while they are happening
"* Advantages/Disadvantages

- Passive, nonintrusive, real time, accurate (order of magnitude more
sensitive than any other method, cracks = 25 microns)

- Sensitivity, interpretation of results, complicated
"* Uses

- Pressure vessel proof testing
- Leakage detection & control
- Weld monitoring
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V Other NDI Techniques
USA. A'cadenmy Centerfoir Aircrafi StructurmalLife Exltey.it)iN (CASILE)

"* Shearography

"* Operation

- Applies small strain to part-often by applying vacuum or AT
- Measures changes in strain in part

"* Types of Flaws Detected
- Disbonds between skin and core
- Delamination in composite lay-ups

. Advantages/Disadvantages

- Fast, accurate, precise
- Expensive equipment, lots of training required

17
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USA l'Acaden , (.?eJter for .tircrafI Structul I Life Extension (CAStLE)

Lesson 20

Nondestructive Inspection II

Lesson Goals & Objectives R
,SAFAcadeony Centter for Alirraft Structural Life Extension (CAWE tLE)

" After this lesson, engineers will better understand what
nondestructive inspection (NDI) is, and know how NDI
affects failure analysis and prevention. They will also be
able to identify common AF NDI techniques and
applications.

" Objectives

- Define basic NDI terms such as POD, POFA, POI and
aNDE

- Differentiate between an indication and a Defect or
finding

- Discuss the reasonable expectations of various NDI
techniques

2
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NDI Definitions
USA/ 'Academy Ceniterfor Aircraft Structural Life Extensiona (CiSiLE)

"* INDICATION: In nondestructive inspection, a response or
evidence of a response, that requires interpretation

" NON-RELEVANT INDICATIONS: An indication due to
misapplied or improper inspection. Also, an indication
caused by an actual discontinuity in the material that does
not affect the usefulness of the part (such as a change of
section).

" DISCONTINUITY: An interruption in the normal physical
structure or configuration of a part such as cracks, laps,
seams, inclusions, porosity. A discontinuity may or may not
affect the usefulness of a part. See DEFECT.

NDI Definitions W
USA FAca demimy Ceniter for Aircraft Structural ILife Extenmion (CAStLE)

"* DEFECT: a discontinuity that interferes with the usefulness
of a part. A fault in any material or part detrimental to its
serviceability. Note that all cracks, seams, laps, etc. are not
necessarily defects as they may not affect serviceability of
the part in which they exist.

"* RELEVANT DISCONTINUITY: a discontinuity that is
detrimental to the intended use of a part or material.

"* FINDING: when NDI equipment detects a true flaw of some
type (crack, corrosion, disbond, etc.)

- B162 -
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NDI Definitions
USA "Acadtem y CentLerforAircraft ktruc•raI Life Exte)t jiotI (CASTLE)

" PROBABILITY OF DETECTION (POD): the probability that
a given inspection technique and inspector will find a true
flaw of a given size with a given confidence, usually given
in terms of POD/Confidence, example 90/95

"* PROBABILITY OF FALSE ALARM (POFA): the probability
that a given inspection technique and inspector will get a
false positive

"* PROBABILITY OF INSPECTION (POI): the probability that
a given inspection will be properly accomplished

" MINIMUM DETECTABLE FLAW SIZE, aNDE: the smallest
flaw that a given inspection, inspector, and instrument can
find in a given part, under certain geometrical,
environmental, and working conditionsrfor a given
POD/Confidence, example .250" 90/95

Possible NDI Outcomes
USA FAcadenmi Cenrer for Aircraft Strocottrat Life ExFenstiol (CASTLE) iii

Inspection
stimuli

Positive, a Negative, n
True I False

positive I positive

Positive, Iflaw detected) I (false alarm)SA M(A)a MI(Ann)
P. PIAa) P(An l

Strio error) I (type 11 error)

False I True I
a negative negative I

Nalve, I (undetected flaw) Io flaw)
N MMINa MINnr)

I AN~N~an P tN~o)
I (tye I error) (no error)

Fig. 2 Mtrix of four possible outcomes from on
NDE procedure for flaw deted)ion
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Factors Influencing POD and POFA
U'SA T'Academj, Center for .ircraft f'tructura Life Extensdiotn (CAStLE)

POD and POFA are influenced by:
- Technique
- Operator
- Material
- Part Configuration
- Accessibility of Part
- Environment
- Inspector's State of Mind

* The Current USAF NDI Focus: What is the largest size
flaw that a technique will miss?

7

Expertise of the Inspector W
USA FAcadenmy Center for Aircraj? Strucrural Life 'xtension (CASTLE)

Relative Operating Characteristic (ROC) Curves

- Operators inspect test articles with known flaws
- Best operators should be nearer to the upper left corner

*fu /eal

/
i/

/ i

Vat / / /

o 4
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Threshold Acceptance Criteria
U SA IAcadcin.) Centerfor. 1rcraff Strucru ral Life Ex.tension ((ASILL")M

Basis for detection is in sensingOiaoo
a signal above a predetermined
threshold
- If threshold criteria is toosoelaW

high-flaws will be missed
- If threshold criteria is too

low-result in false positivesd6

*Bottom Line: Inspection
Standards need to be
developed for each new
inspection, material,

envir nmen, et. Fi. 3 ftfle~ceof 00creptaft crlir'n *$environment, etc. Fig. 3 hipeoce i -
. ýpace~leion too high, (b) A cciponr.acm o~ti

pc r~.()Aciepicmce criterion too low.

9

Topic Teaser: A-10 Boron Repairs
lISA FAcadetcny Ceniter for Aircraft.Structuiral Life, Exten awn f'&IAStLL

*Adhesively Bonded Boron Repairs applied to top skin, outer
wing section to re aixfoliation corrosion

*Problem-Barnes ANGB had never inspected Boron patch
adhesion before

10
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Topic Teaser: A-IO Boron Repairs
(.'SAt 'Academy , Cu'tr far Aircrafr S•tructural Life T.'xtewtso,, (CASTI.!E)

An inspection standard needed to be developed that called
out:
- Equipment Type(s)
- Equipment Settings
- aNDE for the inspection method
- Inspection steps
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USA :Academ C'enter for .4ircrqft Struterural Life Exteovion (CASTLE)

Lesson 22

Composites Failures

Lesson Goals & Objectives
USA FAcadent' Center for Aircralt Structural Life Extension (CASTLE)

After this lesson, engineers should understand the
nature of composites failure and failure
prevention.

Objectives
- Define a composite material
- Identify the various types of failure in

composite materials
- Identify common manufacturing errors and

their impact
- Identify which NDI techniques are applicable

to composites
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4'•t Composites in Aircraft Structure
UASAFAcadeny Center for. lircraft .Structural Life EAtension (CASuLE)

[ GFRP (glass)
[]QFRP (quartz)
[]CFRP (carbon) ,

SMetal[]Glare

........ A"L

FLIGHT
• ==,."'.'-'=http:/lwww.flightglobal.com/assets/getAsset.aspx'?ltemlD=9116 3_

S~Glare: A fiber-metal laminate
S~~US.FAcadeynj, Ceitter for Aircrajt.•trzjt'turat ~ife, Extension (CASTLE)

M-* * Mta

http-Ibww cytec.com/businessfEngineeredMaterials/FMLshtm

Airbus photo

4
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Composites in Aircraft Structure
US~A 1A adrn.1 C2enlrcrfor A re raft StrIILtura Iife IExteInsiol I (CAttL I)

Composites in Aircraft Structure
1'U4 Arcadcnty Ceniter for ,llr raft 'Vtrui tural L ife Extension (CAlIM F)
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Overload Failure: Matrix Cracking
US.4FAcadkniy Cemc'erfor~lircrf ?, tieiaI Lff Extenso (C>1StL mI

Transverse Matrix

hftp://www.nasatech.com/Briefs/OctOO/LEW1 6864.html
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Overload Failure: Fiber Pulloutli
IUSAF1Acadon)i' Lenrcrfoir.4ircraftriiturueirI Lift, Extnio ( 4A ILE

Fibers de-coupled
from matrix

Fiber Pullout

httpi ý .ps~cs/mcrog/ýplwpn ,Ittio ,fage spullO lgif

Hurst, J.B.; Freedman, M.R.; Fbr deet
Kiser, J.D.: Fracture Surfacemanthoh
Observations for SiC Fiber/SiC fracture
Matrix Composites. Paper
presented at the 20th Annual
Conference on Composites,
Materials & Structures, CocoaBnteFaur
Beach, Florida, Jan. 1997. BiteFatr

Overload Failure: Delamnination
U SAIFAcademty Ceniter for tircrqlt Struetuiral Life Extensioni (CAVLE)

o' Ply

~ 90' Ply

0' Ply

Iliterlaver IlntrIgXkyei
delamiination delaniniiutiou httplt&~ktcouky.edu/structures~nmg/s2.ip
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Fatigue/

Composite Fatigue
VS.4 FA cadeny Center for A ircrajt Structural Life Extension (CStLE.)

"in the area of fatigue, however, no generalized
methodology has yet been devised to predict 500
laminate behavior from unidirectional specimen data.
Hence, the development of fatigue design values 400 1
becomes a unique problem for each application lay- Q-

up." 300
MIL-HDBK-17-1F, 17 Jun 2002 0

20 2014-T6 Ali

100

30~~ 6*f*

25 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

log N

.1 'Wihiarms, Yuce, Lee.
"charactenzatons of Fatgue

-- - Sttes of Graphite Epoxy
lo AConpoolte L-ninales, NASA-

uo'. Allo...bl. CR-3504, MIT, 1982.

Dilplctmtn =122

ll., lL. - '17, -.

N..b., of F.Iigu. Cycleso
AP- 147IN P- I :73.5N

12
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Composite Fatigueeae
USA F'Acadcmi ('enrer for 4 ercraf r 'truLrural Life E'xtension, (CAMIL isviiii)

vit Ri,,
Vot To ~0 .6 Matrix r c

Amphurdt, 04.2ac
L 02

Threshold 0.4~ ~i~~

Com20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
V- oeio-

4  
Time TimeL (lsci.)

httopoooo-bos org pbioj,,ma/JOM/9811iHang!H worg-SOI1.fShg 1. i 0.6 F
__________________________ _ 0.4 Grip slippa~e Ii FI
Listening for cracks... -'0.2- i

Waveform Based Acouslic Emission Deoticon and Loosfn -0 .02
of Matrix Cracking In Conmposites -0.4

N WS H.i. Pm-~s,
NAALangley Researchr Center

M $231-06L 
L L 1

Hampton, VA 23681 -mOG 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Time (pseec)
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Impact Damage
USA FAcademy Center fur A..ircraft Strtctural Life Extension (CASTLE)

"Wth sufficient kinetic energy, these impacts can damage the composite without readily visible
evidence and can significantly reduce the strength. Current regulations require composite structures to
carry ultimate load with nonvisible impact damage." -- NASA Langley

Coe-shaped propagation of an hrpt in a CFRP-Iarimte

rSfc Atl

Visible Impact Damage Invisible Impact Damage

htt:lp ww edevos de/qualItynboundaryd.efecten...php

Mtp:/ý tsfb go cu/erýepr ut1i19tft" 0 1S0gf i ojpg

15

Corrosion (Environmental Attack)
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Top Facesheet

T~rr
JfickIoess

Honeycomb Corc

Bottom Facesheet

XX2 Adhesive Lavers

Figure 1. Honeycomb sandwich panel.

Source Han. T.S.. Ural A, Chen C -S., Zehnder, A.T.. I ngraff. A R., and Billingt~o. S. 'Del am intion buckinog and propagation analysis of honreycomb

*GFRP (glass)
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Facesheet/ skin

Skin to core/ 

Cr

/fillet bond

Figure I Schenmatic of honeicowib saidwvi cl structure (Side vjewl)

Source T.C. Radke, A, Charon, R, Vodicka, 'HotNVetEnvironereetal Degradation of Honeycomb Sedmch Structure Representative oftP/A-18: Flatotee
Tetsiono Strength,' Techtnica! Report DSTO-TR.0908, Airframees and Enginres Divisonor, AeronaotroS and Maritimee Research Laboratory, Sep 1999,

Figure.1 Honeycomb sanidwich beami rccailed fr-om AMIRL-Q shoot0ing the car1bonl skini (top)
disbanded from the core and a light brown; colour of fillect adhiesive fit this part of Ohe beam.
Theftailtire mode betwcen the core and skini is purely adhesive.

Soorce.Aaro.n hCtratoe *HotAet Environenretal Degradation of Honeycomrb Saododoft Structure Representative of FIA-18 Discolooratiortof Cytec FM.300
"Adtero Tecnical Note DSTO-TN.0263, Airttanres and Engines Division. Aerornautical and Maritimce Research Laboratory, May 2000.

-B176-
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Ribbon

fadeivu e Direction

Cohiesive 9 * b
failure

Figutre 3 Degradatioi qf fillet bonds (effict of ribboii directionl)

Soure T.C Rade, A Charon, R. Vodlicka. 'HotA~et Environmental Degradation of Honeycomb Sandvrch Structure Representative of FIA-1S: Fl.Iatwo
TensortSrngthdl Technical Report DSTO-TR-0908 Airtranre and Engines Divisono, Aeronautical and M ar~ine Research Laboratory, Sep 1999.

Exposed sfc:
of epoxy is
showing
discoloration

Figurm, 9 Cross secfional vierhr of the adhesive fillet bonid oni a seztrly snaimucitmred paniel shoarhig
the thinl gree laic of discolouired adhesirre.

Source: Aaron Charon.* HotWet Environ mental Degradation of Honeycomb Sanduich Structurn Re presentative of FIX 18: Diocolouratior of Cytec FM-300
-Adhesive,. Technical Notn DSTO-TN-0263. Aidfrarre and Engines Division, Aeronautical and Mariime ResearchLaboratory. May 2000,
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Hot/Wet Effects on Epoxy AdhesiveIN

V SA't AF ad ce nf C e t ere fo r 1,rcraft S t noerur ool ift, IE xt Cv lfi,,I (C A ~t ITh) 3 0 A h o

Technical Not, OSTO 05-5263. Airrarynes~d! Engines Dmsioon.Aero-fi ola~nd Mend-n Ro.roh LabmortoY. May 2000

Ploteh If 16 Erpoooot# to 90 
0
C, 95oe, RM! (Cloorclconor fotoc top left) Refoorone -1 weroo 9 weeks 16o %wks10 25 weks S

36-l-to. 23
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VNDI N
i USAI "Ikadeirlt (orter for,4ircrafr StruteuraILicfe Extenson, (CAILE 1)

-MA , U-t -10 2M2 0 MA 0

soutce, tictutAch In~dutrist8 Inc Through-tran~smis-ný tScan '

Tap Hammer: Disbonds -Water entrapment
:Corrosion 

_______

.Crushing

Honoeycomb Panel Face Sheet Defonaootion
Due to Thermat Expansion

Nil:N: I. -------

X-Ray... D eformeation

-Water entrapment ~§H3
-Crushing Str tarn

6  
a""

After Heating

NDI
USFcavt C'ettter for tircrajt S~trttutttral Lif Evtcnsion (C/tlIMLE

A1 C _-7

C-cnof Baron Epoxy Patches
28
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Processing Quality vs. Strength & Life

I ýS4FAcailemyv (-'enter for.4ircraft Strutctural Life Exten sion (CAStLE. )

Adhesively BondedtRepair

Grobldm ar e ifte due t0o por o psie0isi

Bonded Repair Srt Cus-Tmeatur 2006!adrsin hee

_ B11_ Pre sure ont15
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USAFAcadeinY (enter fur 4ircraft 'tructural Life Extension (CASTLE)

Lesson 23
Manufacturing Failures

V Lesson Goal and Objectives
1 *,A FAcailenty Centter for Aircraft Structural Life' Extenvion (CASTLE)

* Goal: At the end of this lesson, engineers should
comprehend how manufacturing processes could impact
structural life.

Objectives
- Discuss how mechanically fastened joint quality

impacts failure and/or life
- Describe how material processing quality impacts

failure and/or life
- Describe how bonded joint quality impacts failure

and/or life

-B183 -



Manufacturing Failure
'SAT"Academr , Centc'refor. lircrqft Structural Life Exten.s'io (CASTLE)

"* Definition: Failure of the manufacturing process to
reflect the design

"* When do they happen
- OEM
- During a repair
- During an inspection

"* Can also lead to false indication of a crack

"* Common types in USAF aircraft structure

Mechanical Manufacturing Failures NO

SUSA FAcadcnrv ('etter for Aircraf? Structural Life Extension (CASTLE)

"* Double Drilled Holes

"* Low Edge Distance

"* Poor Hole Quality

"* Fastener Issues

"* Assembly Technique Issues

4

- B184 -
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Double Drilled Holes
USA AF Acadt nc, Center for 4ircraft Strutctural Life Exte,,sion (CASTLE) )

"a "Binocular Holes"

- Not joined
* Open hole
* Low edge distance

- Joined
• Sharp edge
* Precludes interference fit01

Low Edge Distance
USA FAcaderny Ce(tter for Aircraft Structutral Life Extension (CASTLE)

"• Design practice calls for 2D (1.5D possible)

"* Lower than requirements means

- Drives region to new MSMIN

- To some NDI can look like a crack

1B185 -
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Poor Hole Quality
U'A t:Academ.V Cfenter/for,tircraft Strut turat Life Extension, (CASILE)

"* What: Gouges, Burrs, Scratches, out-of-round
"* Where: Circumferentially or down the bore
"* How: no pilot hole, dull drills, improper drill speed or

alignment, poor reaming procedures

NOTE: All of these were 50% FSH or greater BHEC indication

Fastener Issues
S.I4 FAcadeinty Center forlircrtj S.trut oiral LJfe Extension (CAStLE)

"* Less than desired interference

"* More than desired interference

"* Fasteners "installed" in their original packaging (missing)

Bad

NOTE: Crack formed at fasteners which adjoin the missing fastener region 8

- B186 -
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Assembly Issues
USA F'ilcadeipni Cenrerfor, ire raft 'Striicira ILife Extensio I (CASL E')

*Wet assembly techniques
*Not really a manufacturing failure but can throw off NDI

Assembly Issues
USA F Acailcnty Cenker for Aircraft Struetuiral Life Extcnswvio (CAVtLE)

* Out of spec grind-outs
- Corrosion removal, fit-up
- Reduced section size (higher stress)

* Poor blending
- Increased stress riser

* Fit-up
- Residual stress
- Drilling parts as an assembly can help but....

10
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Material Processing Issues
('USAT Academ)y C enreerftr.ircraft ',trucrum al Life Extension~ (CA Sri. F:)

*Excess Shot Peen

*Excess Cold-Working in Holes

"* Casting/Forging/Rolling/Extrusion Flaws

"* Improper Alloy/Heat Treat Condition

"* Coating Failures

Excess Shot PeenlCold-WorkW
USA FAcademy Cenercrfor Aircraft Struc il rat Life' Fxten.sion (CA&iLL,

"* Tensile-to-compressive transition > FTU

"* Subsurface cracks form

"* Crack grow by fatigue or SOC

"* Excess cold-working in holes has same effect on bore

71mrlelt the=n

12
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• CastinglRolling/Forging/Extrusion Flaws
VSA F Academ)y CLeittefor Aircraft Strrtcrural Life Extension (CASYLE)

* Porosity
- Pores are initiation sites
- Pores can line up to look like a crack

* Inclusions
- Hard particles create residual stress
- Crack initiation sites

13

Other
U'A FAcademy Cemirer for ,ircraft Stru•ttural Life Extension (CAStLEJ

"* Improper Alloy and/or Heat Treat Condition

- Not per design
-Aging effects?
- Record keeping

"* Coating Failures

- In-service damage
- Contaminants during coating process
-All are corrosion initiation sites

14
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Case Study
USA I Academ. (,nterrfor .4ircraft Structural 1ife L Extenvion (GI _LIE)

Chalk Airways, flight 101, 19 December 2005
- Large explosion hear immediately after TO
- Fire seen from area of right engine
- Some witnesses believed right wing separated
- G-78T, built in 1947, TT>31 K hrs, >39K takeoffs

I15

Investigation Details I
US.AFAca dmy Center for A ircraft Structural Life ExtensioII (C4StLE)

"* Right wing separated in-flight near fuselage connection

"* Light corrosion found on previous inspections

16
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Preliminary NTSB Results "s

U'A FAcaden,, _(.,ererfor.4ircrafIt trutctural 1ifc, •xte,•simo (CASILL)

* Preliminary metallurgical examination has located
evidence of fatigue cracking in:

- the lower rear wing spar cap
- along the lower wing skin
- on an internal z-stringer
- corresponding areas on the left wing

"* NTSB Identification: DCA06MA010
"* From NTSB Investigator (Bill English) to AP:

Finding such damage would require "very
sophisticated testing," such as a special dye
that penetrates the aluminum structure.

"* "Investigation" also progressing in the legal world

17
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('NA tI A iade~ni Center fir Aircraft StrlicuralILifeL•' ktervio (IASTLE:)

Lesson 24

Material Substitution for
Failure Prevention

Lesson Goals & Objectives
L'NA FA cadceny (enter for Ai~rcrajt ',trui tural Life' Fvtenioin (CA STLE)

After this lesson, engineers should understand the
development and limitations of legacy material
and the substitution options available to replace
them.

* Objectives

- Describe the life cycle of alloy development
- Discuss how seemingly "poor" alloy choices

may be made by manufacturer
- Discuss how material substitution, without

geometric redesign can prevent failure

- B193 -



Aluminum Alloy Development
USA T/AcademY Center for Aircraji Structural Life Extension (CASTLE)

Aluminum Alloy Development W
LY.S4 FAcaden ,p Center for AircraftV tru4eti rat Lift, Extienion (CASTLE)

4

- B194 -
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Aluminum Alloy Development

USA FlAcadem.1y Ce,,ter for. lircrqft Structural Life Extension ('CAVLE)

06

DC-3



Aluminum Alloy Development
USA F Academy' 2'enrL'rfor.-4ircrafr StructuraI Life Extension (CAS(Lf)

707

I [3

Cm

•...•,Aluminum Alloy Development .,.
UTS.4F.-4cadenmj Cetter for A irc-raf? Ntruicttrat Li.fe bxten.vionr (CAVtLE)

- B2196 -
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Aluminum Alloy Development
USA FAcadcmYv Ceinerfrar Aircrafi Stractural Life Extension (CASILE )

Aluminum Alloy Development
US.4 FAcadetjy Ceniter for Aircraft Structural Life Exten ston (CASTLE)

E,] [1

DC-11

IDC-
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Aluminum Alloy Development
I WA 1Acadcmi', Cenrierfeor 4ircrafi Strtni'ur-aI Life Extension (CAVtLEF)

~~~~18 747- i 4 * U

B2 775T

7075-T6

Aluminum Alloy Development
LWA'AAcadcl enicttetr for Aircraft.StrctuLtiral life 'xicnsion, (LAVtLE)

1002

70 -9 a

7075-6



Aluminum Alloy Development
USAA F-Aeadeinn' Cehtrerf(ir,4ircraft.Strngerura1 Lift' Extension(AdL

Alumrinmallo Deevoelopmnt160

-77-T6 T739

- 745-T7, T7



Aluminum Alloy Development
USAF'Academ)y Centcrfor.-Ilircraff 'truetural Life Extenvmo,,(7A11

AlMinumiallo Developmen
in, IAadm Cethe f L cafte 1.970sa Lf xtnw, CISf

-- 2224-T3

- 2324-T8



4.,t Aluminum Alloy Development
USA F Academy Center for..aircraf Strutctural Life FExtension (CASI.L')

Aluminum Alloy Development

G.SIT 4caicai Center for w irgh t saraitngrsrl tc/se of'rt njt (C Sprie)

18
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Aluminum Alloy Development
I /SA FlAcadenv (Center for ..Iircraff Structural Life Eixtet•sioni (CASTLE)

19

Need For Materials Substitution

15•4 F 'cadent' Genter for Alircraf? ',trnc tural life FEtension (cAIStLE,) l

Legacy Aircrafts of 50s and 60s
Material Related Problem:

-Driver was weight saving so high strength alloy

* Poor Corrosion Resistance
-Poor Damage Tolerance

* Processing Defects

* Compositional and Microstructural

Inhomogeneities.
Or they have just aged more than their design life.

- B202 -
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Corrosion of High Strength Alloys
(,.SA 1 AcademY Center for. I ircrafrkSructural Life Extensinon (CA SILL-)

InI

200

220

2020

1011



Factors Affecting Corrosion M
USA 'Academl' C(enterfoir 4ircraft Strttctural Life Extension (C-ASTLE,)

"* SCC and exfoliation corrosion occur in the precipitate free
zones (PFZ) that are adjacent to grain boundaries in aged
material.

" Zn and Mg in solution make the electrochemical potential
more negative than aluminum while Cu in solution makes it
more positive.

" The degree of overaging required to develop good
corrosion characteristics decreases with increasing Cu
content in the alloy.

" Overage tempers such as T7 prevents Cu from precipitating
in eta phase during first aging step.

23

\f4mproved Tempers for Corrosion Resistance JW
LUSA F'AcademtcY Cenrerfor Aircraft Structural Life Extienuion (CAVStLF)

16%1

24

- B204 -
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Vimproved Tempers for Corrosion Resistance N
US'AT Academ.1 (eilrerf(irý4ircrafLttrfrul2walLif(? Extensio 51011 tL

505

0IN 7007LAEEXOSDTO7AT3 PAYEFL6TONTS

400

313



Strength & Corrosion Resistance
(,USA FAcademy Ceiuerfor.Aircraft.StrticturaI Life Extension (C01 mASTLEI)

700

650 - Inwro ed -nbina 77
ot prop~erties GU v

e 6O0- Q,
o 717B-T65 l

550-707 71C-T661 -. 715-.-7Th1

a /e-- 7160-T515"
0.• 410 jCAM•7 1 C .'37"T,

-400-
4- "A co3 "07.'1 0151

3h oM10 Corrosion Resistance350 ,'Tr ,

~5300 - Uw* 1/L Lo"oo ic. " Medhim

250-
Mt Low Tou-eness

200
101 11120 1930 1940 1%50 1960 197D 1980 1990 2000 2010

Year First Used in Aircraft

Bucci et at. Joumal of Aircraft, 37 [1] 122-9 (2000) 27

Damage Tolerance New and Old Alloys •
US:• .4FAcamleny Center for Aircraft Struc tuiral lire' Lxtens.win (CAStLE)

200 - [.(Low er WWin "Better"

2524-T3 0 -
$7ý-ons

Sz •, 2324-T39/2224-T3511
204-35 .737:14W~$4@6 777

3100 7150-T651 7055-"7751

S71-90-V7511
7-075-T651 RBody strineerss io 6 O .tProdu0 Oldr Pr~u~ts7178-T651

Counny of BoingI

011
40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Tensile Yield Strength, ksi

Bucci et al. Joumal of Aircraft, 37 11] 122-9 (2000) 28
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Damage Tolerance New and Old Alloys
USA : lcaden., Center for. lircrafl Structural Life Lxteni.on (CAStLEf) M,

MPa
ksi wl 100 200 300 400 500 600

60 T ,
50 . 192000

50

4" " : I ! ; •1500
A ~ M Pa, mm

K Ic 3 0 - I , O 10 0 0
(OR K0)

20 -
1 500

10 00 • _ _ __ . ... __- _____..... - 0
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 ksi

LONGITUDINAL YIELD STRENGTH

KIc of new alloy 7475 plate relative to
commercial alloy plate

29

'd
Ideal Structure for High Toughness

1U54 Fbcalaeniy -Center for Airc-raft Strt•t tral Life F.rtelviiti (CA( StL )

Grain Structure
"* Unrecrystallized (Plate, Forgings, Extrusion)
"* Fine recrystallized grain size (Sheet)
Intermetallic Constituent Particles
. None
Dispersoid Particles
"* Fine, Coherent
"* Widely dispersed if incoherent
Precipitate
"* None on grain boundaries
"* No PFZ
"* Finely Dispersed
Inclusions
. None
Porosity
* None

30
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s;,/ Comparison of Klc For Two Applications •
USA IAcademy Ceoter for ,Iircraft .trcticural Life Extension fCASILE)

APPLICATION:' FUSELAGE UPPER WING SKIN

REOUIREMENTS: MODEST STRENGTH HIGH COMPRESSION YS

HIGH TOUGHNESS USEFUL TOUGHNESS

FRACTURE MODE: TRANSGRANULAR OR INTERGRANULAR HIGHLY TRANSGRANULAR

METAL PURITY LARGE EFFECT IF TRANSGRANULAR EFFECT DECREASCS AS

NO EFFECT IF INTERGRANULAR YS INCREASES

GRAIN STRUCTURE: FINE RECRYSTALLIZED UNRECRYSTALLIZED

OUENCH RATE: NOT HIGHLY SIGNIFICANT HIGH AS POSSIBLE

COLD WORK: MEET YS REOUIREMENT HIGHEST FOR 2XXX
MINIMUM FOR 7XXX

AGING: NATURAL AGED 2XXX PEAK STRENGTH
UNDERAGED AI-Li
PEAK AGED 6XXX
OVERAGED 7XXX

EXAMPLES: 2024-T3 7150-T6, 7150-T77

2091- 8090
6013-T6
7475-T?6

Better Processing - Better Properties

I • •"•:'= S. F Acadeoiy Centter for Aircraft Strctutttral Life Extensw•io (CAL~tLE)

1.0
4,

7050-T7451
w 0.5 thick plate
oEarly Early Mid Thin plate

Csos go' 90's (upper limit)

O ... 35kal 35kak 40ksi 45 ksi

IL 0.4
0

"t 0.2

A .0A q Irs, 30 hiSI.LT arklont lm

0.0 Tlo
104 105 1016  107 t08

Fatigue Lifetime (cycles)
Bucci et al. Joumal of Aircraft, 37 [1] 122-9 (2000) 32
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Composition and Microstructure Control
USA I Academn, Cen~terfor4i~ru-afr !,trnrerural Life Extenavon (C-SSILE)

2524 uncorroAdd
60

2024 usicurroded

60 TUrcZ, ir. 25 2024,N. t.5

S40 y2524 corroded
>' Coos, 2524. FAt. Stu. -34 ksi
------------- -- - - - -_ --- 21024 corroded

20~ 04 a.S~ s0~

10M0 1100000 1000000

Cycles to Faflure

Bucci et al. Journal of Aircraft, 37 [1] 122-9 (2000) 33

7XXX Series Replacement Alloys
I '51 FAcadeiny Ceniter for Aircraft Stroietweal Life Extension (CAStLE)

Tahele Loagitudiftal PT~pensy comprnsiss frw 110061 lul wiil aluminlum alloy products

UlI le"s Tens yid. Compr. yI. Kc. L-T SCC Strest. s1155

Alloylierrver ILi IMP3) Esi (Mys3) ksi (Mpal Elongo. ks Osh(i)'! ASTM (;34 20 days, ksi

M.1", 1.6006 (25Ž511
7075-T65;I 7'9 (545Y 72049V) 70 (48W) 7 76(Iqpicsl) ED (typios)) l0(typlOU5)
7)76T651 84 (580? 73 (504), 73(504)' 5 eI8(1)pioI) ED nI0(typije)l
7055.T7751 91 (629)' 89 (607), 884(607)' 7 2605ypiesl ul IS (minl
7111'1.75;9 81 l)79 75(38P 77 1S) 8 7(yicel Ell 25( in)
7050-T77"5 8552) 75 (62). 68 (-1)) 91 1 (1Pi5I Eli 20 i6,
705)0-17451 76 (52 4)' 6? (462)' 64 (442)' 10 32 (qypic.l) )13 35 (min)
7475.T735 1 72 (497)' 62 (42B)z' 60(414)1 1I) 7OQ.)piceI IA 40 (min)

0rs,s5,. 00 in (12.7mm
7075-US 1) 850187), 76 (524)' 76 (524)' 7 27 (lypimbl ElD rlypiml) II) oypieaI)

A T6- 1 9f)(621)) 8)1059? 796(545)' 5 el)picaI) ED (typi.1) e)~pi)
77655.'7571ý1 95)656) 9262) 4 (649)'ý 0 )Oipic,) F) 5(yi&I
71501777511 S 15('07 83 (572)' 83 (572)' 9 27 41)p-~)7 F)) 25 (.n'i)
7050-_767(51 71) )5.Il)' 69 (476)' 69 (4731)' 7 J011li-pIe) E10 17 (.in)

D~ir-fim7 n6 4.09 in ((02,,'
7075-Tho, 73 (504)' 62 (429P~ - 7 29(Lypicsl ED (typiosi) l0(typmls)

7855.'774.. 74(411)' 652(49)' -- 4 26(yiel 35 ([ypil))

7850-774,, 70) (483)' 606(414)' - 7 27 (~PiI) 6 35 (mmo)
71 75.774ý. 73 ()504)' 63 (435)' - 7 36 (1pios9 - 35 (m)s~
7075-1773,, (A(442)' 537(3)" 7 42 (.in)

74)L-llOLK 5 Mismmum 'B- b,1(1115. '011.110II(U 7 MssimumS" 564115,54

Bucci at al. Journal of Aircraft, 37 [1] 122-9 (2000) 34
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Use of New Alloys in Boeing 777
USAF FAcadeiR), Center for .4r ifr Structd ILfe ItelisionI (CASILE)

Higher Combinuration of d StrenghDuaitynd am e

Low vwTolerance

=-T Mteria Developmen for Wing Skin ttrck

Body ulnycntrfrA~crf stifeer Foral ifeLtn!.o (AtL

7150T7711eelbea 715-T7 micelaeo s

7150-M 11 boy strngers uppe lowe~obe od" r0f

*70

B29 .05-6 0C1 R

706-65 a IV- I

2024-T3 - 7207T65 -

Junkes F11



Economics of Materials Substitution
USA FAcadeint Center far IAircraft Structural Life Exten•ionI (CASTLE)

New Material Legacy Material

Cost of material * Inspection intervals
development, * Repair costs
characterization and
certification for substitution • Downtime

- Procurement of new material

- Engineering efforts to adapt

- Administrative - logistics, inventory

- MISSION IMPACT

37

Lower Cost Structures
•S•. FAcadeny Centter for lircraft StrutetutraI Life Extensijn (CASTLE)

"* Integral structures

"• Low residual stress forgings

"* New generation alloys and composites

"* Ultra large castings

"• Functionally graded materials

"* GLAREs

38
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USA FAcademyv Center for lircraft Structural Life Extension (CAStLE)

Lesson 25

USAF ASIP

Lesson Goals & Objectives
U U.4FAcalemj Center for Aircraft Strucrtural Life Jxtenscion (CAtStLE)

After this lesson, engineers will comprehend the roles
of the USAF Aircraft Structural Integrity Program
(ASIP) in failure prevention and fleet management.

Objectives
- Distinguish between the safe-life, fail safe, and damage

tolerant approaches to design
- Define the USAF's Aircraft Structural Integrity Program (ASIP)
- Comprehend the magnitude of the USAF's "Aging Aircraft"

problem
- Understand the relationship between ASIP and failure

prevention
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VTopic Teaser - C-1 30A Fire Bomber Crash P,
UAFA deyC enter for -ircraff Structural Life Extension (C4AtLEi,

NC ~ ~~ Dae Age JMAN esiat08002r

- DeliveredtohUSAF 195
- RetiredrbyeUSA-1197

-~wnr Started wit Parks Serviet198
- FireCfighterasince late1198

-NDentvere tin UpgAde95
ReWingrepai in UA1978'cakfrmivthl

onarthed undarsersidiote wing8

~~CI3AFire Bomberr Crashae 98
Strctra FData:etcrfrArratSrcualI~eFlena(AV!F

-WnDeairain98 "roacksfrom friehomle~ctSt

C-130A707-T6Wi igSeparation

Vý C 'Exten mision tpt r vrD

-Type of missions
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History of the subject C-1 30A
USXA 1"Acadeng C corer for, li~rcraft .tructural Life E~xtension (CIVU b

"* USAF
"* CIA
"* Grounded & Mothballed
"* Traded to Department of the Interior

5

C-1 30A - Structural Info
1USý4I1 Academy tjCeniter for Airt raft Struetuiral Life Lxteniodon(CAtlV),

*In service 1956, TN 56-0538
*Designed for static strength, 7079-T6 wing

*Problems with SCC and subsequent fatigue
- Grounded in 1970s
- Re-winged, just like C-5A
- Bonded Repairs (RAAF)

-B215 -
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CIA Service of the C-1 30A
£1 I Acadcinrj C'enter foir -I~rcraft trucetural Life Lxfen wion (C-ISIL E)

"Those kind of airplanes basically
don't exist records-wise. "
George Petterson, air safety

investigator

"* Electronic surveillance somewhere in the world
"* Number of hours?

- Void in maintenance history
- 3000 up to 20,000 hrs?

"* Mothballed in 1978

SInterior Department Service of the C-1 30A
USA F~1adn Centefor Aircraft trncturalLif,feJxtenvonn (CAM(iF

" "Acquired" 1988
"* Fire-fighting mission

- Missions & Loads changed
- Fire retardant (corrosive)

"* Operated by Hawkins & Powers
"* Crashed, Walker CA, June 2002

-B216 -
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Aftermath - FAA Directive
USA F' Acadeny Ceitter for,4ircrqft .trcitural Life Extensiont (CAStLE_)

"An unsafe condition has been identified that is likely to exist or
develop on other Lockheed C-130A airplanes"

"* A fact well known to the USAF
"* The initial reason for mothballing
"* Aircraft traded to obtain museum quality aircraft
"* Illegal nature of exchange in 1988

- 1996; Federal indictments, two men in fed prison
- Conspiracy to steal 22 aircraft
- DOJ maintains ownership but does not reposes
- Aircraft are still flying

Similar C-1 30A crash happened in 1994!

Contributing Factors
USA F Acadele'y Center for Aircraft Structural Life ExtenwoiI (CAVSTLE)

C-130A:
"* Unknown usage in hours and loads

- Massive inspections should have been performed,
especially on FCLs

- Might have prevented this disaster
"* Unknown maintenance history
"* Changed mission

- Low-level, dropping fire-retardant, high thermals
- Flight loads changed dramatically, with no subsequent

analysis performed
- Prediction of crack-growth unknown

10
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C-130 Center Wing Instrumentation
USA T"Academy Centerf•rAircraft Strucrural Life Extenvion (C.StIL I)

* Widespread fatigue damage (WFD) concern in current fleet
of C-130's
- Numerous a/c grounded or restricted
- Update of loads/mission severity needed

* June 2005-CAStLE instruments C-130 center wing at
Elizabeth City CGB
- Currently recording center wing flight loads/environment

parameters
- Only current C-1 30H center wing flight data program

-11

w•' C-130 Center Wing Instrumentation W
US•A F[.cadcnm Center for Aircraft fStrutural Life Evtenson (CAtStLE)

12
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C-1 30 Center Wing Data Output

USAF Acadetm., Center for I tireLraf .lStrctural Life lxtension (CA S,,IT)

RTC Ye- rTC D. PT-2 Howu-, RTC. M

HC-130H Flight Data Analysis • I 1 1

W 9, Fe "1" S pp5 eFwd () WS7 R9k)W 7 UP -Fd W229U rEd LWS229 Upp, Fwd (

WS5Lý Fwd a) WS5 L- Fdt M S101-Fd(S7 L- r.9(A) ;ML-YS R

WS 95 FM WS 170FWD WS 229 FWD

WS~U ~r V93U A 17U S22 VPtT pAft PWS29Uppn A (R)

17 J- AA T S170L-Alt M WSS te- Aa (LWS22oe9 UýM )

WS 05 AFT WS 170 AFT WS22.AF

3753 cI býd W -.
WS50 Aft L- L•? 2 U 0

"M W SB/ CW14 lb-fL CW14 i•bo ,• 1 'IO od 2 4

454336 C UB.ýF

.1 C519.3

C-130 Center Wing Data Output
UTS.4F/lcadey- (ittter for Aircraft Structural Life Extension (CATLF)

HC-130H Flight Data Analysis r T_2. He-. R_.

,e U0.11] 0 m

71.61 0 2, Door
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Design Approaches to Failure Prevention
.USA FAcadem)r Center fnr .4ircraft Structuural Life Extensiotn (CASTLL)

"* Safe Life
- Structure is designed not to fail during the

service life (and if they do fail, the result is Reliance on LEFM
usually catastrophic) Inspections* Fai SafeSophistication

"• Fail Safe ,"Youth"
- Structure will support designated loads with a

single member failed or partial damage to
extensive structure (usually implies multiple Z
load paths)

"* Damage Tolerance
- Structure has ability to function in the presence

of damage 44 0

15

Additional Design Issues & Failure Prevention Tools
LSA FAcadecjny Center for A!ircraft Strucrural 1.ife' Extension (CASItLE)

• Durability
- ability to function without sustaining damage

* (Durability &) Damage Tolerance Analysis [DA]DTA
- in depth study to:

"* determine if critical components were designed correctly
"* determine if service conditions are as predicted
"* find (un)anticipated locations of cracks and corrosion

* Teardown Inspection (often part of a [DA]DTA)
- laborious disassembly of a large portion of an entire aircraft

conducted to find cracks or corrosion that have accumulated
during service and which may not be visible without a disassembly

Widespread Fatigue Damage (WFD)
- Characterized by the simultaneous presence of cracks at multiple

structural details that are of sufficient size and density whereby
the structure will no longer meet its damage tolerance
requirements

16
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V) Loads & Lives
USA FAcadein, Ceinter for lircraft Structural Life Extension (CAStLE)

" (Design) Limit Load [DLL]
- maximum load projected during an aircraft's anticipated service

life
* Ultimate Load

- limit load multiplied by a factor of safety (typically 1.5 to 2.0 for
manned aircraft)

* (Design) Service Life [DSL]
- Anticipated length of time or # of flight hours an aircraft will be in

service

17

Aircraft Structural Integrity Program (ASIP)
LUSA FAcademy Center for Aircraft Str-utmural Life EUxtenoon (CASTLE)

* ASIP [Aircraft Structural Integrity Program]
- USAF program to ensure aircraft remain structurally sound

throughout their life (regardless of whether they are in service
longer than the design service life); components include
inspection protocols and schedules, identification of critical
components, periodic assessments ([DA]DTAs or partial
[DA]DTAs)

* ASMP [Aircraft Sustainment Master Plan]
- Governs how an entire aircraft will be maintained

* FSMP [Force (Fleet) Structural Maintenance Plan]
- Dictates the structural maintenance that must be accomplished,

the schedule that must be kept, and any additional
studies/schedules required to keep an aircraft structurally sound

18
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Structural Features

USA FAcaiciniy C.eiter for Aircraft !,troteiural Life Extensvion (CA StE)

FuAeraelage Sttin

Sp2. yars2

" Percen olderathan 4284 yairrsfw Tarfet 2er

" Averagee age 40

"* Percent older than 21 years 30rTotal fleer2721

- 39% 2011.

"* Percent older than 218 years airraf (ya) 1

- 56% 10

*Percent younger than 9 years 6

- 12%
so 6 0 i-l.10 10 20

Source: Air Force Magazine, May 2005

20
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History in Relation to ASIP

A Aging Aircraft Steering G Iroup

AAgin Aircraft Process Action Team

Aging rcraft Office

.......................... 
-.............4 AF Aging AircrI fa IPT

Aircraft Structural Integrity Team

1969: Losses of

1958: B-47 losses adoption of damage 
4

A F IA"a ok an ASIP
lead to formation tolerance approach AAA Report of Audit on ASIP
of ASIP by GenA
Curtis Lemay NRC. report onAging.Aircraft

a . Aircraft Structural Reviews
LA4AAiAAfeV\ /ANAM4A_ _

B.r -r-r

Delliverleý 1
95

0S 1960s 1970s 1 1980S 1990s 200Ns 2010S

T-37 A-10t
KC-135 - F-lO -

T-38 - B-1-

C-5A C-SO

21

Five Tasks of ASIPW
enioo S.4 1Acadcnty Centtrcrfor ,trrcrajt Structuiral Lifer-Exiension (GAILELT

Per MIL-STD-1530C

TASK~ I TASK U TASK m TASK 11- TASK A'
CERTIFICATION &

DESIGN ANAIXEIES FORCE FORCE
DESIGNe DENELOPNEENT FULL-SCALE MA-NAGEME NT MA1NAGEXIENT

INFORMATION TESTIN TESTING DEVELOPMENT EXECTIMON,
.1.. 5.1 54. 3,14.1 55.1

ASW Master Plan Material end Jo.at Static Tests Cecrifreario Analyses Individual Aircraft
Alloscabte Ttocking (TAT)

5,1 2 5.2.2 534.2 .4.2 5.5.2
Design Service Life & L.ndsAratIysi Frrs Flih# Strengths Sanau & Ruscerft Dywnsic

Design Usge Vctificnssu isaun OperatingRstitin Comsp --- T Tral-mg
___________-Test, týSSolt) (RDUT) Pomnua

5.1.4 5.2.3 534j 54.43 5.5.S
St-Mruoat Design Design Stsice Load& Flimlsc Tests Farr SnoctAr LoadT-trsve ften

Ccratein Sspeesn Ms~iat1-nr Plan, Spectrn Surrey
___________ f~lTsm) (L/ES$S)

J..4. 5.2.4 J.2.4 54.4 5.3.4
OsaiiyedD.ntae Dessos Duca bilits- Tests Lý.dshrir-nanert ASIP Monad

T.lea-c Ceorrl Cb-uosicatThersa Spectr Survy
Noer.= aicane Specta (LESSI Deelpvynset

4.5. 5.5.J j35.1 3.4.1 5.5.
Costesio Preverun Sires Anelvei Damage Tolernc Instiridnl Aircrft Aincruft Slt.cns-1

& Convat Tents Truking (IAT) Records
Pruena ICPCP) W._______ ________ Porr D-teopnan¶ _________

5.4.6 e 5.26 54ý.6 54,65.
IXondtstractive Damrnae Toternn Comatis Tests Rot-acoftDynramix ac oaenn

continued....
22
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V, ASIP Discussion
USA FAcademnk Center far tircrqft '•trutctural Life Ex'tenltjioi (C.ASIE)

Why can we consider ASIP to be a failure
prevention tool?

* How effective has ASIP been?

Specific examples from the:
- F-16 6
- JSTARS (707) What actions may
- KC-135 have prevented
- C-141 f problems encountered
- C-130A (fire fighting aircraft) on these aircraft?

What changes may affect ASIP in the future?

- B224 -
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USAFA-TR-2006-08

APPENDIX C: Case Study Scenario Handouts

Case Study 1: A-10 Wing Station 23 "Hog Up" Program .... C3
Case Study 2: Failure Modes ............................................................ C9
Case Study 3: Corrosion ..................................................................... C 15
Case Study 4 : Fatigue ......................................................................... C 23
Case Study 5: Summary Case Studies .......................................... C29
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Case Study I

A-10 Wing Station 23
"Hog Up" Program

Adapted From: "~A-10 WS-23IHog Up Scheduling and Funding Summit"
Ogden AL-C, 18 July 02

Y Airframe WS23 Location
L'S 4Acadeniy Centerifor Aircraft Struc tural Life.Exuension I'CAStLE)

232
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Fleet Inspection History
USAF Acader.n Ctitter f(or ircraft .Stti-tucraI Life Lxtension (CASTLE)

"* FSMP inspections were not accomplished as required

"* ACI and TCTO inspection program

- 62 Aircraft received WS23 Inspection

o ACI - Oct 1994-97 (WS23 inspection terminated)
- All but 1 NC displayed expected crack indications

- 1 Rogue Crack (.36")

- TCTO 1438 (Sep 2001 - Present)
- All aircraft inspected displayed expected crack

indications

3

Expected Findings
USAIF Academy Center for Aircraft Structural Life Exten.ion (CAStE F)

* Based on Previous Inspection Results:

- 10% Failure - 25 A/C
* Requires replacement wing

- 33% No Cold Work Repair - 81 A/C
o Re-inspect after 370 Flying Hrs or replace wing

- 30% Cold Work Repair - 74 A/C
o Re-inspect after 750 Flying Hrs

- 27% No Defect - 67 A/C
* Re-inspect after 1500 Flying Hrs

4
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A-1O History
LS4 I' Academy Center for Aircraft Structral Life Extension (CASTL-)

* 1977: 8,000 Flight Hours

* 2028: 16,000 Flight Hours

* 363 Active Aircraft in Inventory
- 247 Thin Skinned
- 116 Thick Skinned

ltf Hog Up
USA FAcademny Center for Aircraft Structural Life Fxten.vion (CAStLE)

"* Wing and fuselage structural repair

"* Extends design life to 16,000 hrs

"* Applies to all 363 A-10 aircraft

"* Original Plan

- 10 Yr program begins FY02 3rd Qtr

- 5000+ Man-hours per aircraft

"* Now a Service Life Extension Program (SLEP)

- C5 -
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A-10 Structural Rework Locations
L;SA FA cadeiny Center fijr Aircraft Strucetu ral Life L -tenrsioni (CASTLE)

Forward/Aft Fuel Tank Center Fuselage

Cavity I Inspection Area

Service-Life Related
Wing Outer Panel

Existing Inspections (woP"
Mid-Spar Web Rework •, _%r<.•' •

Improved Item Leading Edges

Wing Center Panel (WCP) Rework
NIA for USAFE Fuselage Station 365 Bulkhead Repair

Wing Station 90
Repair Flight Controls

Inspection and Time
Change

Center Fuselage Landing Gear
Fuel Cell Floor & Replacement (103

Boost Pump Flange Request)
Repair

Mid-Spar Repair
USAtFAcademny Center for Aircraft Structural Life Extension (CASTLF)

"* Typical repair of
mid-spar at..

"* Improvements r
identified by
Hog Up
technicians are
being
incorporated
into drawings. u. . OOO

- C6 -
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Front Spar Repair 1
U'SA F"Acadeiny Center for Aircraft Structiural Life Extensioni (CIAVILE)

" Typical repair
to front spar. r,

" Not part o

Hog Up,
however,
anti cipate
cracks will be - '

discovered
during routine
inspection.

WCP Repair Parts
US'. FAcadenty Center for Aircraft Structural Life Extcn'aion (CAStL)

0Stainless

steel straps
and aft
attach
fittings used
to repair
wing center
panel

10
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Wing Center Panel Repairw
UISA) Acadteny Ceo fer for Aircraft Structural Life alxension (CA fLL')

01v1

Questions?
US4FAcadcrny Center for Aircraft Structural ift, Fxtrnsion (CAStLE)

12
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DS",AIAcaietizi,C'e,,ter for Aircerafi St-i~ctui at Life Lx-tensxtun (CA,'tLE)'

Case Study 2

Failure Modes

Aluminum in Tension

2
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Another Brittle Tension Failure
USA)'Acadenzy Center for A ircraft Structural Life Extension (CAMiLE)

Compression FailureW
USAFAcadenty Center far Aircraft Structural Lifi. Fxtcnvion t'CAStLF)l

.... .... .o

L 2



Bucking Bar Fatigue
L '41Academny Ce,,7er for Airc, afi tkructural Life Lxiensiop (CAStLE) wM

DelaminationW
1'S4 F .4cadc'nV Center for Aircraft Structural Life Extenfion (CAStLE)

CAA 705
493



Delamination

Amid a iAaiiyCke a irrf ~rcirlLftLt~~o C ~L

Fatigue to Fast Fracture M
U S4 F cadceiij Center for Aircraft Structural Life Exicn'Son t'CA St! EFt

C12



Ductile-Tension FailureNA
USAF Acadenzy Penter for A ircraft Struciiiial Life Extension (CAStLE)

aluminum

steel

100
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Something for the Gear Heads
V'SAF'Acadenij Ceinter for A ircrat Strni- niral Life ExtensioIt (CA StLE)

The End (mill)
USAF Acaderny Center for Aircraft Structuiral Life E'envion (CAStLE)

12
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WR-ALC Failure Analysis & Prevention Spring 2006

Case Study 3

Scenario:
You are assigned to a large strategic cargo aircraft. A crack with an outer surface length of
more than V2 inch was discovered at a fuselage fastener hole during a scheduled inspection.
For various reasons, the panel was removed and replaced. You have been assigned to report
on the root cause of failure so that the problem might be better understood. Figure 1 is a
close-up photograph of the failed area in the panel.

Figure 1: Macroscopic photograph of crack in panel.

Method and Data:
Working with the failure analysis lab's metallurgist you first excise the finding from the
panel per the white lines in Figure 1. After examination you notice that the crack is through
the part and, judging by the top and bottom surface, seems to take a path through the
thickness which is not perpendicular to either surface (as shown in Figure 2) You determine
to open the crack via an applied shear load (also as shown in Figure 2).

Figure 2: Schematic of through thickness crack and direction of shear load applied to open the crack.

Figure 3 is a macroscopic photo of both halves after opening showing one of the fracture
surfaces.

Center for Aircraft Structural Life Extension (USAFA/DFEM) Page 1 of 7
Case Study 3 Handout.doc - C 15 -



WR-ALC Failure Analysis & Prevention Spring 2006

Figure 3: Macroscopic photo of both halves after opening.

Figure 4 is a microscopic image of both fracture surfaces which show a fibrous woody
structure with a rough surface and dull luster.

ibrous woodyS• •tructure

(a) •,(b) .

Figure 4: High magnification image of a) right half of fracture surface as shown in Figure 3 and b) the
opposite of the same fracture surface.

Center for Aircraft Structural Life Extension (USAFA/DFEM) Page 2 of 7
Case Study 3 Handout.doc C16 -



WR-ALC Failure Analysis & Prevention Spring 2006

The metallurgist notes from the examination that a clear initiation site is evident in an area of
pitting corrosion at the intersection of the countersink and the bore of the hole. This initiation
site is noted in the high magnification scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of Figure
5.

C

Figure 5: SEM image with the initiation site noted by the red circle.

Since you noted a rough surface and a dull luster in portions of the fracture surface you ask
that an elemental analysis be performed of these areas. Figure 6 is a typical elemental
analysis performed in these areas which shows electron image, elemental analysis and energy
spectrum.

Center for Aircraft Structural Life Extension (USAFA/DFEM) Page 3 of 7
Case Study 3 Handout.doc -C17-



WR-ALC Failure Analysis & Prevention Spring 2006

Element Weight % Atomic %

C K 25.46 35.61
OK 45.69 47.98
AlK 21.39 13.32
Si K 0.35 0.21
P K 1.33 0.72
S K 2.06 1.08
K K 0.33 0.14
Cr K 0.97 0.31
Zn K 2.42 0.62

________________Totals 100.00 _ ___

30OPM Electron Image I

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 keV

Figure 6: Elemental analysis from location 1 of the fracture surface with electron image, elemental
composition and energy spectrum.

Center for Aircraft Structural Life Extension (USAFA/DFEM) Page 4 of 7
Case Study 3 Handout.doc C18 -



WR-ALC Failure Analysis & Prevention Spring 2006

Element Weight% Atomic%

C K 22.21 29.76

O K 57.81 58.28
Na K 1.68 1.12

AlK 15.93 9.49
P K 0.15 0.35

S K 1.79 0.86
K K 0.43 0.14

Totals 100
3001Jn0 * Electron Image 1

24 6 810 12 14
keV

Figure 7: Elemental analysis from location 2 of the fracture surface with electron image, elemental
composition and energy spectrum.

Finally, you have the region just ahead of the visible surface crack front (as noted by the blue
arrows in Figure 1) polished and etched for detailed SEM observation. Figure 8 shows the
resulting SEM images of this polished surface as a composite of the entire surface through
the thickness and a higher magnification close-up of an area of in-plane cracks near the
mid-thickness.

Center for Aircraft Structural Life Extension (USAFA/DFEM) Page 5 of 7
Case Study 3 Handout.doc -C19 -



WR-ALC Failure Analysis & Prevention Spring 2006

Figure 8: SEM images showing a) a composite of the surface across the entire part thickness and b) a
close-up of the area shown by the red box in Figure 8a.

Center for Aircraft Structural Life Extension (USAFA/DFEM) -C0-Page 6 of 7
Case Study 3 Handout.doc-C2-
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Notes:

Center for Aircraft Structural Life Extension (USAFA/DFEM) Page 7 of 7
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WR-ALC Failure Analysis & Prevention Spring 2006

Case Study 4

Scenario:
You have received a skin panel which was replaced on a tactical cargo aircraft. This panel
had been inspected by bolt hole eddy current (BHEC) and several indications were found. All
BHEC indication showed good signal to noise ratios with dominant peeks at the orientations
noted. You have been tasked to determine the source of these NDI indications. To
accomplish this task you have the following metallographic evaluation data. Comment on
any additional details which you deem relevant in each finding and suggest any further
testing you feel would be necessary to support your conclusions.

Method and Data:

35% BHEC Indication at the 5:00 Orientation

• • • FWI3 UP

FWD 5:00 Indication

4 5 Sectioned at this•1plane

Schematic of hole sectioning
Specimen as removed from skin panel

Stereo micrograph of hole bore near Typical micrograph of polished surface from
indication 5:00 indication. Surfaced polished to within

-250 microns of the hole bore with similar
results.

Center for Aircraft Structural Life Extension (USAFA/DFEM) Page 1 of 4
Case Study 4 Handout.doc - C23 -



WR-ALC Failure Analysis & Prevention Spring 2006

100% BHEC Indications at the 7:00 and 8:00 Orientations

Specimen as removed from skin panel. The blue lines indicate section cuts
made for opening at the indication location.

SEM of opened fracture surface

Close up of area shown by red box

Center for Aircraft Structural Life Extension (USAFA/DFEM) Page 2 of 4
Case Study 4 Handout.doc C24 -
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80% BHEC Indication at the 7:00 Orientation

Sectioned
about this 7:00 Indicationplane ,,,,

Schematic of hole sectioning

Specimen as removed from skin panel

100Jm

Stereo micrograph of hole bore Typical optical micrograph of polished surface
from 7:00 indication. Surfaced polished to within
-250 microns of the hole bore with similar results.

Center for Aircraft Structural Life Extension (USAFAIDFEM) Page 3 of 4
Case Study 4 Handout.doc - C25 -
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Notes:

Center for Aircraft Structural Life Extension (USAFA/DFEM) Page 4 of 4
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WR-ALC Failure Analysis & Prevention Spring 2006

Case Study 5

Scenario:
A crown skin panel has been removed from a large strategic air lifter after finding numerous
crack indications. As shown in Figure 1, the subject skin panel is between the fuselage
stations 1844 and 1884 and stringers 72 and 96

> Aft Crown Skin

FS 1844-1884

Figure 1: Subject crown skin panel location.

The crack indications (findings) are primarily on the forward and aft edges of skin panels.
The numbers overlaid on this panel in Figure 2 show the rough locations of the findings in
the subject panel. Determine the failure mode of finding 29.

S~6'3"
Figure 2: Location of crack indication in crown skin panel.

Center for Aircraft Structural Life Extension (USAFA/DFEM)2 Page 1 of 6
Case Study 5 Handout.docC2-
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Method and Data:
After making some judgment as to the likely loading environment you move on to detailed
metallurgical and fractographic evaluation of the finding. Figure 3 shows a close up view of
the finding and the section made for studying the crack cross section. The resulting polished
cross-section is shown in Figure 4. The images shown in Figure 5 are SEM close-ups of
various locations in Figure 4.

A V A

-4"Area - \

-, Residual
SPaint

Figure 3: Finding 29 with red line indicating section made to study the crack cross-section.

M- 1rmm

Figure 4: Composite SEM images of polished cross section A-A from Figure 3.

Center for Aircraft Structural Life Extension (USAFA/DFEM) Page 2 of 6
Case Study 5 Handout.doc - C30 -
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Aim .5 ui

~ A *AM

50P

50 AM

Figure 5: Close up images of various locations from Figure 4.

An investigation of the fracture surface by the metallurgists revealed the initiation site to be a

pit on the forward edge (Figure 6). Also noted during the metallurgist's examination of the

fracture surface was extensive corrosion damage. Accordingly you have an elemental

analysis (EDAX) performed of this region. A typical EDAX result is given in Figure 7.

Piry Crack Side keS

Figure 6: SEM image of the initiation site at a pit on the forward edge of the panel.

Center for Aircraft Structural Life Extension (USAFA/DFEMage. A Page 3 of 6

Case Study 5 Handout.doc - C31 -
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S1 2 3 4 5 7 8 9 10

LA Sceqe 3096 cts Cursor: 0.000 keV ke

Element NVeight (%) Atomic (%)

0 49.5 63.4

Al 39.3 29.8

Mg 1.1 0.9

Si 3.1 2.2

P2.5 1.6

S 1.5 0.9

K 0.2 0.1

Ca 0.3 0.1

Cr 0.5 0.2

Fe 0.6 0.3

Zn 1.5 0.5

Total 100 100

Figure 7: Typical elemental EDAX analysis of the fracture surface with electron image, energy spectrum
and elemental composition.

Finally you conduct a detail examination of the fracture surface. Figure 8 shows samples of
images taken from these surfaces. Images are given from both the primary and secondary
crack surfaces.

Center for Aircraft Structural Life Extension (USAFA/DFEM) Page 4 of 6
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AH

0.4 mm from the initiation site 1.5 mm from the initiation site

1 mm from the initiation site, 1.5 micron initiation site,
striation spacing 0.5 micron striation spacing

Primary Crack Surface Secondary Crack Surface

Figure 8: Images taken from the fracture surface. Note that the primary crack at 1mm from the initiation
site is also characterized by quasi cleavage planes denoted by "c" indicating brittle failure.

Center for Aircraft Structural Life Extension (USAFA/DFEM) Page 5 of 6
Case Study 5 Handout.doc - C33 -
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Notes:

Center for Aircraft Structural Life Extension (USAFA/DFEM) Page 6 of 6
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USAF Academy Center for Aircraft Structural Life Extension (CAStLE)
USAFA-TR-2006-08

APPENDIX D: Graphical Material used to Present Guest Lectures

WEDNESDAY
Lesson 13: Corrosion G uest .... ......................................................... . D3

THURSDAY
Working Lunch: AFGROW Overview ................................................. Dll

FRIDAY
Lesson 21: Nondestructive Inspection Guest .............................. D47
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US,4F Academy Center far Aircraft Structural Life Extension (CAStLE)

Lesson 13
Guest: USAF Corrosion

Prevention and Control Office
(AFCPCO)

tesign

Major Robert Reed

Chief, AFCPCO

V Major Robert Reed
US4 FAcademy Center for Aircraft Structural Life Extension (CAStIF)

"* Experience:
- Chief, Air Force Corrosion Prevention and Control Office
- Engineering Exchange Officer, Aerospace Composites (Paris)
- 463rd Airlift Group XP Chief
- 463rd Airlift Group Assistant XO
- F22 Engine Operations and Production Engineer
- C17 Pollution Prevention Program Manager
- Environmental Engineer

"* Education:
- M.S. Engineering Management, Southern Methodist University
- B.S. Engineering Mechanics, USAFA
- A.A. French Language, DLI
- Air Command and Staff College
- Squadron Officer School

- D3 -



It'd Overview
USA I Acadreny Center for Aircraf Structnral Life Extension (CAStLE)

* Mission

* Organization

* Program Efforts

- Technical Orders
- Cost of Corrosion
- Command Surveys
- Information Management, Dissemination, Feedback
- USAF Corrosion Managers' Conference
- Corrosion Prevention Advisory Boards

* What to Remember...

3

Air Force Corrosion Prevention
and Control Office

USA F Acadent Center for Aircraft Structural Life Exten.vion (CASTLE)

Mission
Ensure the Air Force has an effective program to prevent, detect, and

control corrosion and minimize the impact
of corrosion on Air Force combat capability.

Directed by HQ USAF: Manage AF Corrosion Maintenance Program
(AF1 21-105, Air and Space Equipment Structural Maintenance, Apr 03)

Engineering and Technical Assistance

* Engineering Responsibility for 5 Technical Orders

C Corrosion Surveys of Major Commands and

Weapon Systems MaoCman

* Weapon System Corrosion Prevention Advisory Systel anager
Boards AirL

* Host Annual USAF Corrosion Conference Cete rs

* Support Corrosion Training A1

Facility Requirements for Corrosion Maintenance Laborator

C Cost of Corrosion Studies

Transition Corrosion Technologies to Users
4
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AFCPCO Personnel
USA FAcadenzy Center for Aircraft Structural Life Extension (CASTLE)

Government
- Major Robert Reed Office Chief
- Dick Kinzie Senior Materials Engineer
- Dave Ellicks Materials Engineer
- Kim Andrews Materials Engineer
- CMSgt Ronald Allison AF Corrosion Program Manager
- SMSgt T. "Hutch" Hutchins AF Corrosion Program Manager
- Issie Kennedy Management Assistant

Engineering and Technical Support Contractors (S&K Technologies)
- Owen Jeff (CMSgt Ret) Senior Project Manager
- Wes Barfield Senior Materials Engineer
- Mac McKenna (CMSgt Ret) Senior Maintenance Analyst
- Mark Foley (SMSgt Ret) Senior Maintenance Analyst
- Kevin Wilson (MSgt Ret) Senior Maintenance Analyst
- Ruth Jett Senior Corrosion Technician
- Jeff Hatfield Senior IT Systems Engineer
- Beverly Dillard Administrative Assistant

Liaison contractors
- Jerry Powell (SMSgt Ret) Air National Guard Liaison
- Larry Cornwell (Cmdr Ret, USCG) US Coast Guard Liaison

. Technical Orders
USAFAcadremy Center for Aircraft Structural life Fxren.vion (CAStLE)

* We manage five AF general series corrosion-related
technical orders

- Pervasive -- apply to all systems
- Referenced by all other corrosion T.O.s

* Primary means to transition technology to AF-wide use

* Continual effort to update as needed

- Ensure maintainers use best materials and processes--
increase combat capability, reduce maintenance time & cost,
protect people & assets, comply with environmental
restrictions

* Available publicly at

6
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Technical Orders
USA FAcadenzy Center for Aircraft Structural Life Ltxtension (CASTLE)

T.O. 1-1-8, Application and Removal of Organic Coatings,
Aerospace and Non-Aerospace Equipment

* T.O. 1-1-686, Desert Storage Preservation and Process
Manual For Aircraft

T.O. 1-1-689, Avionics Cleaning and Corrosion
Prevention/Control

* T.O. 1-1-691, Aircraft Weapon Systems Cleaning and
Corrosion Control
- All updates available at

* T.O. 2-1-11, General Corrosion Control of Engine Parts
During Overhaul & Field Level Maintenance

* T.O.s for vehicles & support equipment
- WR-ALC/552 SEVSG is engineering authority;

AFCPCO provides technical support

Cost of Corrosion Study
USAFAcaderny Center for Aircraft Structural Life Extension (CAStFE)

AFCPCO conducted Air Force-wide collection/analysis of corrosion cost
- Aircraft, vehicles, equipment, munitions, space systems
- Not real property (AF OPR is Civil Engineering)

Cost of documented, direct corrosion control maintenance
- Repair, treatment, washing, painting, depainting, sealing

(conservative--only costs that could be captured)
- Not intangibles (availability, readiness, training, safety)

Total Costs, Then Yr Dollars AF O&M Budget, Then Yr Dollars

1990 1997 2001 2004 1990 1997 2001 2004

$720 $795 $1,139 $1,497 $25,160 $22,728 $29,328 $38,406

Total Costs, Adjusted to 2004 $'s AF O&M Budget, adjusted to 2004 $'s

1990 1997 2001 2004 1990 1997 2001 2004

$926 $857 $1,175 $1,497 $32,342 $24,512 $30,246 $38,406

Corrosion Cost Growth as a Constant Corrosion Proportion of AF O&M Budget
Compounding Rate 1990 1997 2001 2004

5.23% 2.86% 3.50% 3.88% 3.90%

Fleet Size Study Year

8,722 5,991 6,075 6,066 8
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d Information Management, Dissemination, 1
Feedback

IS4 IW A cademy Center for Aircr aftStructural Life L'Itension (CASTLE)

* Biggest hurdle is communication

- Many corrosion needs have some known answers
- Many unauthorized or damaging processes being used

* Customer feedback and needs identification via:

- Surveys, CPABs, conferences, direct contact (phone/e-mail)
- Quarterly corrosion telecon with MAJCOM managers

- Corrosion newsletter to SPOs
* Best dissemination tool is Web site:

* Publicly releasable info on

* Survey & project reports Specifications
*Cost of Corrosion Studies Points of contactQualified Product Lists Links to partner

Technical Orders organizations
Message traffic i Meeting minutes

L.madhg•.•Itothe ~ t" Material selection Info Training & technical info

* • ,,that etdeo ui~yfnow... Event schedules

Command Corrosion Surveys
USA .FAcademny Centerfor Aircraft Structural Life Extcn.ion (CAStI.E)

"* Surveyed AMC & AFSPC in 2005 I

"* Assess overall health of programs -- NOT
inspection

"* Provided on-site assistance

"* Briefed base and MAJCOM maintenance

leadership, published final reports

"* Planning for ANG, PACAF, AFMC
(Operational Units)

10
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V Air Force Corrosion Managers' Conference 1
ISA) 'Acadeinj Center for Airyraft St, tiwttal Life Lxitension (CA STLE)

" Purpose: crossflow & resolve
issues across entire Air Force
corrosion prevention and control
community

" Around 500 participants: all
MAJCOMs, ALCs, SPOs, over 120
field units, all sister services, HO
USAF, AFRL, industry

Corrosion Prevention
Advisory Boards

SUS.IF Acaderny Centerfo "Airrafitructural Life E•" nson (CAStILF)

* Each aerospace system required to establish CPAB, hold annual
meetings

* Purpose: bring system designer, program office, MAJCOM
corrosion managers, field corrosion representatives together to
discuss and resolve corrosion issues unique to their weapon
system.

* SPO chairs CPAB and directs corrosion program for its system
(SPO is engineering authority)

* AFCPCO is technical support, advising on most effective methods,
materials, and processes for that specific system.
- We participate in approximately 15 CPABs/year

12
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What to remember...
LUSAFAcadenry Center for Aircraft Struzetural Life Extension (CAStLE)

Visit our web site!

(We also post PA-reviewed info on

www.dodcorrosionexchange.org)

Call us!

DSN 468-3284

478-926-3284

afcorr@robins.af.mil

13 1
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The People Currently
Behind AFGROW:

* Jim Harter Lead Engineer

* Alex Litvinov Lead Programmer

* Robert Reuter Support

Day #1

"* Introduction

"* Layout and Flow of AFGROW

"• Spectrum

"* Beta / K Solutions

"• Stress Intensity / Fatigue Crack Growth

-D12-



Day #2:

"* Geometry / Beta

- Beta

- Beta Correction

- Geometry Solutions

- Loading Conditions

"* Stress State

"* Failure Criteria

"* Retardation

"* Residual Stresses

Day #3

" COM

"* Plug-Ins

"* Composite Patch Repair

"* Initiation

"* Environmental Data

"* Closing

- Q&A session

-D13 -



"*•• Examples of Problems in Fatigue

Fatigue is problem for many types
of structures

F-111 Fatigue Failure
"4VI= 1969 Accident

"* Forging defect in wing
attachment

"* Caused fatigue failure after 100
flight hours

"* Promoted advances in damage
tolerant design

-D14-



Fatigue Failure of
Aircraft Propeller

* Failed after 115
flight hours

"* Ran "rough" next
to last flight Fracture Surface

"* Failed 1 minute
into last flight

"* Design/material
sound

• Fatigue origin at
"patent pending" Fatigue origin

stamp Ref: Prevention of the Failure of Metals Under Repeated Stress,
Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy Department, 1941

What is AFGROW?
.~ ~ ~ ..... .........

AFGROW is a fatigue crack growth life prediction code
created in Visual C++ which uses Linear-Elastic
Fracture Mechanics (LEFM) on metallic models

10
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Sales Pitch fl

AFGROW is the most comprehensive life prediction
code available on the market

* AFGROW has a user-friendly Windows interface

* AFGROW has become the industry standard in life
predictions

* AFGROW is free

When should I use AFGROW?

"* You have discovered an unwanted crack in a structure
and wish to determine its remaining life

"* You are designing a new component and desire to
know the expected life

"* You are changing the configuration of a structure and
wish to determine the effect

12
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Who uses AFGROW?

"* Prime Contractors

"* Government Entities

"* Academia

13

AFGROW's Dark Side
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AFGROW's Inadequacies

* The user must choose a representative model

AFGROW's Inadequacies

* The user must estimate the loading conditions present
on the structure

-D18-



AFGROW's Inadequacies

FCG data is seldom validated for statistical
significance

AFGROW's Inadequacies

* Fatigue Crack Data is seldom available in complete sets.
(Partially solved by the Harter-T Method)

Random Steel Sample

1.00Ed0

1.0E-07

dK (kW -K1,•i))
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AFGROW's Inadequacies

There is a disjuncture in initiation and fatigue crack
growth theories

AFGROW's Inadequacies

• Dynamic effects are basically ignored - rate at which
the loads are applied

No!

20
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AFGROW's Inadequacies

AFGROW's scope...

Geometries Environments
Cube Maple Leaf Cone Low-Temperature Bacteria

Foil Rhombus Sphere Acidic Vacuum Basic Water

Taurus WMld Animals High-Temperature

Loading Materials
Conditions Cobalt Polystyrene

Choool.te Steol
Bearing Compression Titanium Borlde
BSnding Tension Transparent Aluminum

Frequency Effents

Fretting Mined-Loading

21

AFGROW's Inadequacies

Version Discrepancies

- After modifications have been made to solutions or
bug fixes, values sometimes change

Solutions are complex

22
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"AFGROW's Inadequacies

* Predictions are usually only accurate to a factor of
two.

X2

23

S. ... however

* For estimating fatigue life in metallic components,
there is no better solution

24
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AFGROW's History

" Ed Davidson (Early 1980's)

"* ASDGROW

"* MODGROW

"* AFGROW (1998)

25
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Layout and Flow of AFGROW

James A. Harter

Robert Reuter

Air Vehicles Directorate

Structures Division

Wright-Patterson Air Force Base

Dayton, OH

Layout of AFGROW

--I -1- Menu / Toolbars

Crack growth-rate data

1 OMo3 ............ . .--] = 0 OO

.- DU ...... Animation Frame

Main Frame

e 1 1 10 io

Note F,, R 0 0. r 11d - i-d 0 .11 K

'.:, 2':,• ... ......... ...... ram
• . ..... .... Output Fram e Status Bar
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Layout: Main Frame

Views Include:

- Status

- Crack Plot (a vs. N) ,

- da/dN vs. DK Plot , ...

- Repair Plot

- Initiation Plot

Fatigue Crack Growth Plot
da/dN vs. AK

"* Displays your fatigue crack growth plot

"* Numerous options to modify your graph

- Slider Bar

- Freezing a curve

- Overlaying fatigue crack growth data

- Quickly switching material Data

- Erasing your data

- Copying and pasting your data

- D25 -



Slider Bar

I I I I i I I | I I I I I I I I I I I I I

•,/' ~Freezing a Cu rve •ii

WAt

,,.' ....." ... ...... .......... . . ...... . ......... ..................... r020
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da/dN vs. AK Viewer

"* Default Filename: [filename].cgr

"* File Format

[Title]

[R]

[Delta K][da/dN]

Sample: test.cgr

7

A •da/dN vs. AK Viewer:
Overlaying Data

i r 'n " • . .. .. .............. . .: : . . . . . .=== = == ==== =============. ... ..... .. . . .ir '~ •

Crack growth-rate data

1 e-00 10

Z e005 .. .....- .. .. ...... --.-. 1

I " • R= 0.10

1l-003 6,
1 e-1

•l1e-1• ------ __

le-1•7 - - -- ____ _.

1e-0__

1 e-009

01 10 100

AX

Note For R < 01. Komax is used instead of Delta K
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Material Data f
*Hot Key to change materialdata morequicklyy

lka da/dN vs. AK Plot: Erasing

........... . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ... p. ... ........
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AdaldN vs. AK Plot: Copying and ¶
Pasting Data

1.92455 1e-009 11.3488 le-005

_____________1.94379 4e-009 14.6227 2e-005

__________1.96533 1le-008 18.3567 Ue-005

S1.98923 2e-008 22.0037 7e-005
2.08583 4e-008 24.9028 0.0001

-*2.32837 7e-008 30.31 98 0.0002

2.69751 le-007 37.169 0.0004

3.65331 2e-007 43.9668 0.0007

4.93058 4e-007 48.1505 0.001

5.84576 7e-007 59.4908 0.004

6.42914 le-006 63.7691 0.01

7.6959 2e-006

9.0851 4e-006

10.2571 7e-006 1

Crack Growth Plot (avs N)

*VIP

*Plots:
Crack Length vs. Cycles

- avs.N D2

-cvs. N 0125. . . . . j..
0 146233 292467 436701 504936

C. C, 1I-

0.254

0146 233 202 467 438701 5049350

-Single Edge Comete Crack Standar_

12
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Crack Growth Plot: Plot Properties

General

- Show Legend

- Black and White Plots

- Reversed Cycles m-

- Line Thickness (Graph Line)

13

C lt n rack inreithe PltPlot Properties_
- Use after a run

•Series

-- Plot any crack in either plot .i2;. ~~~...

- More important for advanced or custom models

- One case in either plot
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Crack Growth Plot: Erasing

Crack Length vs. Cycles Crack Length vs. Cycles

.............................................................................. ......... .... ..... ............ .

14057 2W'14 . ..71 07100 002w5

D~ oe13 • . ......... e neee4 .......................... ........ .... .. ..... ........... ........ .............0.4 ....... 04 .... .. ......

217144. 7474g a7429 .4.5
-1-1itra Th-uh rat•, t

Crack Growth Plot: Overlay

Crack Length vs. Cycles
0.002

A

0.0201
........ .....................

~N!
28714 57429

0,C325

C
0.0244 /

0.5018

0,m13 ..

D 28714 57429

-1.t Run -Switchad Alloy
.Willenborg Retardation.

...Manual Stress State 2
--Manual Stress State=
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Repair Plot

Patch Beta Correction Factors

0.675..0.95

0 0.0127 00254 0.0381 0.0508
Crack length

- Line number one 1

17

Initiation Plot

Strain-Life Curve

Stratn-Life curve

" 0.1

001

0 ý0 0 1 ... . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . .... .. ................ . . .

1 100 1eý004 1e4 33 1e +00
Life (peuersals)

Strain Life Eq
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Initiation Plot

Stress Strain Curve
Cyclic stress-strain curve

675

900

225

0 0.025 0.01 0.015 0.02
Strain

- Stress-Strain Eq.

Initiation Plot: Read Test Data

Sr .............

20
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Initiation Plot: Data Overlay

Strain-Life curve

1 100 le+004 Is-.{6 Ie+00

Life (R eyersals)

- StreitUfe Eq

21

_________Initiation:______ Erase ee uN

.S .... ..... .. . .... ..

I It I.-ON I.= I"mM I,=--x I

22
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A Al
Layout: Animation Frame

Classic or Weight Advanced
Function Geometries

Geometries

23

Layout: Animation Frame

Plug-in
Models

24
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1ýý0011 Layout: Menu and Toolbars

"* Input Dialogs ________________

"* Preferences Tk17EF T~ed Pep Irth&. Wniom f*

- Output Intervals ....

- Calculation Increments [eýspb
-Transition Options P.&d&s5 Wý Lk

- Failure Options L

*Misc. Visual Tools
- Rainflow analysis
- Cycle Counting
- Others...

*Help
- Menu (Fl)

- Link to S.l. Research

Layout: Toolbars'5

Handout

28
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Flow of AFGROW0!

27

How do we simulate?

" We choose:

- Loading Environment

- Model Geometry

- Material

- Others...

"* During the simulation:

- Start: Initial Conditions

- Move: Crack Growth Increment (da)

- Finish: Failure Criteria

2-
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Our goal...

TOTAL LIFE

Setting the 'Stage'

"* Geometry

"* Loading

"* Crack Length

3D
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IL Stress Intensity Factor f

1_ýIg Methods for Calculating K

"* Stress-displacement method

"* Weight function method

"* Crack closure method

"* Contour integral method

32
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•:•' What's Wrong with K?

"• Various Forms /Dimensions

- 'applied'

- 'apparent'

- 'closure'

- 'propagation'

" K has dimensions

- Inconsistent between unit systems

33

Why not just stress?

* Stress at the crack tip is infinite for LEFM

Stress in 'Y'
Direction

Distance to
Crack Tip

34
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?•d Creating da/dN vs dK Curves

From laboratory:

- Measure Crack Length and Cycles (a vs. N)

- Applied load is known

* On paper:

- da/dN - tangent line of a vs. N

- dK = change in stress * beta * SQRT (Pi * a)

- Tabulate da/dN with dK

Crack
Length

Cycles

36
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da = da/dN * dN/ /
We know this from K! We can pick this!

37

lot) Going back to our story...

3-
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Summing up each growth
increment...

da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+
da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+
da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+
da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+
da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+
da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+
da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+
da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+
da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+
da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+
da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+
da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+
da+da+da+da+da+da+da~da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+
da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+
da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+
da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+
da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+
ida+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+dg+I

Summing up each growth
44P, ,---increment...;7

da+da+da+da+da+da+d;.ý la+da+da+da+da+da+da+
da+da+da+da+da+da+d~ a~adad-d-a~a

da+da+ Da+da a~adaddd-a~a
da+da+da+da +dad addaadaada

dadadada :~+&d-" Oa+da+da+da+da+da+da+
da+da+da+d + dat~d .Iia+da+da+da+da+da+da+
da+da+da+da+da+ dai+ ' Ia-+d+da+da+da+da+da+da+
da+da+da+da+da+.da+da% la+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+
da+da+da+da+da+\da+da Ia+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+
da+da+da+da+da+da+da Ia+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+
da+da+da+da+da+da+da Ia+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+
da+da+da+da+da+da+da Ia+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+
da+da+da+da+da+da+da ia+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+
da+da+da+da+da+da+da ia+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+
da+da+da+da+da+da+da .. ..da ..dala+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+
da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+
da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+da+daI
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Summing up each cycle
increment...

dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+d
N+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN
+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+
dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+d
N+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+d N+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN
+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+
dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+d
N+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN~dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN
+dN+d N+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+
dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN~dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+d
N+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+d N+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN
+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+
dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+d
N+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN
+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+
dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+d
N+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN
I+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dN+dFJ+I

Our goal... f

TOTAL LIFE
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"iýý, The Big Picture:

See Handout

43
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Engineering Inspections for
Fatigue Critical Structures

More Science, Less Art
21 April 2006

• ,John Brausch

AFRL/MLSA
Lead NDI Engineer

.Air Force Research
Laboratory

Definition

Nondestructive Testing (NDT)
or

Nondestructive Inspection (NDI)

Process of testing to detect internal and/or
concealed defects in materials/structures

using techniques that do not damage, alter
or destroy the items being tested.
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Why NDI?

* Process control
* Quality Assurance
* Reduce/Mitigate Fracture
* Reduce/Mitigate Failure

- Manage safety of fielded assets after
unexpected incident, or previously undetected
variance discovered

Life extension / life cycle management

Reduce Risk

•I Establishing Initial Inspection
for Fatigue Critical Locations

Traditional DT Inspection Philosophy
1.4 Inspections occur at / the time associated with Tf
1.2 the time it takes for a crack to grow from initial

size to failure acr ,.

"0.8 Tf/2 =T 1
(D"Ne 0,6 •

0.2-

02

0 2000 4000 6000 8000

Reference: MIL-STD-1530C Ufe (Fit Hrs)
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Establishing the In-Service
Inspection Interval

1.4-
T2 = Yx (T3-T 1) T3  Tf

1.2- AT(T 2 -_Tj)
ac----j- --- -

12

0.8-
.N

06acr-miss - - - - - - - -

0.2-

0 2000 4000 6000 8000

Wfe (Fit Hrs)

Inspections occur at Y/2 the time The
associated with the time it takes NDI
for a crack to grow from initial Miss

7 size to failure, T2 0 .5*(T3-T1)

Upper

size that 'NE.....

Ti T2 T3
SPECTRUM HOURS

Damage Tolerance Design Based Inspections
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"Summary
aNDE and acr.miss

aNDE represents the starting point for in-
service crack growth analysis, so the smaller
this crack size value, the bigger the in-service
inspection interval
acr.miss represents the crack size condition,
where a missed crack will grow to failure
before the next inspection
Approach based on design, then improved
when actual crack behavior/scenarios are
observed
- Bigger than expected => serious problem

- Cracks not always where anticipated

Recent Challenges

"• In March 2005, a restricted aircraft at experienced
moderate turbulence, violated the restriction, and was
re-inspected
- Two cracks were found only 24.3 hours after depot inspection
- Other re-inspected aircraft also had cracks
- Misses at other field and depot locations

"• Investigation findings: "these cracks were missed
during initial inspection"

"* AFMC/CV directed Tiger Team (TT) to analyze issue
- TT collected data, published findings/recommendations

-D50 -
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A

Cracks Missed

CapabilibLLa,,
0.3 inch

A,
-®rýýIsm

Challenging Inspection

N.,
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What Are The Root-Causes? J7

" Root-Cause Analysis not routinely accomplished
unless mishap occurs

÷ Fortunately only one Mishap (Class B) in past ten
years related to NDI misses in safety of flight
structures

"* Effective Corrective Actions not implemented

Have We Been Lucky??

•d Probability of Detection (POD) Findings

"* NDI Program Office study
"* Focus was High Frequency Eddy Current

(HFEC) surface inspections
"* Depot and Field locations surveyed
"* Results (from Box-Plate Study)

"* Depot detectable flaw 0.322 inch
"* Field detectable flaw 0.551 inch

"* Required detectable size varies from 0.05
to 0.25 inches

- D52 -
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': • Summary of POD Results
High Frequency Eddy Current Surface Inspections

Test Condition Location a9 °/50  a90/95, aNDE

(inch) (inch)

Plate . Depot 0.135 0.322

SField 0.271 0.561

Angles M Depot 0.432 >0.982

"" Field Indeterminate Indeterminate

Lug w/ Depot 0.084 0.148

fixture Field 0.125 Indeterminate

Lug w/ Depot 0.146 0.284

template R Field 0.165 Indeterminate

Lug Depot 0.161 0.268

"Field 0.215 Indeterminate

Impact of NDI "Misses"

Increased risk of catastrophic failure on aircraft
experiencing cracking in critical locations
- Re-inspection interval set based on historical detectable

flaw size per inspection technique
- Cracks missed far exceed expected NDI capability

Risk mitigation options:
- Inspections (more frequently, multiple, oversight, etc)
- Modify structure
- Alter operational flight envelope
- Improve NDI techniques and processes __

- D53 -
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Establishing Effective

Inspection Solutions

V What Makes For an Effective Inspection?,

"* Well Trained People
"* Empowered People
"* Motivated People
"* Well Engineered Inspections

# Clearly Defined Requirements
* Suitable Equipment (Instruments, probes standards)
* Human Factors Considered in Inspection

Development
+ Clear Guidance and Documentation
* Capability Meets Requirement

"* Strong Organization
"* Employee Feedback
"* Strong Proactive Management
"* Effective Oversight

- D54 -
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&Id Defining Inspection Requirements

Structures Engineers Must
Define and Understand Quantifiable Requirements

* Flaw Type
* Flaw Size - BE REALISTIC
* Flaw Location
* Flaw Orientation
* Surface Condition
* Flaw Nearest Neighbor

- local geometry variations
- local material variations

• Configuration changes
- Material/geometry between systems
- MRB's, modifications, repairs

Structures Engineers Must

Develop clear and complete inspection requirement definitions
for each control point.

- Definition of general structural location and access

restrictions

- Clear identification of specific details requiring inspection

- Identification of probable crack location and direction of
propagation

- D55 -
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NDI Engineers Must

Chose inspection method most suitable for
application considering

- Capability - flaw detection expectation
- Reproducibility - calibration
- Repeatability - process control
- Decision threshold levels quantified and useful
- Insensitive to non-relevant variances in material and

geometry
- Logisitics - supportable, deployable
- Training - standard training, task certification
- Cost

NDI Engineers Must

* Develop procedures that are
- Clear
- Concise
- Trainable

- Effective

* Validate procedures through performance

* Verify inspection capability

* Ensure traceability of inspection methods and
results

- D56 -
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Tech Data Examples

....O.. A-A

•,,• ULTIMATE GOAL
"V,,• NDI RELIABILITY......

"• CAPABILITY-

Probability of Detection (POD)

"* REPRODUCIBILITY

Calibration

"* REPEATABILITY
Process Control
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Nbw POD

" POD is a metric based on a sampling test
(representative of application population)
- Population:

"* Inspectors
"* Measurement variables

"* Probabilistic based on the test sample set
used

CuueI dopilh 10-3

0,8 t 24 ,2 4 D 58- 6 24 40 $
6012



\l 'Two Approaches for POD Estimation

"* Hit/Miss - Use of maximum likelihood
estimator

" a vs. a-hat - Scalar and quantitative
- Useful for NDE methods providing a

quantitative response
- Data may be fit to a straight line function
- Requires less data

Reference: MIL-HDBK-1823

POD Calculation
Log Odds Model Based P

100%
90% -

; 80% -

70%
"O 60% - A90I50

"• 40%1 - A90/950
50% 40% / -A90/95

420%

10%

0%
0 20 40 60 80 100

Flaw Length (mils)
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a vs. a-hat Example

6.0 j F7

5.0 Ino InspectorA

-•Inspector B

•, 4.0
Decision Thresh Id Inspector C

"o- "'L
3.0 _ _, _InspectorD
30

"- Log. (inspector A)

2.0 -Log.(InspectorB)

E Log. (Inspector D)

1.0 Log. (inspector C)

0.0

10 Actual Flaw Size (Length, Mils) 100

Example Threshold vs. POD

Threshold vs POD (A90195) Curve

4.5
T4.0_____

.2 3.5
. 3.0 _

S2.5
":2 2.0
= 1.5 _
U)
2 1.0 _

- 0.5
0.0

0 20 40 60 80 100

A90195 (mils)
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% 0'Acceptance Criteria/Decision Threshold

1-D Eddy Current POD Curve
Inspection Threshold 2.0 Divisions =33.2 mils (90/95)

r 100%

0

4 0%

mm 60% -A05

0 20% 6 0 0
FlwLnth(is

A

Inspection Threshold 3.0 Divisions = 55.1 mils (90/95)

100% T7 7S90%
S80%

70%
O4 6%- A90/50

k 50% /A90/95
340%
2u 0%, --

~ 0%

0 20 40 60 80 100

Flaw Length (mils)
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Variables Affecting Capability

"• Flaw (Artificial vs. Natural)
"• Test Object (Geometry, Material)
"* NDI Method
"* NDI Materials
"* NDI Equipment
"* NDI Procedure
"* NDI Process
"* Calibration
"* Acceptance Criteria / Decision Basis
"• Human Factors

Example: Crack Response Variability
Eddy Current and Fluorescent Penetrant

Ed*Current vs& PenetraWt Resonse FromFatigue Cracks in 1-64
140 "- ..

Undts: P ra e
100' Eddy Current. % Full Screen HeigM (FSH) .

Fluorescent Penetrant - Fot,Lamberts

0 6 0 ___________________,_____ ____________ I :

- I !
06 40 1

D ----- ------

0 ....... I -- I -- p---
0.030 0.040 0.060 0.080 0.100

Crack Length (inch)

A~wWuea~d~~a*hdzoW9FSKSpecknenr41

AWpu ftormced tw Pmill OdgmUshbi lwehd (6 Hatwrko
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Variables Affecting Capability

"• Flaw (Artificial vs. Natural)
"* Test Object (Geometry, Material)
"* NDI Method
"• NDI Materials
"* NDI Equipment
"* NDI Procedure
"• NDI Process

"• Calibration
"* Acceptance Criteria I Decision Basis
"• Human Factors

Example: Material Variability
Eddy Current Noise Comparison: Forging vs. Casting

0.020 In(dth

0.010 In (d.pth),

S.. . .. . .. . .• Z • • • ! L.. ......... - - . . . .. • i . .

~~~~~~... .... ... .. : # ] i L Z I

Ti-6-4 Reference Standard Ti Forging Ti Casting
Machined Surface Machined Surface

~32 RMS 32 RMS

Ti Casting Ti Casting Ti Casting
As Cast Surface As Cast Surface As Cast Surface

Flat - Moderate Texture Radius - Moderate Texture Radius - Course Texture
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Variables Affecting Capability

* Flaw (Artificial vs. Natural)
"• Test Object (Geometry, Material)
"* NDI Method
"• NDI Materials
"° NDI Equipment
"• NDI Procedure
"• NDI Process
"* Calibration
"* Acceptance Criteria I Decision Basis
"• Human Factors

A, Single Point Calibration Scenario

CL

T 0

Q1 __

___iL inoise ]

a (crack length) -.
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%& Multiple Point Calibration Scenario

- _...... ....~ -4-

< j noise

a1  a2 a 3a (crack length)•

•d Traceability To a POD Baseline

Inspections Cannot Be Traceable to a POD Baseline Unless...

"* "Calibration" Method Established
- Example: 3-point Calibration

"• "Calibration" Artifacts are Traceable

"• Instrument, Cable, Probe Variables are
Understood and Controlled

"* Procedures are Validated and Stable

- D65 -
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•'S Variables Affecting Capability

"* Flaw (Artificial vs. Natural)
"* Test Object (Geometry, Material)
"* NDI Method
"* NDI Materials
"* NDI Equipment
"* NDI Procedure
"* NDI Process
"* Calibration
"* Acceptance Criteria / Decision Basis
"• Human Factors

A Reducing Inspection Variability
A! For Fatigue Critical Locations

"* Institute 3-point calibration where possible
- Tests instrument, probe and cables

" Institute reference standard traceability

- Ensures consistent inspection results field wide

" Institute effective initial and refresher training

" Implement task certification with proficiency testing
- Measure of individuals competency to perform task

" Design inspections to reduce human factors

- D66 -
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to?" When Inspections Fail

MD-88 Engine Failure, Pensacola, Florida

"* Uncontained engine hub failure killed passengers upon ground run-up
"* Titanium hub fails in fatigue initiating from a tie-bolt hole

MD-88 Engine Failure.. .... n ...............

"* Disturbed layer identified to have been overheated during manufacture
"* Evidence of tool breakage discovered
"* Alpha layer resulted in reduced fatigue properties
"* Ammonium bifluoride inspection during manufacture missed alpha layer
"* Periodic penetrant inspection missed resulting service crack
"* Bolt-hole eddy current implemented for all future periodic inspections

- D67 -
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rA

F-15 Pylon Hook Inspection

Problem: •
" Chrome plated D6AC pylon hooks failed in
service resulting in three Class B mishaps.

"* Fatigue failure attributed to stress concentrations
in hook radii from machining marks and corrosiop
pitting. " •

"* TCTO Magnetic Particle failed to detect crr'

Fatigue Failure

* Magnetic Particle Procedure found to be ineffective due
to part geometry and chrome plating

* Alternate fluorescent penetrant procedures developed,
validated and fielded.

S~Closing Thoughts

•NDI Reduces Risk

* Inspection Development is a Critical Engineering Process

* Structures Engineers must understand and clearly define
realistic inspection requirements

* NDI Engineers must translate the requirements into
effective inspection solutions that are:

"* Capable
"* Repeatable
"* Reproducible

- D68 -
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A j• Top 10 Ways You Know You've Been in 7the Aging Aircraft Business Too Long

6. As years go by, more pages in your flight manual

turn-up missing.

7. Your crew chief has observed recent crack growth in
your lower rear bulkhead...stop drilling is not an option.

8. Your buddies call you "Hangar Queen"

9. Heavy usage, exceeding original design requirements,
has resulted in excessive unplanned maintenance.

10. Weight penalty from conformal fuel tank mods.
has negated enhanced endurance goals.

Top 10 Ways You Know You've Been in the

Aging Aircraft Business Too Long

1. Two words... INFERIOR AERODYNAMICS

2. Your arresting hook does not deploy as quickly as it
use to... sometimes not at all.

3. The frequency of required borescope inspections has
increased dramatically.

4. Your bilge requires constant draining.

5. Even with optics upgrades your night vision capability is
limited.
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Backup Slides

F-15 FSMP NDI Assumptions

!\ SrRVXCE FLAWA S[ZES RELIABLY DETECTED BY
STATE-OF-THE-ART'ID1

*FF.O\¶ MO.T WITH FASTERNER RFMCAIIVO - FOAI1IrFODF CRACK R W 00Ž
*FRO%; HO* E WITH FASTENER REMIOVED..- CORNER CRACKI ROS 0 RE05
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ST-.POFACF CRACKx 0 6050 O00Ž

EMWE CRACK 0.50 0.IM,

CILTIOASO'NIC
*FROM 110:1: WHitI FAETLNR IN FLOACL 'NM IILDOL CRACK 4). 110 , 0 05

*SII'FACF CRACK CAM. OA '0.E

*LOGE CRACK 0.Y0"k x0 0 0
SL,,I DEDOLD CR.AC'K 0.100., .00

I'FNFTTANT
' " ROFACI. CRACK.- NiFF)IMI SFN=1TVIEV FVFý 2 0,10 0 00Ž5

* EMlE CR AC K.510C SLNSI'11NI
5

V t11-:11 2) W.5 OV 0 U0

C CRACK' ULTiOAOIIH SENMIIVITY iLESE .141 0,010 sO0lS

\SA6NF TIC PATICI.TV
SVPCREACE: MRACK V.00 (505

*LIUCE CRACK000000
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F-16 FSMP NDI Assumptions

NDI CAPABILITY: The assumed NDI capability shown in
the detailed maintenance requirements
summaries, and summarized in Table
2.2-3, was used to compute the
reinspection interval. The NIL-A-
83444 specified value (0.251 uncovered
length at holes and edges, and 2c -
0.50D for surface flaws) was not
assumed since the ability to detect
smaller flaws has been demonstrated in
a production environment for various
NDI techniques. For most locations,
eddy current inspection techniques
have been recommended with an assumed
capability of detecting a 0.031 corner
flaw and a 0.05' length surface flaw.
Should depot or base level NDr
operations prove to be incapable of
detecting the assumed NDI flaw size
documented herein, the resulting
reinspection interval should be
reduced. The referenced figure
provided for each maintenance summary
can be used to determine the
reinspection intervals corresponding
to other levels of NDI capability.

F-16 FSMP NDI Assumptions cont...

TABLR 2." (,met,.4de

AU•A••STMU CnMAL MAWMmANa 1M15 0MEN
9MUCTVRaL MA1nMVhNMTE PUM!,ARY

NAT Ol Ef"N van" 5A MECIM RsQ l NtrDT
bUOaDWfANCE AMI 5E1ATR 00SMPEION IVflECTON 5nIh5VAL ORTECTMO CAPAWLITM/u~rqinc ,(n•t,~m •in-•o mRo nTtmv mocn='•ce

1656224 UV", EM dFS 4M9, B6224MA 3.63 10,00 6.000 2c.045

1616224UeBhdtFt S479, B622AAC 33 TD T0D l-- 0
Vt*e1 T.5 ATOth Pad Rdii

161r467 Nsortel inPimot T746"AA 3.7.1 10.110 6.000 0.03
S!,t~qB~ ol~oe 67

16T7467 IHa TaIU Pio T746T9A 3.72 10,50 6.=0 2e-0.-OM
Sbaft Root Psd-s
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APPENDIX E: End-of-Course Survey Raw Data

Note: All data provide herein has been transcribed precisely as it was received. Answers
from individual respondents are separated by a space.

1. What did you like about this course?

The instructors were knowledgeable with experience.

I liked the info on failure types and causes. More info on this would have been help full.

Instructors were easy to understand and made the course relevant with practical experiences.

All the information provided about the fracture mechanics, specificall condition of failure,
Residual stress, corrosion, & Fatigue.

New material helped me understand problems outside my job.
Case studies
It put pieces together

It was well organized and executed with good pacing.
The case studies really helped grow my understanding. I also like the use of equations to
describe relationships between contributing factors.

Very informative. Well planned out. Each section is appropriate length.
The real life examples were great. I seem to relate better when examples come from aircraft
we actually work on and are familiar with.

Case studies were helpful

The level of information was good. Wasn't over my head and it wasn't "dumbed" down.
It's nice to have a class geared to AF engineers specifically.

Real world examples of common failure problems associated with AF aircraft

Lots of good real-world examples.

I liked the examples, pictures, and applications given in each lesson. It was helpful to see
actual damages/failures, reasons why they probably occurred, how they were repaired, and
how they could be prevented in the future.

I enjoyed how the class helped to put what I learned I school in context to my job.

Great info

- Geat content
- Information is directly related to day-to-day job.
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It was a great review of materials and LEFM courses.
The course did a good job of providing a "Whole AF" view of current methodologies

I liked having e material and information directly related to work done at the ALC
Understanding (basic) of LEFM helps maintain aging A/C. I didn't get much of this at
school.

The binder, cd, informative lectures and discussion, use of fear of embarrasment to help keep
us focused, case studies and topic teasers, note pad, group work.

NdI fatige corrosion..everything case studies

Learning about NDI, methods for fixing cracks, exposure to common aircraft structural
problems

Good setup. (50min/lOmin). Multiple instructors helped break things up- level of
discussions was good.

Very relavent to Depot engineering

2. What did you dislike about this course?
1. Too much knowledge can be confussing and make it hard to understand the instructors.
The 'open-ended' questions during instruction took a lot of assumption- that everyone had
familiarity and prerequisite subjects.
2. the entire AFGROW presentation.

Although I thought the metallography & fractology was interesting, I thought as an a
practical application for an engineer working on repairs was to indepth. The reports that are
returned from failure analysis was are very important.

Nothing really comes to mind

I enjoyed the course a lot. I did not see anything I dislike.
This is a good course.

Pictures were too small
Local students probably used extra time to check on their jobs but for someone TDY I could
have taken more information.

The level of the material seemed to oscillate. One lesson would be very simplistic while the
next was ridden with equations. It would have been better had it steadily ramped up. I also
thought there should have been more opportunities for interaction perhaps with mini case
studies.

N/A ? the chairs
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Some of the guest speakers were dry and took too much time.

The AFGROW demonstration was interesting but hard to follow.
I prefer to have a computer to follow along for software demos.

Time - I felt that sometimes we could have spent a little more time on certain issues and
topics. I just feel like some of the info was jam-packed into the 50 minute sessions

Too repetitive. All of this material could easily be covered in 5 half days

Given the time constraint, it was sometimes hard to follow the lesson "completely" (fully
comprehend) - if the course was a little longer (?),perhaps the more difficult topics could be
better understood.

I thought there could have been some more real world examples. Also, the guest presenters
topics were a little too complex

- The orientation of some pictures & diagrams were difficult to discern. View directions
should be clearly marked when showing multiple views.

Some of the guest lectures did not seem to be familiar with the idea of the course and
previous topics covered

With people coming from different backgrounds, it is hard not to cover material that some
people already have knowledge about. This may help for class discussions, but not enough
to spend so much time reviewing.

On the case studies, it is hard to piece some of the pictures together, add more orientation
labels on pictures.

The non technical briefs

To short

Repetition; often veered off topic; this course should be shorter timewise

Overall none - some areas had too much info and some not enough. Tough call on who
needs what though

The AFGROW is not something the majority of engineers will use. The "working lunch"
made for a very long day - no break.
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3. Were having printed materials (your binder) an aid to your experience
this week?
Absolutely.

the material in the etass binder was very good.

Very helpful

Yes.

Yes with the case studies ofcource looking back helped
Not as much with lecture

Yes.

Yes. It is nice to be able to listen and concentrate on the lecture instead of worrying about
taking notes. Plus, I can take the pictures with me.

Yes

Absolutely. Didn't feel like I had to take extensive notes, allowed better focus.

Yes, it was easier to follow along

Yes

Yes. Great reference to keep as well. Being as people sitting in front of me were blocking
some of my view, it was great'to have them directly in front of me.

Yes. I thought the materials were very helpful.

Yes

Yes.

Absolutly!

Yes because notes were not required to be duplicated.
It was a good reference for other lessons.

Oh yes, its great not having to write alot when you are trying to listen.

Yes, good for taking notes for future reference

Yes thanks
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Yes - although having more details provided (ie what was said in class would help later on
(months/years after course)

Yes, could easily turn to notes when projected pictures hard to see; also, could refer back

4. Do you think you will reference your book after this week? YES NO

YES I NO
22 0

5. Do you think you will reference your CD after this week? YES NO

YES NO
22 0

6. Did the hour-long daily case studies support the course objectives?

Yes, working in groups helped my lack of knowledge and helped my learning and
understanding.

Yes, I thought they were relevant to each course.

I think so. The only recommendations I have for the case study, is to provide the results from
the lab at the end of the case study in order to use it as a reference in the future.

Yes add more of them when you go from 6 to 7 lessons/day

Yes.

Yes, they helped support what we were learning and made us "think." Many times I can
listen to a lecture and understand all the concepts but it is not until I use this information
before I really learn it and feel more comfortable with the material.
* Really enjoyed the Topic Teasers

Yes

Yes, without practice, this would have been much less effective. Pictures and real world
examples always help.

Yes, it brought the course material to "light."

It made the course material relevant

Yes

Yes - these were very helpful. They teach lessons and support theory.
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Yes.

Yes

Yes.

good - but they were very repetitive. They were all pretty much the same.

Yes, they were a good way to apply and reinforce material. Keep them

Yes.

Yes but more details would be helpful

Yes very much. Applying the material just learned always reinforces the learning process.

Yes.

Yes, they were good.
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7. What changes or additions would you suggest to make this course better
for future offerings?

Some added pages wA for background information refreshment.
Include the speakers contact info in the reference book/binder.

I would like to see more short courses (week or so) that go into several of these topics more
in depth.

I would have liked more time on LEFM

See #6.

Increase time 10% to 20% with additional case studies and real life examples
This is a great overview
Now develop additional follow on course just for corrosion and fatigue and NDI

The order of lessons should be rethought. The instructors referenced fatigue repeatedly &
always followed that with "We'll discuss that [a few days] later." Rather than having topics
grouped consecutively like Fatigue I, II, III being taught in a row, perhaps introduce the
simple material early & return to the advanced discussion later.

Maybe work some real life examples from beginning to end. There were lectures that
explained the theories and final result but not the details in "working" the problem. The
lecture on AFGROW was informative but should not have been as in depth or should have
started from the beginning with a problem and worked thru it.

1) Have more lessons during the week (M-Th) about 7 lessons per day. Get out early Friday.
2) Have little quizes at the end of each lesson to ensure we have learned everything.
Immedialty go over the quiz.

More diverse practice problems. It seemed like all of them were scc's.

More time on topics

Compress the course, it shouldn't take 5 full days

Having more discussions/case studies as a class could initiate new ideas, good questions, and
get your thoughts flowing.

More real world examples so that it can be related to our jobs better.

Have the students work example fatigue problems

- Add list of online references
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- After each lesson, cite a reference (text, website, T.O., etc.) that class members can review
for further study of the topic.

Get rid of some of the super basic stuff and talk more about "why" things fail

For a 5 day course, I would spend 3 days doing general review on basic concepts. Then, on
the last 2 days, focus on more in depth topics.

More case studies and topic teasers. Not more than one per lesson, though. Make graphs
more readable.

More time
Moe ndi an composites/bonded repairs

This course was thoroughly thought-out. Excellent.
-For the case studies, it would be helpful if the "Notes" page is separate, so we're not writing
on the backs of needed figures.

8. Would you recommend this course to another ALC engineer? YES NO
Why or why not?

YES NO
22 0

It has plenty of relevance to the jobs of structural engineers.
Makes you aware of a lot of options for repairs as well as for seen problems.

as a good overview of a material. this is very helpful.

For me it was a great refresher to what I learned many, many years ago in college. I think
others in my situation would benefit the same.

Because this is a good review material. also, as structure Enginer this class has a lot of
information that will keep us up todate and we can apply to problems that we deal on daily
basis. Note, I wished I would it have this class as soon as I got here (4 years ago).

Anyone in program office or ASIP related support design and acquisition

I grew a basic understanding of structural failure and analysis despite not having a structures
background.

I was able to successfully evaluate all of the evidence in the final case study to produce a
correct analysis.
This is attributable to strong instruction.
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This course covers many topics that we see everyday. It will help engineers with the way the
"think" about failures and ways to prevent them.

It helped me to understand what different kind of failures look like

All the information is pretty much ALC-specific. It's nice to get a perspective from all of
airframes instead of just the one you work on. You could probably justify making this a
mandatory class for AF structures eng'rs

It makes things we will need to one-day know as an engineer concerning the fleets of aging
aircraft the AF has

I thought it was a good way to bring work & education together.

Condenses a wide range of information pertinent to a/c structural engineering that otherwise
readily available to new engineers. This course & the provided book & CD are great
resources for future reference.

Every ALC engineer should take this after 6 months of ALC work.

This is what we need here!
After getting a good understanding of the basics, the material substitution lesson was very
4 helpful. This should be elaborated on.
paul.hradAirobins.af.mil

I found this course to be very informative and enjoyable most of the time.

- Besides ABDR this is the only training that has be relivent and helpful to my Job
- I'm looking forward to future course offerings

Although mostly those in Aircraft spo or interested in moving to one in future.

New engineers will get excellent overview, old engineers get good refresher plus there's
always something new to learn
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